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ABSTRACT 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used to image parts of the body using only 

electromagnetic interaction with the body's own atomic nuclei (hydrogen protons, in 

particular). The complex amplitude is directly measured at arbitrary locations in 2-D 

spatial frequency space; usually the locations are arranged in a square grid to allow 

reconstruction using the fast Fourier transform. The resolution of the obtained image 

is proportional to the number of locations and hence to the time allowed for data 

acquisition; and the bandlimit imposed by restricting the acquisition time is more 

severe in one of the coordinate directions than the other. To increase the efficiency 

of using expensive MR scanners and to reduce the time during which a patient must 

remain still, computational methods are sought to superresolve MR images. 

Superresolution is commonly defined as the recovery of spatial frequency informa

tion of the object beyond the bandlimit imposed by the transfer function of the imaging 

system [Hunt 1995]. The well-known and straightforward Gerchberg-Papoulis (G-P) 

algorithm [Gerchberg 1974] was used to superresolve two sets of data, a simulated MR 

brain image and a phantom head image. These images were blurred by bandlimiting the 

spectrum (i.e. removing some of the high frequencies). Images resulting from applying 

the G~P algorithm were then compared to the corresponding original images. The al

gorithm was modified by making use of available information regarding the image, e.g. 

positivity, upper and lower bounds, and energy constraints, etc. The G-P algorithm 

and its modifications are special cases of the projection onto convex sets algorithm 

(POeS). The basic idea of poes is that any prior information is used as a constraint 

on the image to lie in a closed convex set [Sezan and Stark 1982]. A more general 

form of the restoration algorithm, known as the method of generalized projections, 

extends the poes method to utilizing nonconvex constraints, such as single level and 

neighbourhood based quantization. The different constraints were studied, and in some 

cases considerable improvement in the performance (as indicated by the improvement 

in the signal-to-noise ratio (ISNR)) and visually sharper images were achieved. 

Since the superresolution problem is ill-posed [Hunt 1995] (i.e. trivial perturbation 

in the recorded data may lead to nontrivial perturbations in the solution), regularization 

methods are required to transform an ill-posed problem to a well-posed one, whose 

solution is an approximation to that of the ill-posed problem. In the case where no 
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ABSTRACT 

information regarding the nature of the image was assumed, the well-known Tikhonov

Miller regularization method [Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977] was used to stabilize the 

problem by using a penalty function that represents a bound on the energy of the 

image. Other regularization methods such as constraining smoothness or limiting total 

variation (which either smooth out the solution or preserve edges) were studied. The 

choice of applying these methods depends on prior knowledge of the nature of the 

object. 

The second part of the research concentrated on recovery of undersampled images, 

where the noisy spectra were undersampled by multiplying them with different under-

sampling patterns. The algorithm, when applied on the undersampled images, in 

some cases resulted in useful recovery of even quite severely aliased regions. Both the 

determinacy of the system and the shape of the undersampling pattern used affected 

the amount of recovery achievable. 

A study wa.'3 also made on the recovery of a region of interest, which may be 

applied in situations where a follow-up image or dynamic imaging is required. The 

iterative region of interest (iROI) algorithm was presented in two versions. In the 

first version, information from a high resolution reference image is used to superresolve 

a low resolution dynamic image. This required some prior approximate knowledge 

of the location and extent of the region of interest. The total variation method was 

also used to improve the edges of the region of interest whenever accurate information 

regarding the region of interest was unavailable. The second version of the iROI method 

superresolves a low resolution dynamic image using a low resolution reference image; 

the resultant image is not as good as for the other version but it can be achieved with 

less prior know ledge. 

Two other superresolving methods that utilize prior knowledge were investigated. 

The boxcar estimation method models the image by a series of boxcar functions with 

varying widths, locations and amplitudes. It results in sharp images with reduced 

Gibb's oscillation when applied to piecewise images. The nonconvex level penalty 

function utilizes prior knowledge of the levels present in the solution to superresolve 

an image. Both methods are shown to be useful when the image genuinely contains 

piecewise homogeneous regions. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is based on the physical principles of nuclear mag

netic resonance (NMR), which describes the interaction of those nuclei which have a 

nonzero magnetic moment, with a magnetic field. In 1920, W. Pauli postulated the 

concept that magnetic nuclei possess an angular momentum and magnetic moment, but 

it was not until 1946 that .Felix 'Bloch and Edward Purcell independently, were able 

to measure NMR absorption in bulk materials. They were jointly awarded the Nobel 

prize in 1952. Between 1950 and 1970, NMR was only used for chemical and physical 

molecular analysis. After measuring NMR signals from live animals in 1967, J. Johns 

proposed using it on humans. This was only made possible in 1975 by P. Lauterbur 

who came up with the idea of using linearly varying fields to obtain spatially encoded 

signals. In 1976, Sir Peter Mansfield reported the first live human images and in 1981 

the world's first commercial whole body MRI scanner was introduced. From 1980 to 

the present day, efforts have been directed towards improving both the software and 

hardware involved in the MR imaging process to obtain high contrast images with a 

high resolution in a very short time. 

MRI is a non-invasive imaging technique that produces images of the internal 

physical and chemical characteristics of an object from externally measuring NMR 

signals [Liang and Lauterbur 1999]. It was initially used to image the brain and the 

spinal cord, but now is used to image joints (e.g. shoulder) wrist, ankle), blood vessels 

(e.g. renal arteries, leg arteries), breasts, internal organs (e.g. liver) and male and 

female reproductive systems. Unlike X-ray and computerized tomography (CT), MRI 

requires no harmful ionizing radiation and is capable of imaging along any orientation. 

When first used clinically a major disadvantage of MRI was that an imaging session 

used to take up to a few hours, but continued development has meant that imaging 

time has been reduced to as little as 10 minutes lL.,>ing a modern MRI 'scanner'. 

In MR imaging, data is collected in the 2-D spatial frequency domain, which is 

then inverse Fourier transformed to produce the image. Since fine detail information is 

represented by the high spatial frequency portion of the spectrum, the resolution of the 

reconstructed image therefore depends on the amount of collected data which in turn 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

depends on the allowed imaging time (I.e. an increase in imaging time allows sampling 

in the spatial frequency domain to extend further, resulting in a more highly resolved 

image). In an effort to improve scanning economics (efficient use of the scanner) and 

patient comfort (e.g. patient is claustrophobic or a child), research has been directed 

towards reducing imaging time. Thus arises a need to superresolve images (obtained 

from reduced scan time) to obtain meaningful images for diagnostic purposes. The 

aim of the work presented in this thesis is to superresolve MR images (i.e. to recover 

spatial frequency information beyond bandwidth limit imposed by the reduced imaging 

time), with some emphasis on brain images. Different existing and new superresolving 

methods are applied to MR images in order to study their performance. The different 

methods are applied to both phantom and MR simulated brain images. 

Chapter 2, of the thesis introduces the basic physical principles behind MR imaging 

followed by a description of the basic imaging sequence. Several fast imaging techniques 

are mentioned followed by description of the different artifacts resulting from either 

system imperfections or physical limitations. 

Chapter 3 introduces the theory of superresolution and a proof of the possibil

ity of achieving it. There are many different existing superresolving techniques. A 

very common approach to superresolution is to use prior information regarding the 

imaged object into the superresolution process. An example is the well-known and 

simply implemented iterative Gerchberg-Papoulis (G-P) algorithm, which utilizes prior 

knowledge of the support region of the object. Both the steepest descent and conjugate 

gradient methods are described and are related to the G-P algorithm. Results obtained 

from applying the algorithm on both the phantom and MR image are presented. 

Chapter 4 introduces the projection onto convex sets (POCS) method which uses 

additional prior information such as positivity, energy constraints, upper and lower 

bound constraint, etc. Different constraints may be used together in different combina

tions to superresolve an image. A more general form of POCS, known as the method 

of generalized projections (MGP) which utilizes nonconvex constraints, is discussed. 

New nonconvex constraints (single level and neighbourhood based quantization) are 

introduced and results obtained from applying these constraints are presented. 

Since superresolution is an ill-posed problem by its nature, regularization methods 

are required to prevent iterative methods diverging. Chapter 5 discusses different 

regularization methods that may be used to transform an ill-posed problem into a well

posed problem that converges to a useful solution. Prior information regarding the 

object can be used in the regularization method to either smooth out the solution (e.g. 

reduce Gibb's oscillation and noise), preserve edges (using the total variation method) 

or a combination of both. 

Up to this point in the thesis, superresolution of bandlimited images has alone been 

the subject of investigation. Chapter 6 studies the effect of undersampling the spatial 
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frequency domain using various undersampling patterns. Derivations of the aliasing 

patterns caused in the image domain are presented. The performance of applying 

superresolving methods to the various undersampled images is presented. 

Chapter 7 discusses the use of superresolution algorithms for specific applications 

where only a region of interest (ROI) needs to be superresolved. Different existing 

algorithms (such as the keyhole and reduced field of view methods) are discussed and 

are compared to a new proposed algorithm, known as the iterative recovery of ROI 

method. The iROI method has two versions, in which either a high or low resolution 

image is used as a reference image. The total variation method is used to enhance the 

edges of the ROI. 

Chapter 8 presents two further methods which utilize prior information in the re

covery process. A parametric estimation method models the image by a series of boxcar 

functions of varying widths, amplitudes and locations, that need to be computed. A 

new method, known as the level penalty function, and based on the prior knowledge 

of the possible M levels that can be attained by the pixels, is introduced. Both meth

ods are applied on both the phantom and brain data, and results are presented and 

discussed. 

Chapter 9 presents a general summary of all the methods studied and conclusions 

based on all the results obtained. Suggestions for future research are also advanced. 
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Chapter 2 

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) 

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO MRI 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive imaging technique, used mainly in 

medical applications to produce high quality images of the inside of the human body. It 

is based on the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) principle which was first discovered 

by Bloch [Bloch 1946J and Purcell [Purcell et al. 1946] 1945. They discovered that 

nuclei in chemically distinet environments resonate at slightly different frequencies in 

the presence of a magnetic field. MRI was once called nuclear magnetic resonance imag

ing, but the word 'nuclear' was dropped to avoid the misconception of the involvement 

of radioactivity. MRI scanners are used to image soft tissues of the body, especially the 

brain, spinal cord, nerves and muscles [Ballinger 1996J. The most important feature 

of MR imaging compared to other imaging techniques is the contrast between two soft 

tissues, which helps in distinguishing pathological tissues from healthy tissues. The 

first commercial MRI scanners were available around 1981. An MRI scanner requires 

no ionizing radiation and until now no adverse effects have been reported from its use. 

2.2 IMAGING 

The human body is made up mainly of water and fat, both of which contain high 

proportions of hydrogen atoms. The hydrogen nucleus has a single proton. This proton 

possesses a property known as the spin which can be modelled as a small magnet that 

will cause the hydrogen nucleus to exhibit NMR in the presence of a strong magnetic 

field. MRI is based on the interaction of the spin with three types of magnetic fields: 

II a main magnetic field Bo; 

III a radiofrequency (RF) field B 1 ; and 

" linear gradient magnetic fields G. 

By applying a uniform magnetic field Bo{around 0.2 Tesla to 2 Tesla, for medical 

applications), oriented in space in the direetion conventionally referred to as the z 
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CHAPTER 2 MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) 

direction, nuclei align themselves either parallel or anti-parallel to the field. Nuclei 

aligned parallel to the applied field are at a lower energy state than those aligned anti

parallel to the applied field. Transition between the two energy states occurs through 

the absorption of a photon with an energy E equal to the energy difference between 

the two states, where 

E = nwo, (2.1) 

fi is Plank's constant (fi = 6.626xlO-34 J s) and Wo is the Larmor frequency, which is 

related to the applied field Bo by 

Wo = 'YBo, (2.2) 

where 'Y is the gyromagnetic ratio, a constant for each type of atom. For hydrogen, 'Y 

= 42.58 MHz / Tesla. 

There are fewer nuclei at the high energy state than those at the low energy state. 

Since the population difference is small and only the net magnetization of all nuclei 

contribute to any measurable signal, NMR signals are very weak. In a single volume 

element, which corresponds to a pixel in'an MR image, there are many protons, each 

having a magnetic moment vector. The net magnetization M = Mxi + Myj + Mzk 

is the vector sum of the individual moments, where i,j, and k are the unit vectors 

along x, y and z respectively, in the laboratory frame [Wright 1997]. In the absence of 

an external magnetic field, the spins are oriented randomly and the net magnetization 

M=O. 

If an external magnetic field Bo = Bok is applied in the z longitudinal direction, the 

magnetic moment vectors will tend to align themselves either parallel or anti-parallel to 

the z direction (either at a low or high energy state) and will precess about the z-axis 

as shown in Fig. 2.1(a). The rotation, known as Larmor precession, occurs at a precise 

frequency known as the Larmor frequency given by Eqn. 2.2. Since the projection 

of the precessing moments on the xy transverse plane have a random phase, the net 

magnetization vector will therefore be along the z direction, with a vector length equal 

to the population difference of nuclei between the high and low energy states. However 

there is a slight excess of spins favouring the low energy state (i.e the parallel direction) 

therefore the net magnetization is M = Mok, as shown in Fig. 2.1(b). 

In the equilibrium state, the net magnetization is static and no current is induced 

in the receiver coil. To obtain information, the spins need to be excited. The excitation 

is achieved by applying a uniform RF pulse Bl, orthogonal to the main magnetic field, 

in the xy (transverse) plane tuned to the resonant frequency of the spins to excite 

them out of equilibrium. This results in a deflection of the net magnetization away 

from the main field direction. The effect of applying Bl field is that the magnetization 

precesses about the Bl field away from the Bo field direction as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). 

Note Bl (;:::: 50p,Tesla) is much weaker than Bo (;:::: 1.5Tesla) A rotating frame of 

reference, where x', y' and z are the axes of the rotating frame, that rotates about the 
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2.2 IMAGING 

z z 

x y 

x 
y 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.1 (a) Precession of the individual magnetic moments after applying Bo; (b) net 
magnetization vector in the laboratory frame. 

z axis at the Larmor frequency is used to simplify the visualization of the complex 

motions. Since Bl is tuned to the Larmor frequency, it therefore appears stationary in 

the rotating frame and is placed by convention along x'. Application of the RF pulse 

causes resonant absorption of energy, that excites some nuclei to the high energy state. 

The RF pulse Bl applies a torque on the magnetic moment vectors and tips them 

by an angle depending on the strength and duration of the RF pulse. The common 

excitation angle used is 900
, which tips the net magnetization vector to lie completely 

in the transverse plane, so that the longitudinal component Mz = 0 and the transverse 

component Mxy 1= 0 as shown in Fig. 2.2. 

z 

~~-----7------~Y 

x x' 

(a) 

z 

e \ 
}--"---+------+y' 

M 

(b) 

Figure 2.2 Precession of the magnetization after the application of both Bo and Bl in the: 
(a) laboratory frame; (b) rotating frame. 
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CHAPTER 2 MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRl) 

After the RF excitation, the nuclei return back to the equilibrium position by losing 

energy. This is known as the relaxation and starts at the termination of the RF pulse. 

The net magnetization M decays relatively slowly (in msec) to its equilibrium position 

along the longitudinal axis. This means that M z increases from zero to an equilibrium 

value Mo approximately according to 

(2.3) 

where Tl is the longitudinal relaxation time. This relaxation, known as the spin-lattice 

or Tl relaxation, is due to the loss of excess energy resulting from the RF pulse to the 

surrOlmdings as thermal energy. is a time constant which can be defined as the 

time required for the magnetization to return to 63% of its original equilibrium value. 

Typical Tl values in biological tissues range from 300 2000msec. The transverse 

component 

(2.4) 

has a magnitude Mxy , which decays to zero as equilibrium is achieved, that is approx

imately 
-t 

Mxy = Moe T2 , (2.5) 

where T2 is the transverse relaxation time. This relaxation is known as the spin

spin or T2 relaxation, which ranges from 30 - 150msec. This relaxation is due to 

the transfer of energy between nuclei in different energy states. The reason for this 

relaxation is that after applying the 900 RF pulse, all the nuclei are in phase, creating 

the transverse component of magnetization. Random local magnetic field variations 

due to interaction between the spins result in fluctuations in the precession frequency. 
-t 

This results in a random dephasing of the spins and the decay of Mxy by e T2. Both 

relaxation processes occur simultaneously, with T2 ::; Tl. A receiver coil specifically 

positioned to detect variations in the magnetization along the transverse plane detects 

a precessing magnetization and produces a signal known as the free induction decay 

(FID). A set of FIDs are collected and processed to construct an MR image. 

2.2.1 The spin echo 

In addition to the T2 relaxation process, the transverse magnetization decays faster 

because nuclear magnetic moments do not all have the same precessing frequency due 

to imperfections of the applied magnetic field (ideally homogeneous) and added field 

gradients to achieve spatial resolution. This spread of resonance frequency leads to 

dephasing of the spins and a more rapid decay of the transverse magnetization than 

would occur purely by the T2 relaxation phenomenon described above [Atlas 1996]. 

The exponential decay resulting from both the spin-spin (T2 ) relaxation and the field 

inhomogenities is referred to as the effective relaxation (or T2 ) time as shown in Fig. 
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2.2 IMAGING 

2.3. 

Signal Amplitude 
ofFID 

TIDecay 

Decay 

H4-H+i*~----------+ Time 

Figure 2.3 Effect of both T2 and field inhomogenities on lYfxy which is proportional to the 
FID amplitude. 

The spin-spin interaction is random, time variant and irreversible. However, mag

netic field inhomogenities have a constant influence on the spin system and can therefore 

be accounted for. The spin-echo sequence is used to remove the dephasing caused by 

the field inhomogeneity [Morris 1986]. In this sequence an echo, a reappearance of the 

signal a finite time after the disappearance of the FID [PHILIPS l, is measured rather 

than the FID signal. A 900 RF pulse is applied along the Xl direction, which flips the 

magnetization into the xlyl plane along the yl axis as shown in Fig. 2.4(a). The trans

verse magnetization starts to dephase as shown in Fig. 2.4(b). After a time interval of 

T2E, where is the time between the RF excitation and the maximum amplitude of 

the first echo, a 1800 RF pulse is applied which flips the magnetization by 1800 about 

the Xl axis as shown in Fig. 2.4(c). The magnetization continues precessing in the 

same direction, which leads to at least a partial rephasing at time T E and resulting in 

an echo as shown in Fig. 2.4(d). 

2.2.2 Selective excitation 

In the situation described to this point, all the spins are resonating at the same fre

quency and are tipped by the same angle so that the excitation is non-selective. To im

age a thin slice of width ~z centred at Zo, selective excitation is required [Nishimura 1994]. 

This is achieved by applying a gradient field GZ ) which is a variation in the magnetic 
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z 

---+-----+---.... -l--+y' 

(a) 
z 

y' .. -----1---

(c) 

z 

y' 

(b) 
z 

----*----+-----l--+y . 

(d) 

Figure 2.4 Spin-echo: (a) net magnetization after applying a 900 RF pulse; (b) dephasing 
of the spins; (c) flip of spins about x' axis after applying a 1800 RF pulse at time T2E; (d) 
rephasing of the magnetization at time T E. 
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2.2 IMAGING 

field with respect to position, superimposed to Bo such that the net field 

(2.6) 

This causes the resonant frequency of the spins to be a function of their z location. 

B 1(t) must now possess a temporal frequency bandwidth that matches the bandwidth 

of resonant frequencies of spins in the slice of interest, to achieve a slice excitation with 

a rectangular profile as shown in 2.5. Thus the Fourier transform of B 1 (t) must 

be a rectangular function; hence ideally Bl (t) must be a sine function. In practice a 

compact approximation to a sine function is used [Nishimura 1994]. 

RF 
Frequency 

Bandwidth 

Slice 
Thickness 

Figure 2.5 Slice selective excitation. 

The applied Gz gradient not only results in selective excitation, which is desired, 

but also results in the undesired dephasing of the spins. In this case the dephasing is 

a linear function of z and can be removed by applying a gradient that is opposite in 

polarity to the originally applied G z field. This is known as refocusing or time reversal 

gradient. 

Once a thin slice of interest has been isolated using selective excitation, gradient 

fields need to be applied to get spatially dependent information within the slice. A 

linear gradient field Gy is applied for a time Ty such that B = (Gy(Y) + Bo)k. This 

is known as the phase encoding pulse where G</J(t) Gy(t)y. It causes the phases of 

the spins, within the selected slice, to be a function of their y location. Therefore the 

phase of a spin q,(y) at the completion of the pulse is 

q,(y) ry 

I io (Bo + Gy(t)y)dt = WOTy + 21rky(Ty)y 

where ky(Ty) 'l
TY 

- Gy(t)dt 
21r 0 

(2.7) 
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CHAPTER 2 MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRT) 

where k x ) ky and k z are the spatial frequency variables. 

Another linear gradient field, known as the frequency encoding field, is applied 

such that B = (Gx(x) + Bo)k, where G Jet) Gx(t)x, which causes the frequency, 

w = w(x, t),of the spins to be a function of their x location, where 

w 

(2.8) 

The signal received contains the contributions of the spins in the selected slke with 

the phases depending on the y location of the spins and frequencies depending on the 

x location of the spins. 

The most common and current imaging technique used is the spin-warp sequence 

version of the 2-D Fourier transform (FT) imaging [Felix et at. 1988]. Fig. 2.6 shows a 

simple timing diagram for the spin-warp sequence, which shows the 90° RF pulse, the 

slice selection gradient pulse GZ1 the phase encoding pulse G¢, the frequency encoding 

pulse G J, and the received signal. The first stage of the imaging process is applying 

the 90° RF pulse and the Gz pulse at the same time. Gz is turned off when the RF 

pulse is completed. All the nuclei within the selected slice are excited. Unwanted 

dephasing occurring during the slice selection is removed by applying a time reversal 

gradient(explained previously). The phase encoding pulse is then turned OIL The 

amplitude of the phase encoding gradient is different for each readout. A 1800 RF pulse 

is then applied to refocus the dephasing caused by field inhomogeneity as discussed 

above. The spin echo signal is then collected. It is important to note that since both 

lobes of the readout gradient are on opposite sides of the 180° RF pulse, they both 

have the same polarity. For the next readout, Gy or Ty is varied and the same gradient 

GJ is used. Any given Gy or Ty value corresponds to a value of ky (a horizontal line in 

k-space as shown in Fig. 2.7(c)). The value of kx varies from one limit to another as 

a function of the time during the readout process. The procedure is repeated several 

times, each time varying Gy or Ty in equal steps, until enough information in k-space 

is collected. eorresponding k-spaee trajectory of the above sequence is shown in 

Fig. 2.7(a). For a specific value of Gy , the k-spaee trajectory moves along the ky axis 

(position 1). When a positive Gx gradient is applied, the k-spaee trajectory then moves 

to the right along the kx axis (position 2), resulting in some spatial frequency (position 

3). Applying the 1800 pulse flips the k-space position to its eonjugate position as shown 

in Fig. 2.7(b). The sweeping along the kx direction begins when the readout pulse is 

applied. Onee all the information in the k-spaee is collected (Fig. 2. 7( c))) a 2-D Fourier 

transform is performed on the data collected in the k-spaee to obtain the MR image 

[Hornak 1996] shown in Fig. 2.7(d). 

12 
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Figure 2.6 Timing diagram for a simple FT imaging technique. 

2.2.3 Inversion Recovery (IR) Imaging Method 

One of the important attributes of MR imaging is the ability to achieve a strong contrast 

between tissues of interest by adjusting the imaging parameters. Spin density, Tl and 

T2 all vary between different tissues and affect signal strength. By changing imaging 

sequences, the differences between the parameters can be exaggerated. For example, if 

the imaging parameters are adjusted such that Tl has the dominant effect, then this is 

referred to as 'Tl weighting'. 

The inversion recovery imaging method is a well known Tl weighted imaging se

quence as shown in Fig. 2.8. In this case a 1800 pulse is applied which inverts the 

magnetization from along the positive z direction to the negative z direction. After 

applying the pulse, the spins are allowed to relax for a time T I and the longitudinal 

magnetization M z starts to increase form the most negative value to zero and builds 

up in the positive direction. At time T I, the magnetization is [Nishimura 1994] 

M z = Mo(I-2e ) , (2.9) 

where Mo is the equilibrium value. At time T I, a 900 excitation pulse is applied which 

flips M z into the transverse plane, therefore Mz O. At time T R, a 1800 pulse is then 

applied to invert the magnetization. Between the times T I and T R (before the 1800 

pulse), M z builds up from zero to A10 (1 - e ) and at time T R (after the 1800 
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Figure 2.7 (a) Effect of applying the gradient pulses; (b) flip in the k-space due to the 1800 

pulse; (c) collected data in the k-space; (d) image. 
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Figure 2.8 Timing diagram for the inversion recovery imaging technique. 

pulse) 

TR-TI 

M z = -Mo(l - e --Tl-). (2.10) 

Mz starts to recover again according to 

(2.11) 

In this case, T I and can be adjusted so that specific tissues will have zero or 

negative intensities. For example, if TI = (ln2 - In(l + T ))7, then any tissues 

with Tl = 7 will have a zero intensity [Hoult and Lauterbur 1979]. 

2.3 FAST IMAGING TECHNIQUES 

When the idea of using MR imaging in clinical applications was first introduced, there 

was a lot of criticism due to it being a slow technique (imaging time lasted up to tens of 

minutes). However, since then, major developments have been made by using different 

techniques to reduce scan time. Initially, the two main reasons for wanting to reduce 

scan times were efficient use of the expensive scanner and patient comfort. However 

with the introduction of fast imaging techniques, another advantage was found. With 

imaging time reduced to fractions of a second, physiological motion could be virtually 
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frozen and studied. In addition physiological motion (e.g. respiration) no longer de

graded the image. In the conventional method (as described in section 2.2.2), scan 

time Ts is the product of the time interval between the RF excitation pulses TR and 

the number of phase encoding steps N p . Therefore, one of the approaches used to 

reduce scan time is reducing the number of samples in the phase encoding direction, 

causing the collected data to be asymmetric with usually 256 samples the frequency 

encoding direction and 128 samples in the phase encoding direction (resulting in a cor

responding loss in resolution). Another approach to reduce scan time is reducing TR. 

This approach is used in the fast low angle shot (FLASH) imaging technique explained 

below. The fast imaging techniques can be divided into two types: 

.. Single shot imaging: a complete set of data is collected by applying a single RF 

excitation pulse followed by a series of gradient pulses. This imaging technique 

can be further subdivided into echo planar imaging (EPI) and spiral scan echo 

planar imaging (SEPI). 

.. Multiple shots imaging: is reduced by applying a series of RF excitation pulses 

during which a single data acquisition sequence is applied. An example of this 

imaging technique is fast low angle shot (FLASH) imaging. 

Each of the above mentioned techniques is described below. 

Section 2.3.4 describes a method that can be used in both the conventional and 

fast imaging techniques to reduce imaging time by utilizing the symmetry of the raw 

data. 

2.3.1 Echo planar imaging (EPI) 

In the conventional imaging technique, a single line in the k-space is scanned after 

applying a single RF excitation pulse. The EPI technique aims at collecting a complete 

set of data by applying a single RF excitation pulse followed by specifically designed 

gradient pulses, as shown in Fig. 2.1O(a). In the EPI method, a series of short duration 

phase gradient pulses known as 'blips' are applied. The trajectory in the k-space for 

the corresponding sequence is shown in Fig. 2.1O(b). The trajectory in the k-space 

starts at time TA, where kx = 0 and ky = O. Between time TA and time TE, both 

a phase encoding and a frequency encoding pulse are applied, setting kx k xmax 

and ky = k ymax • The k-space trajectory is flipped by applying a 1800 pulse, setting 

kx = -kxmax and ky -kymax . A readout gradient is then applied between times 

Tc and TD, which scans along ky = -kymax . application of the blip at time TD, 

increments ky by tlk
y

• Scanning along ky -kymax + tlky is achieved by applying 

a second readout gradient between times TD and [Atlas 1996]. One disadvantage 

of the EPI method is the complex hardware required to handle high sampling rates 

(since a complete set of data is collected during a single excitation) and to generate 
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fast switching gradients. The EPI method is utilized in functional MRI, the imaging 

of the cerebral physiology. As mentioned previously for conventional imaging methods, 

the EPI has a lower resolution in the ky direction since only a limited number of phase 

encodes can be generated. 
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Figure 2.9 EPI method: (a) pulse sequence; (b) k-space trajectory. 

2.3.2 Spiral scan echo planar imaging (SEPI) 

To overcome the poor resolution problem in the ky direction of the EPI method, the 

SEPI method aims to scan the k-space in a spiral trajectory to obtain a circularly 

symmetric k-space scan. To obtain a regular spiral in k-space, sinusoidal signals can 

be utilized as follows [Cho et at. 1993, Ahn et at. 1986] 

'Yrytsin( c:;t), 

where ry and c:; are constants to be determined. Therefore 

~dd kx(t) = rycos(c:;t) - ryc:;tsin(c:;t) 
'Y t 

1 dd ky(t) = fJsin(c:;t) + ryc:;tcos(c:;t). 
'Y t 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

The k-space can be represented in the polar coordinate system (kr(t), ko(t)) as shown 

in 2.10 by using the following transformation: 

= Jkx (t)2 + ky (t)2 

tan-1ky(t) =c:;t. 
kx(t) 

(2.14) 
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Let b.. t be the time required to increase ko(t) by b..ke (t) and No be the number of 

Figure 2.10 k-space trajectory in SEPI method pulse. 

samples in one complete rotation. The radial and angular increments b..kr (t) and b..ko (t) 

can be defined as 

i'IJNob..t 

211" 
- "b.. t = No' 

211" 

(2.15) 

where N 1' is the number of rotations in the k-space and b..1' is the spatial resolution. 

From Eqn 2.15, the constants 'IJ and" can be determined as 

11" 
'IJ = 

i NoN1'b..t61' 
211" 

(2.16) " = No8t ' 

The maximum radial frequency k1'max can be defined as 

k1'max N1·b..kr i'IJTs 

where Ts NrNob.. t (2.17) 

where Ts is the total scan time. Since spatial resolution depends on k1'max , it therefore 

depends on the number of rotations in the SEPI method. To utilize the fast Fourier 

transform, the SEPI data in the polar coordinates needs to be interpolated and resam

pled onto a Cartesian coordinate system. Many different forms of spiral imaging can 
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be found in various literature [Duyn and Yang 1997, Bornert et al. 1999]. 

2.3.3 Fast low angle shot (FLASH) imaging 

This imaging technique is very similar to that of the conventional imaging method. The 

major difference between the two techniques is the use of an eo RF excitation instead of 

the 90° RF excitation used in conventional imaging methods. In conventional imaging, 

if a second 90° RF excitation pulse is applied at a time less than Tl, the signal produced 
-TR 

by the second excitation will be less than that produced by the first by e Tl • If a series 

of 90° RF pulses are applied, the signal in steady state will be 

Mo(l (2.18) 

This is known as saturation and will lead to signal suppression in conventional imaging. 

Since scan time Ts depends on TR, a reduction in 1'R causes a reduction in scan time. 

In the FLASH imaging method, the angle eo is related to Bl(t) as follows: 

(2.19) 

If a set of eo RF pulses are used, the transverse magnetization Mxy IS defined as 

[Atlas 1996] 

-TR ' 

1 cos(e)e Tl 

(2.20) 

From Eqn 2.20 it is obvious that by reducing e, the signal becomes less dependent on 

T1. Therefore TR can be reduced without causing saturation and signal suppression. 

The FLASH imaging technique is used in imaging dynamic effects. 

2.3.4 Half Fourier imaging technique 

Another technique used reducing imaging time is based on the symmetry of the raw 

data. In this case only one half of the k-space is sampled by measuring samples in 

the phase encoding direction and N samples in the frequency encoding direction. Since 

the k-space has conjugate symmetry i.e. kij = [Feinberg et al. 1986], the values of 

the remaining half of the k-space are filled before performing the Fourier transform to 

reconstruct an N x N image. This technique may be applied to any imaging sequence 

such as the conventional or fast imaging techniques. 

Ideally, the conjugate symmetry property of the raw data is valid resulting in a 

real image. However, in practice magnetic field inhomogeneities, object motion, fat

water chemical shift and magnetic susceptibility (discussed in section 2.5.1), introduce 
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frequency shifts in the k-space domain which correspond to spatially dependent phase 

variations in the image domain resulting in complex images. The phase correction 

required for the image obtained through the half Fourier imaging is the same correc

tion required for the normal image (obtained through symmetrical k-space acquisition) 

and since phase varies slowly across a normal image, only a low resolution image is 

required. In order to estimate the image phase, instead of measuring only half of the 

k-space, a few extra lines are measured in the other half of the k-space, e.g the rows 

ky = -no, ... , ~ - 1 are measured, where no < < 't. The central data, -no :s; ky :s; no 

is then zero padded to obtain a N x N matrix. To reduce Gibbs oscillations, a Ham

ming window is used to soften the sharp transitions between the measured data and 

the zeros. A low resolution image is then obtained by inverse Fourier transforming the 

modified data. The phase corrections needed to make the low resolution image 

are then used to make the image resulting from the half Fourier measured data real 

[Margosian et at. 1986]. It is important to note that applying the Hamming window 

lowers the image amplitude and that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the x N 

image resulting from· the half Fourier imaging technique is decreased by a factor of 

.J2 compared to the N x N image resulting from the symmetrical k-space sampling 

[Hoult and Lauterbur 1979]. In addition, the quality of the reconstructed image from 

the half Fourier imaging method depends on how well the phase of the low resolution 

image estimates the phase of the image that would have been obtained from an N x N 

symmetric k-space data. 

2.4 HARDWARE 

The MRI system is divided into four main parts: 

It magnet; 

It gradient coils; 

• RF coils and transceiver; and 

III data processing system. 

Each of these is now described briefly. 

2.4.1 Magnet 

A MRI scanner is based on a large electromagnet, which produces the main static mag

netic field described in the previous section. The magnet is the main factor in determin

ing the cost, appearance and capabilities of the MRI system. The main characteristic 
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Figure 2.11 A simplified schematic diagram of a MRI scanner. 

of the magnet is the strength of the magnetic field produced within the patient. Also 

important are the uniformity and temporal stability of the magnetic field. 

A magnetic field is generated a magnetic field, either by using a ferromagnetic ma

terial or by passing an electrical current through a wire. The former method is more 

efficient and produces less stray fields, but it has the disadvantage of having a limited 

design flexibility and is very heavy. Most MRI scanners use the electrical current as 

a source of magnetic field. The simplest design is the solenoid, which produces large 

volumes of uniform field and is very flexible. The resistive or superconductors are the 

two types of conductors used. The resistive magnet is simple and has a low cost to con

struct, however it only produces small regions of low field strength when considerable 

power is used. Superconducting magnets are more difficult and expensive to construct, 

but they produce large volumes and high fields [Felix et al. 1988]. Summarizing the 

above, there are four different types of magnets available for MRI. 

• Permanent magnets, which do not require an external power source, are made 

from 'hard' magnetic materials, which are difficult to magnetize, but once mag

netized maintain their magnetization for a long period. 

CI Electromagnets are made from 'soft' magnetic materials, which are easily magne

tized by applying a current, but lose their magnetization when the current supply 

is terminated. 

e Resistive magnets, which require current flow in metallic WIres to generate a 

magnetic field without the use of any magnetic materials. They are inexpensive 

and are simple to construct, but generate heat due to the currents in the windings . 

• Superconducting magnets require no external power source once energised, and 

have no resistance when cooled to below their transition temperature. These 
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magnets are currently widely used in MR scanners producing fields between 0.15 

and 4 Tes1as. 

All of the above magnets and hybrid magnets have been successfully used for MRl. The 

superconducting magnets have dominated MRI since the mid 1980s, due to their ability 

to reach high field strengths and achieve a high degree of field homogeneity. Supercon

ducting magnets need cooling to reach their critical or transition temperatures. This 

is achieved by using liquid Helium as the refrigerant, where considerable effort is made 

to minimize heat loss from the Helium vessel by reducing the number of conduction, 

convection and radiation paths [Webb 1995]. A typical superconducting magnet has 

about 17000 turns of wire with a radius of about 0.65m. The wire and its supporting 

structures weigh about 3 tons. 

2.4.2 Gradient coils 

Within the magnet are three gradient coils, each with a separate power supply and 

independent computer control, which produce the gradient fields allowing slice selection 

and encoding of spatially-dependent information into the MR signal. Many coil shapes 

can be used, but in MR scanners using superconducting magnets, it is common to 

wind all three coils into a cylinder surrounding the patient. The main properties of the 

gradient coils is to make the magnetic field a function of position. The effects of the 

gradient fields should be strong enough to overcome the effects due to inhomogenities of 

the main applied field. However, high gradient fields are difficult to produce and switch 

quiekly, and need a bigger receiver bandwidth for data eolleetion, which in turn lowers 

the signal to noise ratio of the received signal. Gradient coils must also produce fields 

with high linearity, which controls the accuracy of the collected data. Nonlinearity 

of the gradient fields results in spatial distortions of the image. Gradient fields must 

have a short rise time (about Imsec), which is achieved through a complex process 

since the gradient coils are placed in the middle of a magnet. Due to the switching of 

gradient fields, Eddy currents which oppose the fields produced by the gradient coils, 

are produced in surrounding materials, resulting in poor image quality. To reduce the 

effect of the Eddy currents, the gradient coils are driven by complex waveforms that 

depend on the type of magnet and imaging sequence being used. 

2.4.3 RF coils and transceiver 

Within the gradient coils is a RF coil that produces the RF field and detects the 

received signal at and near the Larmor frequency as shown in Fig. 2.11. Since the 

frequency range used in MR imaging is the same as that used in radio and television 

broadcasting, the room housing the scanner is surrounded by an RF shield that prevents 

the RF pulses radiating outside the room and prevents other RF signals radiating into 
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the scan room [Hornak 1996]. The RF transmitter generates a high burst ofRF energy 

(for a few msecs), it then detects the received signal (which lasts from lO-lOOOmsecs). 

The same coil can be used for both transmitting and receiving a signal, in which 

case careful protection of the preamplifier in the receiving system is required from 

the instantaneous burst of energy during transmission. Use of separate coils for the 

transmitting and receiving processes has the advantage of individually optimizing the 

coil design for each function, however care should be taken to prevent interaction since 

both coils operate at the same frequency 

The purpose of the transceiver is to produce the appropriate RF voltage to the 

RF coil and to detect the FIDs. During the receive state, the RF coils are connected 

to a low noise preamplifier, and then to the main amplifier. Complex fast switching 

circuitry is required to protect the preamplifier from any signals from the transmission 

state from leaking and damaging it. The received signal is then digitized using analogue 

to digital (A/D) converters and then sent to the computer for processing. 

2.4.4 Data processing system 

The data system can be divided into two parts. The first is the computer, which is 

responsible for many tasks such as acquiring data, generating pulse sequences, hardware 

control, patient table control, safety monitoring, image display etc. The second part of 

the data system comprises the subsystems that, under the direction of the computer, 

perform specific functions. Some of the main subsystems are: 

It The pulse programmer: is responsible for timing different events that make up 

the imaging sequence. The important properties of this subsystem are accuracy, 

speed, flexibility and ease of programming. 

.. The array processor: is responsible for generating the images by performing the 

Fourier transforms and all necessary tasks related to image processing. 

• Image Display: is by means of cathode ray tubes using an image processor, typi

cally with a display matrix of 512 x 512. The image processor enables choosing a 

region of interest by a cursor and performing various functions, such as addition, 

subtraction etc. 

2.5 ARTIFACTS 

MR imaging has developed rapidly in the last decade and has proven itself to be a very 

reliable diagnostic tool. It is comparatively new to other existing imaging tools such as 

ultrasound and X-ray imaging and has therefore introduced new artifacts that need to 

be investigated. Artifacts can be defined as any aspect of an image which misrepresents 

the anatomic and geometrical relationships within the body [Atlas 1996]. There are 
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two important purposes for investigating artifacts and their sources: 1) to avoid false 

diagnoses being made based on artifacts, and 2) in order to learn how to eliminate 

them. Some of the artifacts and their sources can be easily identified, while some are 

difficult to interpret. The main sources artifacts are 

.. frequency shifts; 

.. truncation; 

11/ sampling and aliasing; 

11/ instrumental errors; 

.. motion; 

.. noise; and 

.. measurement errors. 

Each of these is discussed below. 

2.5.1 Frequency shifts 

Ideally the resonant frequency is uniform across a sample, however in practice that is 

not the case due to several reasons: 

24 

11/ field inhomogeneity: since the Larmor frequency is a function of magnetic field 

strength, any nonuniformity in the main applied magnetic field will lead to a 

nonuniformity of the resonant frequency, which will cause distorted images. The 

distortion can be either spatial (i.e. shift in position of the object), intensity 

or both. This artifact can be reduced by increasing gradient strengths or by 

shimming the magnetic field. 

" fat-water chemical shift: since both fat and water contain protons that are in 

different chemical environments, they will resonate at slightly different frequen

cies. Using frequency encoding on part of a body that has both fat and water at 

the same location will produce an image with the water and fat slightly shifted 

from each other. The displacement is dependent on the strength of the applied 

magnetic field. Therefore, high field systems will demonstrate the artifact more 

severely. The artifact will appear as a dark area where the physical signal present 

here is shifted, and a brighter region where both the signals due to the fat and 

water overlap. This artifact can be minimized by using chemical shift imaging, 

which images the water and fat components independently [Webb 1995]. 
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" magnetic susceptibility: this term describes the phenomenon in which a material 

becomes magnetized when subjected to a magnetic field. The relationship be

tween the magnetic field strength H and magnetization M is M = XH, where X 

is the magnetic susceptibility. Even in the case of a perfectly homogeneous 

net, the resonant frequency will still be nonuniform across a sample due to the 

difference in susceptibility within the sample [Atlas 1996]. This distortion due to 

the difference in susceptibility of two adjacent materials is more obvious at their 

boundaries (e.g. interface between air and tissue). This artifact appears either 

as an inereased signal intensity at the interfaces or as a reduced signal intensity 

within a voxel (e.g. lung imaging). This extent of this artifact can be diminished 

by increasing the gradients' strengths. 

2.5.2 Truncation 

'Ihmcation artifacts appear as low intensity streaks usually close to moderately straight 

tissue interfaces. Due to the regularity of the artifact, they can be easily misinterpreted 

as nerve fibers, muscle bundles, etc. The truncation artifact is also known as Gibbs 

phenomenon, spectral leakage or edge ringing. Since the object being imaged has sharp 

discontinuities (including the interface with the surrounding air) its spatial frequency 

spectrum extends to infinity. The measurements in k-space are, however, necessarily 

restricted in extent. The resulting truncation of the collected data results in Gibbs 

phenomena in the reconstructed image. The truncation artifact is more obvious in 

the phase encoding direction where the truncation is more severe due to imaging time 

limitations. A direct solution to the artifact is to obtain more measurements of the 

high frequency information, but that requires a longer imaging time [Henkelman and 

J.Bronskill 1987]. Truncation artifacts can be reduced by imposing a filter (window 

function) on the measurements in the k-space to smoothly roll off the highest frequen

cies. This eliminates the discontinuity in the spectrum, which reduces the edge ringing, 

but also results in blurring of the image. The filter must be carefully designed to achieve 

a suitable compromise between the blurring and the ringing effect. Many procedures 

to extrapolate or recover the data beyond the cutoff frequency (to superresolve) are 

available. Such methods are the topic of chapters 3 to 8 in this thesis. 

2.5.3 Sampling and aliasing 

In digital image processing, an array of data is obtained by sampling a physical param

eter (e.g. intensity, density, complex amplitude, etc.) representing the physical image. 

In MR imaging, sampling occurs in the spatial frequency domain (k-space) as explained 

earlier in this chapter. This can be modelled as multiplying the spectrum F(kx, ky) by 
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a sampling function S(kx, ky) consisting of a series of Dirac delta functions, 

(2.21) 

where 6.k and 6.k are the sampling intervals and ,, 1 and" 1 are the sampling rates x y /..Jok x /..Joky 

along the kx and ky directions respectively. The sampled spectrum is thus 

(2.22) 

Since multiplication in the frequency domain represents convolution in the space do

main, the inverse Fourier transform of F(kx, ky) can be written as 

j(x,y) 
<Xl <Xl 

6. 16. L L f(x- ;; ,y- 6.
n 

) 
kx ky m=-<Xl n=-<Xl kx ky 

(2.23) 

where F-1 represents the inverse Fourier transform operator and f(x,y) is the inverse 

Fourier transform of F(kx, ky). It is obvious from Eqn 2.23 that the image j(x, y) is 

replicated infinitely with separation 6,1 and 6,1 in the x and y directions respectively. 
kx ky 

The spacing between the replications is known as the field of view r, which is defined 

as (see Fig. 2.7(c)) 

field of view in x direction 

field of view in y direction. (2.24) 

As explained in section 2.2.2, for the phase encoding process, the amplitude of the 

phase encoding gradient is Gy , which is modified by 6.G y between successive rows in 

k-space. Therefore, the k-space sampling interval 6.k y is 

(2.25) 

In the frequency encoding (x) direction, the incremental gradient area 6.kx depends 

on the amplitude of the frequency encoding pulse Gx and the sampling period of the 

analogue to digital converter TAl D, which is used to digitize the detected signal so that 

it could be fed to the computer for processing, where 

(2.26) 

For space limited images f (x, y), overlap of the replications (known as aliasing) can 

be avoided by sampling at the Nyquist rate, which here corresponds to choosing the 
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parameters to make r just greater than the extent of the object. 

One way of avoiding aliasing in the readout direction is by increasing the analogue 

to digital converter sampling time, Le. reducing "A/D) which increases the field of view 

according to Eqn 2.26. In the phase encoding direction aliasing is reduced by reducing 

t:.ky , which can be achieved by increasing the number of phase encodes, resulting in an 

increase in the scan time. Up to this point sampling has been considered to occur over 

an infinite extent, however in practice it can only occur over a finite extent. Therefore 

the sampled function over a finite extent Wkx and Wky in the kx and ky directions 

respectively can be written as 

(2.27) 

where II is the 2-D box function and 

2(kxmax + t:.;X) 

( t:.ky ) 
2 kymax + -2- , (2.28) 

where kxmax and kymax are the maximum sampled frequencies in the kx and ky direc

tions respectively. The inverse Fourier transform of fAv can be written as 

(2.29) 

where s(x, y) is the inverse Fourier transform of S(kx, ky), ** denotes 2-D convolution 

and sine(x) = Si~:X). Therefore finite sampling in the frequency domain will result in 

blurring by a sine function in the space domain. Spatial resolution Ox and Oy along the 

x and y directions respectively are defined as 

rx 1 

Nkx Wkx 
ry 1 
--= , 
Nky Wky 

(2.30) 

where Nkx and Nky are the number of data collected in the kx and ky directions 

respectively. It is obvious that the field of view and spatial resolution are related by 

the amount of data collected. Another important relationship is that between maximum 

frequencies sampled kxmax and kymax in the kx and ky directions respectively and the 

pixel sizes t:.x and t:.y in the x and y directions respectively, which can be described 

by the following equation 

1 
kxmax 

1 
kymax ' (2.31) 
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To understand the effect of sampling on field of view, pixel size and resolution consider 

Fig. 2.12{a), which shows a representation of collected data from a MR scanner in the 

spatial frequency domain, and Fig. 2.12(b), which shows the corresponding data of the 

image in the space domain. If, for example, every other line of the raw data is removed 

as shown in Fig. 2.12(c), the field of view would be halved, according to Eqn 2.24, 

since both t:J.ka, and t:J. ky are doubled. The spatial resolution will not change, as shown 

in Fig. 2.12(d), according to Eqn 2.30. However, if kxmax and kymax are halved, as 

shown in Fig. 2.12(e), the pixel sizes are doubled and the spatial resolution is halved, 

whereas the field of view remains the same, as shown in Fig. 6.1(f). 

2.5.4 Instrumental errors 

The receiver of the MR system is very sensitive, since the MR signals are in the order of 

microvolts. External electromagnetic fields with frequencies (from radio and television 

stations, electric trains, CT scanners, type writers and floor cleaning appliances) within 

the frequency band of the receiver can be detected by the sensitive receiver and cause 

artifacts, which appear as streaks parallel to the phase encoding axis. The severity of 

the artifact depends on the strength of the source, how close the source is, strength 

of the RF shield and patient physique (tall patients act as antennas since more body 

is outside the magnet). Since the interfering signal generally has a fixed frequency, it 

corresponds to a fixed location on the frequency encoding axis while being independent 

of the phase encoding. The artifact can be minimized by carefully designing and testing 

the RF shield, monitoring the use of equipment (such as cleaning appliances) so that 

they are switched off during imaging and by modifying the magnetic field frequency 

until a clear band is found. 

The direct current (DC) bright spot at the center is another artifact produced by 

instruments. Ideally a receiver produces no output signal when there is no input signal. 

In practical situations, the amplifier in the receiver will always produce some DC (zero 

spatial frequency) error, small constant output voltage, even in the absence of an input 

signal, which appears as a bright spot at the center of the reconstructed image. This 

artifact can be eliminated by the use of the 'phase alteration technique', where each 

exciting RF pulse is applied twice but with opposite polarity. By subtracting the two 

received signals, with opposite polarity, the DC effect is eliminated, while the required 

signal is doubled. 

Ghost images and smearing, known as 'phase noise artifacts', in the phase encoding 

direction of the image are the most common artifacts noticed. One source of these 

artifacts is the pick up of unwanted low frequency noise by the gradient amplifiers that 

supply power to the gradient coils. Since MRI gradient amplifiers are very sensitive, 

they require noise precession by careful shielding and decoupling from external fields. 

Absence of power regulation to the RF transmitter amplifier may lead to fluctuation in 
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Figure 2.12 Relationships between sampling in the two domains, where a 0 represents a 
collected datum and .. represents a missing datum which is set to zero: (a) raw data in k-space; 
(b) image space; (c) doubling D.k~ and D.ky in k-spacej (d) image space with field of view halved; 
(e) halving maximum sampled frequencies; (f) image space with pixel sizes doubled. 
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the input voltage to the amplifier, which is another source of the phase noise artifacts. 

This fluctuation results in unwanted alterations in the received MR signal, which appear 

as streaks parallel to the phase encoding axis [Atlas 1996]. 

2.5.5 Motion 

The relatively long imaging time (in the order of minutes) ofthe conventional imaging 

methods means that artifacts due to motion need to be studied. Motion results in both 

ghosting and blurring of the MR images. There are several sources of motion such as 

.. random patient motion ( especially when imaging children); 

• periodic respiratory and cardiac motion; and 

., fluid motion (e.g. blood). 

Blurring due to motion is usually slight and in the direction of the motion. Ghost 

images, which are secondary at locations different from the primary images, 

occur with a displacement in the phase encoding direction and are independent of 

the direction of the motion. The explanation for this phenomenon is that the data 

acquisition time along the frequency encoding direction lasts only a few milliseconds 

and displacement due to motion during this time is negligible. On the other hand, the 

interval over which phase encoding occurs is relatively long. There are many techniques 

to minimize or eliminate motion artifacts. Some of these techniques are described below 

[PHILIPS 1 

., Signal averaging: signals from several measurements of the same region of interest 

are summed. Since patient motion is random, averaging to reduce the 

artifact in the final image, but it results in an increase in imaging time. 

III Triggering: this technique is used to synchronize data acquisition with motion. 

For cardiac motion, the data acquisition is synchronized by utilizing an elec

trocardiogram. Similarly, respiratory gating is used to generate a signal upon 

expiration. 

III Breath holding: is not a very practical solution and is limited only to fast imaging 

techniques. 

2.5.6 Noise 

In the past few years a lot of work has been done with the aim of decreasing scan time 

and obtaining high resolution MR images. However the most fundamental restriction in 

achieving the above goals is the signal to noise ratio (SNR). Noise can be considered 

as a random component added to or subtracted from the voxel intensity. Since the 
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signal in a pixel (Le. its brightness) is a function of the corresponding voxel intensity, 

therefore the SNR is an important criterion for the detectibility of region of interest 

[Felix et al. 1988]. It depends mainly on two parameters: 1) physical and instrumental 

parameters (e.g. applied magnetic field, size and shape of RF coils) and 2) imaging 

sequence parameters (e.g. data acquisition time, applied pulse sequence). The SNR 

in decibels is defined as [Nishimura 1994] 

SNR 
- 2 I signal amplitude 
- 0 oglO d d d .. f . stan ar eVlatlOn 0 nOIse 

(2.32) 

Ell Physical and instrumental parameters: The random noise in the MR system is 

due to ohmic losses in the receiving system. There are two sources for the losses: 

the ohmic losses in the RF coil and the losses from the body of the patient, where 

the latter is the dominant source of noise in a high field system. 

Assume an RF coil carrying a current I amperes, a field B1 at point r is produced. 

Then if a transverse mag~etization A;[xy is placed at point r, a voltage Vo is 

induced in the coil given by 

(2.33) 

where /31 = ~l is the coil sensitivity, and dV is the volume of voxel considered. 

Since Mxy precess at the Larmor frequency, the amplitude of the signal is written 

as Vo = woIMxyll/31IdV. Both Mxy and Wo are ex Bo, the signal amplitude is 

therefore proportional to B5 [Vlaardingerbroek and Boer 1996]. 

As mentioned above the main noise sources are the resistance of the RF coil (Rc) 

and the resistance of the patient as seen by the coil (Rp). Therefore, from the 

classical Nyquist equation, the noise power No can be written as 

1 
No = (4KT(Rc + Rp)8f)'i (2.34) 

where K is Boltzman's constant, T is the absolute temperature and 8/ is the 

bandwidth of the receiver. So the SNR can be written as 

(2.35) 

To find an expression for Rp, a simplified model shown in Fig. 2.13 is considered. 

A region with constant B1 is assumed and a cylindrical conductive region is used 

as a model for the Eddy currents in the patient. The induced voltage E around 
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Figure 2.13 Model for calculation of losses due to patient's body. 

the cylinder is [Hoult and Lauterbt!r 1979] 

E = _ oID 
at (2.36) 

where ID is the flux and SA is the surface area. This induce voltage causes Eddy 

currents in a conducting medium. The conductance of a cylinder with conduc

tivity 0', radius r and width Or is 

(2.37) 

Since the power dissipated OP = E20G, the total power P can be found by 

integrating OP over the whole volume. Assuming B1 = (31, Le. I = I, then 

P Rp. Since P ex W5 =}- Rp ex Bli. 

The next noise source to consider is the RF coil resistance Rc, which is due to 

the skin effect in the copper wires used in the coil, which is given by 

1 
Rc = -,where 

O'{! 

1 
{! = -=== 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

where {! is the skin depth, f-t is the permeability of the material and.f is the 

frequency. Therefore Rc ex vk ex ~o [Hart et al. 1983]. The Bo dependency of 

SNR could then be written as 

SN R ex --;===:==== (2.40) 
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where a and b are the constants which account for the relative contributions to 

the noise from Rc and Rp respectively. 

Another important parameter is the shape and size of the RF detection coiL 

While only the imaging slice is actively excited during an MR measurement, a 

much larger volume of the body is present in the detection volume of the coiL 

Therefore, surface coils that have a smaller sensitive volume provide a higher 

SNR compared to a body coiL Both the size of the body coil and its distance 

from the patient allows a greater contribution of noise from outside the selected 

slice as shown in Fig .. 2.14. 

~COilnoise 

Surface coil noise 

Figure 2.14 Effect of shape and size of coil on acquisition of background noise (a) body coil; 
(b) surface coil. 

• Imaging sequence parameters: a reference SNR is first derived to study the effects 

of varying different parameters on the SNR. Assume an impulsive object that 

produces a signal with uniform amplitude A in the k-space. Therefore each of 

the N samples in the k-space will have an amplitude of value A and assuming 

Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance a~. Therefore, the SNR can be 

defined as [Nishimura 1994] 

SN R = --;==== (2.41 ) 

One method of increasing SNR is signal averaging, which means that the signals 

are measured M times, and are then summed. The corresponding SNR is 

JMNA 

Therefore, by increasing the number of times the image is measured from 1 to 

M and averaging, the SNR improves by VJVi. Doubling the sampling time also 

effects the SNR, since doubling the sampling interval corresponds to halving of 

the signal bandwidth, which results in halving of the noise variance (from Eqn. 
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2.34). Therefore, 

SNR 
NA v'2NA 

(2.42) 

Another important parameter is the spatial resolution, which is determined by 

the voxel volume. Since the signal intensity is proportional to the voxel volume, 

halving the voxel volume{Le. doubling the resolution) halves the signal intensity. 

To double the resolution, the readout gradient is doubled but both the sampling 

rate and readout time are unchanged. Since the receiver's bandwidth 6 f is in

versely proportional to the sampling rate, keeping the sampling rate the same 

mean."l the noise is unaffected and SNR is also halved. 

2.5.7 Measurement errors 

Another source of errors is the incorrect measurement of data or the measurement of 

undesired signals that are not related to the imaging process. Two different examples 

will be discussed below . 
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• Single digitization errors: to obtain a single image, there are at least 105 analogue 

to digital conversions performed. A single error in the measured data results in 

streaks that can be oriented at any angle and with spacing depending on the 

location of the erroneous data in the k-space. The erroneous data can usually be 

deleted, either by software or by the operator, and replaced by an interpolated 

value . 

.. Saturation of the analogue to digital (A/D) converter: in some images a halo 

appears in the background of the image and it may have an unusual contrast. 

The reason for this artifact is that the receiver attenuation is too low, resulting 

in a signal that exceeds the range of the A/D converter. This can be easily solved 

by readjusting the attenuation of the receiver for each measurement. 



Chapter 3 

SUPERRESOLUTION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION TO SUPERRESOLUTION 

The most important step in many imaging problems is the reconstruction of the object 

function f from the collected data F. Assuming 1-D functions, the object function 

f(x) is reconstructed from F(k) according to the following equation 

f(x) = I: F(k)ei27rkXdk, (3.1) 

known as the inverse Fourier transform, which can be generalized to n-dimensions, with 

x representing a space coordinate and k the corresponding spatial frequency coordinate. 

To obtain f(x) uniquely, if f(x) is of finite support, F(k) must be known over an 

infinite frequency range. However in many imaging problems, one cannot obtain all 

the data F(k) to reconstruct f(x). For example, in X-ray diffraction, phase that 

gives positional information is lost, while in astronomical imaging the finite aperture 

of the imaging system limits resolution. In medical and industrial imaging, complete 

sets of data are unobtainable due to practical reasons. For example, in fan beam 

CT imaging, limitation in the source motion restricts the collection of data at the 

optimal angular displacement, which is known as the limited view problem [Sezan 

and Stark 1984]. Simply setting the unknown data to zero causes significant artifacts 

in reconstructions (discussed in section 7.2). In MRI, where data is directly collected 

from a living human in the Fourier domain, the time needed to collect data is a limiting 

factor. The time must be minimized both to avoid motion artifacts and to maximize use 

of the expensive scanner. Typically the reconstructed image is blurred and suffers from 

Gibbs phenomenon. When only N discrete samples of information F(k) are collected at 

k = mflk where m = - If ... ~ - 1 and flk = W, where n is the maximum frequency 

available, Ikl .:; n. The reconstruction process for the discrete case is therefore 

~-1 

j(nflx) flk L G(mflk)ei27rm!::"kn!::"x, (3.2) 
m=-~ 
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where G(k) (3.3) 

j (niJ.x) is the reconstructed image, n If ... If 1 and iJ.x is the sampling inter

val. To overcome the artifacts due to the truncated collected data, superresolution is 

required (explained below). 

In this chapter, the idea of superresolution is briefly introduced followed by a proof 

of the achievability of superresolution by utilizing the concept of analytic continua

tion. A very simple and common method for superresolution known as the Gerchberg

Papoulis (G-P) algorithm is introduced in section 3.4 followed by a derivation of a 

mathematical formulation of the algorithm. The relationship between the G-P algo

rithm and the steepest descent method, used in solving linear systems, is investigated. 

Since the steepest descent method is very slow, the conjugate gradient method, pre

sented in section 3.6, should be utilized since it is much faster and converges in a finite 

number of iterations. Finally, in section 3.7, results obtained by applying the above 

mentioned methods on two different sets ,of data are presented. 

3.2 SUPERRESOL UTION 

Superresolution, often referred to as bandwidth or spectral extrapolation, can be de

fined as the recovery of spatial frequency information of the object beyond the spatial 

frequency cutoff imposed by the transfer function of the imaging system [Hunt 1995]. 

The imaging process in 2-D space can be modelled by 

(3.4) 

where G is the 2-D Fourier transform of the image (in MRl G is the collected data), 

]HI is the system transfer function of the image formation system, F is the 2-D Fourier 

transform of the imaged object and kx) ky are the spatial frequencies. The system 

transfer function determines the quality of the image. The limiting of the bandwidth 

is due to the property that 

{ 
~_ 00', (kx, ky) inside region of support of 

(kx ) ky) outside region of support of 

At a first glance one can conclude that by a simple rearrangement of Eqn. 3A 

(3.5) 

and therefore that superresolution is impossible since the only values of that can 

apparently be recovered are those within the support region of i.e. spatial frequencies 

outside the region of support of]HI are ambiguous. J. L. Harris proved however that 
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superresolution in theory is possible by using the theory of complex variables as follows 

[den Dekker and van den Bos 1997]. is known then F can be recovered within 

the passband of the imaging system. the imaged object is finite in size, then its 

spectrum is analytic. The complete and exact spectrum F can then be found by 

analytic continuation of the known part of F, explained below. 

3.3 ANALYTIC CONTINUATION 

Prolate spheroidal wave functions can be used to analytically continue an image spec

trum beyond its diffraction limit. In 1-D space, there is an infinite set of real functions 

'l/Ji(X) and real numbers f1,i with the following properties for given real numbers > 0 

and n > 0 [Slepian and Pollack 1961]: 

• The spectrum of 'l/Ji(X) is zero for Ikl > n. 

• 'l/Ji (x) are orthonormal on the real line 

J(i - j). (3.7) 

• 'l/Ji (x) are orthogonal in the interval -f :::; x :::; ~ 

(3.8) 

• For all values of x, real or complex 

(3.9) 

fori,j 0,1,2 ... 

where 'l/Ji(X) are functions which depend on X and n. In 2-D space, suppose f(x, y) is 

confined in space such that 

f(x,y) = 0 for Ixl > rand Iyl > r, (3.10) 

and assume that the spectrum F (kx, ky) of f (x, y) is known only over a certain spatial 

frequency range defined by 

Ikxl :::; kxc 

Ikyl :::; kye. (3.11) 
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F(kx,ky) could be written in terms of the prolate spheroidal functions 'fi(k) such that 

[Pratt 1978] 

00 00 

(3.12) 
i=O j=O 

The coefficients aij can be found by multiplying both sides of Eqn. 3.12 by'fm(kx)'fn(ky), 

integrating over the passband and using Eqn. 3.8 such that 

(3.13) 

for m, n = 0,1,2 ... Substituting for the aij in Eqn. 3.12 using Eqn. 3.13, gives an 

expansion of F(kx, ky) over all values of kx and ky, implying that F(kx, ky) is known 

everywhere. While analytic continuation is theoretically possible, however, practically 

it is very difficult to perform. Reasons include the truncation errors that arise due 

to the finite implementation of 3..12, and the presence of noise in the known 

part of the spectrum F (kx, ky), resulting in an inaccurate evaluation of the coefficients 

according to Eqn. 3.13. 

3.4 THE GERCHBERG-PAPOULIS (G-P) ALGORITHM 

One of the earliest and simplest algorithms available for superresolution is the Gerchberg

Papoulis algorithm. This algorithm is based on two principles: 

• Recovery of object information beyond the limited bandwidth is achieved by 

utilizing information within the limited bandwidth . 

.. Knowledge of the object size is utilized in recovery of information beyond the 

limited bandwidth. 

The G-P algorithm is an iterative algorithm which is based on the error energy reduction 

principle. Fig. 3.1 is a block diagram illustrating the G-P algorithm. To superresolve 

an image using the G-P algorithm, the image's spectrum G is first inverse Fourier 

transformed to obtain iJjp. The space domain constraints are then applied on the 

image iJjp, by setting the object to zero beyond the support region. The frequency 

domain constraints are then applied on the modified image's spectrum, by correcting 

the spectrum within the limited bandwidth [Gerchberg 1974, Papoulis 1975]. The above 

process is iterated several times until a desired criterion is achieved. following 

sections will study the G-P algorithm and prove how it achieves superresolution. 
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Figure S.l A block diagram illustrating G-P algorithm. 

3.4.1 Mathematical formulation of the G-P algorithm 

The G-P algorithm can be mathematically formulated as an iterative equation. The 

space domain constraint ,(x) with a support limit X can be written as 

,(x) = { ~ Ixl ::s:X 
Ixl >X, 

(3.14) 

and the frequency domain constraint e(k) = 1- f.£(k) with a bandlimit (2 can be written 

as 

(3.15) 

Using Fig. 3.1 and assuming the initial estimate of the spectrum of the true object 

f(x) is e (i.e. CO = C), we have 

-0 fcp y-leO 

f&p ,lgp = ,y-leO 

e l f.£Yf&p + CO 
-1 
fcp y-l e 1 

It;p ,l(;p = ,y-l(f.£Y f(;p + CO) 

ek f.£y f&p + CO (3.16) 
-k fcp y-1ek (3.17) 

fk+l -k (3.18) cp ,fcp 
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where f~p is the recovered image at the kth iteration (after applying the spatial domain 

constraints), and:;:: and :;::-1 are forward and inverse Fourier transforms respectively. 

Therefore, G-P algorithm at the k + 1 iteration can be written as [Connolly et al. 1995] 

(3.19) 

Another approach to proving that the G-P algorithm solves Eqn. 3.4 is by relating 

it to the steepest descent method, introduced in the next section, which solves linear 

systems. It will be proven that the G-P algorithm is equivalent to the steepest descent 

method for a specific step length value. 

3.4.2 G-P algorithm performance in a noise free case 

To understand the way the G-P algorithm superresolves an image, consider, in the 

noise free case, the image spectrum G(k) to be the sum of the true object spectrum 

Tr{k) and the error spectrum Er{k) as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. 

To superresolve an image, Er(k) should be reduced so that G(k) approaches Tr{k). 

Since the G-P algorithm is a linear process, its effect on Tr{k) and Er(k) can be 

studied independently. Since Er{k) has a finite region of zeros, it cannot be an analytic 

function (analytic functions may only have isolated zeros), so its Fourier transform 

extends to infinity. Applying the space domain constraint on the Fourier transformed 

G(k) 

G(k) = T r(k) + E ik) 

Figure 3.2 Relation between image spectrum G(k), true spectrum Tr(k) and error spectrum 
(k). 

energy spectrum must therefore reduce the energy of the transformed error function. 

A reduction of energy in the space domain is equivalent to a reduction of energy in 

the frequency domain by Parseval's theorem. Now the modified error function is finite, 

so its spectrum is analytic and therefore will contain some energy within the original 

bandlimit. Applying the frequency domain constraints on the spectrum of the modified 

error function (i.e. reducing the error inside the bandlimit to zero) results in a further 

reduction in the error energy. Therefore in each iteration the energy of the error 

spectrum is reduced twice in succession. The G-P algorithm is therefore correctly 

referred to as the error reduction algorithm. 
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3.4.3 G-P algorithm performance in a noisy case 

It is important to study the effect of the G-P algorithm on noise, since in practice 

collected data is always contaminated by noise. Referring to Eqn. 3.16, we have 

(3.20) 

Substituting Eqns. 3.17 and 3.18 into Eqn. 3.20, we have 

(3.21) 

where GO = Tr + No, where Tr is the true object spectrum and No is the noise. Since 

the G-P algorithm is a linear process, therefore the effect of the G-P algorithm on noise 

is [Connolly et al. 1995] 

(3.22) 

Considering the best case scenario when most of the object spectrum is measured (i.e. 

ft ~ 0), Eqn. 3.22 becomes 

(3.23) 

indicating that in every iteration of the G-P algorithm, noise is neither reduced nor 

increased. Therefore the application of the G-P on a noisy image when ft ~ 0 results 

in a superresolved image with. the same amount of noise as in the collected data. For 

the worst case scenario, when very little data is collected (i.e. ft ~ 1) and when, = 1 

we have 

k+l 

N~ + No = 2.: No (k + l)Nol (3.24) 
i=O 

implying that noise is amplified at each iteration. In practice ft and, are usually in 

between the above extreme cases indicating that noise is amplified at each iteration i.e. 

N~+l = No + I:~,~} CNo where the constant C < 1. The strong effect of noise is due 

to the ill-posed nature of the problem. Regularization methods, discussed in chapter 

5, aim to stabilize the problem and make it less sensitive to noise. 

3.5 STEEPEST DESCENT METHOD 

The steepest descent method is one of the oldest methods available for solving the 

following linear system [Shewchuck 1994] 

A( b, (3.25) 
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where ( is an unknown n x 1 vector, b is a known n x 1 vector and A is a known, 

n x n square symmetric, positive-definite matrix, such that (T A( is positive for nonzero 

values of (, where T indicates the transpose of a matrix. In order to solve Eqn. 3.25, 

consider first a quadratic function p(() which is simply defined as 

(3.26) 

where p(() is a scalar quadratic function of the vector (, and c is a constant. Since A 

is a positive-definite function, p(() has a paraboloid bowl surface and at the bottom of 

the paraboloid bowl, the gradient is zero. The gradient of p( () is defined as 

J~l p(() 

p'(() = 
J~2 p(() 

(3.27) 

J~n p( () 

where the gradient of p( () at point (, indicates the direction of the greatest increase in 

p( (). Therefore, to minimize p( (), the gradient is set to zero. Calculating the gradient 

of Eqn. 3.26, we obtain 

(3.28) 

which reduces to pi (() = A( - b, if A is symmetric. Thus A( = b can be solved by 

finding a ( that minimizes p((). 

To illustrate this, consider an example where 

(3.29) 

Fig. 3.3(a),(b) illustrate the system A( = b and the corresponding quadratic form p(() 
respectively, where the intersection of the 2 lines correspond to the minimum point of 

the paraboloid. 

The steepest descent method starts with an arbitrary point (0 and then steps to 

another point (1 in such a way that the step direction is toward the most rapid decrease 

in p( (). This method iterates until a value of (k sufficiently close to the minimum of 

p( () is found. In other words, the iterative method can be written as 
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Figure 3.3 Steepest descent example: (a) A( = bj (b) p( (); (c) path of the steepest descent 
method along the contours of p( ()), with x indicating the solution. 
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is the direction of the steepest descent, and where (Ii is the steplength, which minimizes 

pwhen 

p' ((k+1) T rk = 0 by the chain rule 

(b A(k+1)Trk 

(b A((k + akrk))T rk = 0 * 
ak(Ark)T rk * 
ak(rk{ (Ark) = 0 * 
(rk)T rk 

T . 
(rk) Ark 

(3.32) 

For the example considered above, Fig. 3.3(c) shows the the path traversed by applying 

the steepest descent method with the starting point (0 = [-2, - 2]T until it converges 

to the solution [2, - 2]T. 

To relate the steepest descent method to the G-P algorithm, consider a spatially 

bounded object f(x) such that f(x) = 0 for Ixl > X, and G(k) is the bandlimited 

spectrum obtained through the imaging process, such that G(k) 0 for Ikl > n. 
The superresolution problem can be written as [Connolly et al. 1995, Connolly and 

Lane 1997] 

(3.33) 

where e, F and "Yare as defined previously. The aim of superresolution is to find f such 

that lIeF"Yf - GI12 is minimized, where 

< f,h > 

< f, f > and is known as the Euclidean norm and 

lb f(x)h(x)dx is known as the inner product. (3.34) 

Comparing the superresolution problem to the steepest descent approach we have 

(3.35) 
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where 

rk - 8~k IleF,jk - GI12 
8 

- 8jk[< jk"F-1eF,jk > -2 < jk"F- l eG > + < G,G >J 

= 2,F- l eG - 2,F-1eF,jk 

2,F-1G - 2,.1'-1 eF jk. (3.36) 

The above equation was derived using the following properties 

,F-Ie 
G since G is bandlimited 

jk since jk has a finite support. (3.37) 

where Ht implies the adjoint of Substituting Eqn. 3.36 in Eqn. 3.35, and using 

e 1 {L and setting ci = ! we have 

(3.38) 

which is the same as Eqn. 3.19. Therefore, the G-P algorithm is equivalent to the 

steepest descent method, with a k 

3.6 CONJUGATE GRADIENT (C-G) METHOD 

The conjugate gradient method is used to solve the problem of minimizing quadratic 

functions [Luenberger 1984]. The method proceeds by generating vector sequences of 

iterates (i.e. successive approximations to the solution), residuals corresponding to the 

iterates, and search directions used in updating the iterates and residuals. The iterative 

approximations to the solution can be written as 

(3.39) 

w here dO, d1 ••• dn - 1 is a set of orthogonal search directions. The search directions dk are 

chosen such that they are A-orthogonal to each other and to ek+l (i.e. diT Adi = 0, i f. j 

and dkT 
Aek+l 0), where ek+l = (k+l - (, with ( being the solution. Setting the 
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directional derivative to zero and using the chain rule we have 

(3.40) 

where the latter part of the above equation was derived using rk b - A(k = b -

A(ek + () -Aek. The derivation of a,k can be done in the same way as Eqn. 3.32 to 

obtain: 

(3.41) 

The set of A-orthogonal search directions can be found using the conjugate Gram

Schmidt method where 

i-I 

u i + L~ikdk for i > 0, (3.42) 
k=O 

where u is a set of n linearly independent vectors. For the conjugate gradient method 

we have uk = rk, and dO v,o. The values of (3ik can be computed using 

i-I 

u
iT 

Ad
j + L (3ik dkT Ad

j 

o=> 
u iT Adj 

dJT Adi' 

k=O 

(3.43) 

The disadvantage of this method is that all the old search vectors should be saved 

in memory for computation of (3ij, however this can be overcome by simplifying the 

above equation. A few derivations should be made first 

r k+1 -Aek+I 

-A(ek + a,kdk ) 

rk a,k Adk. 

The following identities should also be stated 

·T . a: rJ 0 for i < j 
.']1 . 

d1, rZ uiri 
·T . rZ rJ 0 for i =1= j. 
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3.7 RESULTS 

Using the above derivations, Pij can be simplified as follows 

riT r j +1 

ajriTAdj 

= 

i=j 

i=j+l 
otherwise, 

'T' rt rt 

r i - IT r i - I . 

The conjugate gradient method can then be summarised as 

b-A(O 
·T . 

r~ rt 

diT Adi 

(i + ai~ 

ri _ aidi 

ri+ IT ri+1 

riT ri 

ri+ I + Pi+ 1 di . 

(3.46) 

(3,47) 

(3,48) 

(3,49) 

The first iteration of both the steepest descent and the conjugate gradient methods is 

the same, but the next step advances in a direction that is a linear combination of the 

current residual and the previous direction vector. Even though the conjugate gradient 

method is slightly more complicated than the steepest descent method, it is faster and 

it converges in a finite number of steps. 

3.7 RESULTS 

A simple 'head' phantom was simulated by superimposing several circular disks of 

uniform amplitude. The reSUlting object had a circular support of 190 pixels diameter 

within a 256 x 256 pixel region and 5 distinct nonzero amplitude levels (in range 0 to 

1) as shown in Fig. 3,4(a), and is referred to as the high resolution head phantom. The 

DFT of the original phantom was bandlimited by truncating the spectrum to the lowest 

101 spatial frequencies vertically and the lowest 201 frequencies horizontally. Each of 

the spatial components within the bandlimit was corrupted by complex pseudorandom 
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Gaussian noise so that the overall SNR within the bandlimit was 30dB. The inverse 

DFT of the noisy bandlimited spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.4(b), and is referred to as 

bandlimited head image. Note the ringing caused by the truncation, especially adjacent 

to the horizontal edges. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3,4 (a) High resolution head phantom; (b) bandlimited noisy head image. 

A second image was obtained from an MRI simulator available on the World Wide 

Web (WWW) [Kwan et al. 1996]. The simulator simulates the application of a pulse 

sequence with configurable parameters to a 3-D brain model, generated from a volumet

ric MRI data set, to generate the MRI volume [Cososeo et al. 1997, Collins et al. 1998]. 

One 2-D slice, with dimension 180 X 216, was seleeted as shown in Fig. 3.5(a) and is 

referred to as the high resolution brain image. The image was blurred by bandlimiting 

the spectrum to the lowest 31 spatial frequencies vertieally and the lowest 71 spatial 

frequencies horizontally. Each of the spatial components within the bandlimit was cor

rupted by complex pseudorandom Gaussian noise so that the overall SNR within the 

bandlimit was 30dB. The inverse DFT of the noisy bandlimited spectrum is shown in 

Fig. 3.5(b) and is referred to as the bandlimited brain image. Both the G-P algorithm 

and the C-G method are applied on both data sets. criteria used to study the per-

formance of the different methods is the improvement in signal to noise ratio (ISNR). 

The ISNR is defined as [Banham and Katsaggelos 1997] 

ISNR = 1010glO ~(f 9)2 
~(f j)2' 

(3.50) 

where j is the recovered image, f is the original object image (high resolution image), 
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Figure 3.6 G-P algorithm: (a) recovered head image; (b) ISNR curve. 
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Figure 3.1 C-G algorithm: (a) recovered head image; (b) ISNR curve. 
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Chapter 4 

PROJECTION ONTO CONVEX SETS (POCS) 

4.1 INTRODUCTION TO POCS 

In the past few decades, much work has been done on reconstructing images from 

incomplete data. The reconstruction process is used in various applications such as re

construction of tomographic images from incomplete view data [Sezan and Stark 1984]' 

spectrum extrapolation, restoring images when only magnitude information is available, 

etc. In many applications such as CT or MRI, it may be impossible to measure a com

plete set of data. For example in medical CT applications, obtaining a complete set 

of data means increasing dosage and scanning time which is unrealistic [Sezan and 

Stark 1983]. Similarly in MRI, obtaining a complete set of data means keeping the 

patient still for a long period of time. Hence the G-P and other similar algorithms have 

a significant role in the area of superresolution. A more general and recent algorithm 

known as projection onto convex sets (FOCS), developed by Youla and Webb [Youla 

and Webb 1982] and popularized by Stark [Stark 1987J, has received wide interest. 

POCS is a simple, fast iterative technique which utilizes prior information about the 

imaged object in the restoration process. It uses each item of prior information to form 

a constraint and seeks an image that lies in the intersection of all the constraints. 

This chapter starts with a simple overview of set theoretic estimation, convex sets 

and their properties, followed by an explanation of the POCS method. A description 

of both the convex and nonconvex constraints used in the superresolution problem 

is given, accompanied by results obtained from utilizing the different constraints to 

superresolve images. 

4.2 INTRODUCTION TO SET THEORETIC ESTIMATION 

Many image processing problems reduce to solving an optimization problem with or 

without constraints (e.g. minimum mean square error, maximum entropy, etc.). Dif

ferent ways may be available to solve the problem, each producing a different solution, 

which may make the reliability of each solution questionable. The reliability of a so

lution should be based on all the knowledge available a priori and the observed data. 
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Every item of prior information reduces our ignorance of the problem to be solved 

[Combettes and Civanlar 1991]. 

In the past three decades, work has been done in finding a solution which satisfies all 

information available a priori. These are known as set theoretic estimation approaches, 

since each known property is associated with a set, and the intersection of all the sets 

represents the family of solutions, or feasibility set (family of objects that satisfy all 

the requirements). Any solution in the intersection set is a feasible solution since it is 

consistent with all the a priori information available [Katsaggelos 1989]. Set theoretic 

estimation can be defined as an estimation framework in which consistency of a solution 

with the observed data and all a priori knowledge serves as the criterion of acceptability 

[Combettes 1993]. 

In many cases the a priori information can be classified into three types: 

iI Information about the solution: this is knowledge available regarding properties 

of the result, such as signal intensity ranges, nonnegativity, etc. 

iI Information about the system: this is information regarding properties of the 

physical imaging system. This type of information is incorporated in the problem 

formulation, e.g. if the recorded data G is related to the object f (with Fourier 

transform F) through an operator lHI, the transfer function of the imaging system, 

i.e. G = lHIF, then any proposed solution j must satisfy G = IHIF, where P is the 

Fourier transform of j. 

iI Information about external factors: this is information regarding unmeasurable 

external factors which affect the solution such as model uncertainty, noise, etc. 

This type of information is also incorporated within the problem formulation, e.g. 

if G = lHIF + No where No is the noise, the proposed solution j should also satisfY 

G = IHIF +No. 

The algorithms which are based on the set theoretic estimation approach display 

best convergence when the property sets are closed and convex (explained below) and 

belong to the Hilbert space 1-l [Hutson and Pym 1980]. 

4.3 CONVEXITY 

The convexity property can be defined as: 

Definition 4.1 A subset C of a Hilbert space 1-l is said to be convex if the line joining 

any two points in C is entirely contained in C, i. e. if Zl and Z2 are points in C, then 

P,Zl + (1 - p,)Z2 must be contained in C for all 0 ::::; p, ::::; 1 [McCormick 1983]. 
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4.3 CONVEXITY 

This definition can be explained geometrically as stating that a set is convex if 

every single point on the line joining any two points in the set, belongs to the set. This 

property is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. 

/~\ //1 ( i 

( J 
I / 
\ Zl / 

~-- ........ ~ 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.1 (a) Convex set; (b) nonconvex set. 

It is also important to state some set operations that preserve convexity. Some of 

the common set operations are [Luenberger 1973]: 

e If the set C is convex and p is a real number then the set pC is also convex, where 

pC = {pz,z E C}. 
Proof: If Zl, Z2 E C, we have 

therefore 

(4.1) 

which implies that pC is a convex set. 

10 If sets C1 and C2 are convex, then the set C1 + C2 is also convex, where C1 + C2 = 

{Zl +Z3: Zl EC1 ,Z3 EC2 }. 

Proof: If Zl, Z2 E C1 and Z3, Z4 E C2 , where C1 and C2 are convex sets, we have 

(4.2) 

and 

(4.3) 

Adding Eqns. 4.2 and 4.3, we have 

(4.4) 
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Therefore the set C1 + C2 is a convex set. 

• The intersection of any number of convex sets is also convex. 

Proof: Assume points Zl and Z2 belong to the set Co which is the intersection 

of a finite number of convex sets Cil i.e. Co nZ::1Ci. Since Zl and Z2 belong to 

the intersection Co, then they belong to each set Ci. Since each Ci is convex, then 

IJ,Zl + (1 It )Z2 belongs to each set Ci and therefore belongs to the intersection 

Co. Therefore Co is a convex set [McCormick 1983]. 

These properties are illustrated in Fig. 4.2. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.2 Graphical illustration of the properties of convex sets: (a) multiplication by a 
scalar; (b) addition; and (c) intersection. 

4.4 CLOSURE 

The other important property is closure, where a set is said to be closed if every point 

that is arbitrarily close to the set C belongs to C, i.e. C is closed if both Zk E C and the 

limit Zk -t Z imply Z E C [Mart os 1975, Luenberger 1984]. Fig. 4.3(a) illustrates an 

example of an open set {z : Izi < 1} whereas Fig. 4.3(b) shows a closed set {z : Izi :s; 1}. 

Another example illustrating closure is: consider the end points Zl and Z2 of a finite 

interval, then (Zll Z2) = {z : Zl < Z < Z2} is open whereas [Zl' Zl] {z : Zl :s; Z :s; Z2} 

is closed. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.3 (a) An open set; (b) a closed set. 
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4.5 PROJECTION OPERATOR 

As mentioned previously, every known property of the object 1 (provided the property 

meets certain criteria) will restrict it to lie in a closed convex set Ci . Therefore, if m 

such properties are known then 1 is restricted to lie in the intersection of all the convex 

sets Ci , i = 1 ... m, Le. 1 E Co n~~lCi' The aim is to find a point in Co and this 

is achieved by utilizing the projection operator Pi associated with each Ci [Yeh and 

Stark 1990]. The following theorem leads to the idea of the projection operator. 

Theorem 4.1 There existB a unique point Zo E C, with C being a clOBed convex subset 

01 H, such that 

111 zll = 111 - zoll, (4.5) 

where 1 E H. 

Proof: Assume that 

111 zll 8 = 111 - zoll = 111 - woll, 

where zo, Wo E C. R.eplacing z and W by 1 - Zo and 1 - Wo respectively in the following 

identity 

IIzl12 + IIwI12 
2 

82 II Zo ~ Wo 112 ~ 82. (4.6) 

Since C is a closed convex set, therefore the midpoint 

that 

therefore Zo Wo 0, Le. Zo = Woo 

E C, (according to 4.1), so 

(4.7) 

Definition 4.2 For any z E H, the p1'Ojection of z onto C, Pez, is the element in C 

cloBeBt to z, thus [Stark 1981} 

liz - Pezll = min liz - wlI, 
wEe 

(4.8) 

where Pc is the p1'Ojection operator for C. 
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4.6 THE METHOD OF POCS 

As indicated in the introduction, in many medical and industrial applications where 

complete sets of data are impossible to collect, projection methods can be applied to 

the superresolution problem. The projection method is based on the idea that each 

constraint applied to an image f restricts it to lie in a corresponding set. If m properties 

are known, a solution is sought which lies at the intersection of all of the corresponding 

m sets. The superresolution problem using projection operators can be divided into 

two types: 

• all constraints are convex; 

• at least one constraint is nonconvex. 

The first type can be treated with the poes method, whereas the second type of 

problems can be treated by the method of generalized projections (MGP), explained 

in section 4.9. 

poes is a simple recursive algorithm which utilizes prior knowledge of the nature 

of the imaged object in the superresolution problem. Consider that m properties of the 

imaged object are known a priori and each corresponds to a convex set. There are thus 

m convex sets Ci, i = 1, ... ,m, and the intersection of the finite number of convex sets 

is also a convex set that contains f, i.e. f E Co = n~l Ci is also convex [Stark 1990]. 

If the projection operator Po is known, then any f E 1£ can be projected onto Co, i.e. 

Pof E Co. However due to the complicated nature of Co, Po is difficult to realize. 

The approach of poes is to recursively solve the problem by iteratively projecting 

the solution on to each Ci in turn using the corresponding Pi) i.e. 

pnz, n = 0 -+ 00, where 

P (4.9) 

Fig. 4.4 is an example of the geometrical interpretation of Eqn. 4.9. In the simple 

example illustrated, P = P2Pl, with p} the projection operator onto a convex set 

Cll a closed sphere, and P2 the projection operator onto C2 , a closed half space with 

boundary tangent to C} at a point z*. Therefore the intersection z* is found by starting 

at an arbitrary point z then recursively generating the iterates Zn by utilizing Eqn. 4.9. 

4.7 CONVEX CONSTRAINTS FOR THE SUPERRESOLUTION 
PROBLEM 

In this section, those different constraints for the superresolution problem which cor

respond to convex sets, are discussed. Each constraint is defined and a proof of its 

convexity is given. 
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ZtlL C1 

Z* 

Figure 4.4 Example of geometrical representation of Eqn. 4.9. 

4.7.1 The compact support constraint (PI) 

'PI projects onto a set C1 all functions that vanish outside a prescribed region r. The 

constraint can be written as 

'PI! { 
f (x, y) E r 
o (x,y) tic r. 

To show convexity, assume h, 12 E CI and 0 ::; /1> ::; 1, then 

and 

{ 0

(1 - /1»12 (x, y) E (1 

(x,y) tic (1 

Adding the two equations we have 

ph +(1 

p)r 
p)r. 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

Therefore ph + (1 - p) 12 E C1, which proves its convexity according to Def. 4. L 

4.7.2 The frequency domain constraint (P2) 

'P2 projects onto a set C2 all functions whose Fourier transforms assume a prescribed 

value G(kx, ky) over a region 0 in the Fourier plane. The constraint can be written as 

{ 
G(kx, ky) (kx, ky) EO 

F-1 F(kx, ky) (kx, ky) tic 0, 
(4.14) 
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where F is the Fourier transform of f. show convexity, assume il, 12 E C2 , thus 

and 

{
(I 

(1 - p,)Pd2 = (1 
p,)J=-lG(kx, ky) (kx, ky) EO 

p,)J=-l F2(kx1 ky) (kx, ky) ~ 0, 

Adding Eqns. 4.15 and 4.16, we have 

Therefore C2 is a convex set. 

4.7.3 The positivity constraint (P3) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

P3 projects onto a set C3 all nonnegative functions. The constraint can be written as 

P3f { 
f f? 0 

o otherwise. 
(4.18) 

Assume il, 12 E C3 , i.e. il ? 0 and 12 ? 0, therefore p,il ? 0 and (1 p,)12? 0, for 

o :s; p, :s; 1. So p,il + (1 p,)12? 0 =} p,il + (1- p,)12 E C3 , implying that C3 is a convex 

set. 

4.7.4 The energy constraint (P4 ) 

P4 projects onto a set C4 all functions that satisfy 

(4.19) 

where Elim is an energy limit and r is the compact support for f. Assuming il, 12 E C4 

therefore 

IIp,il + (1 - p,)1211 :s; p,llilll + (1- p,)II1211 :s; p, + (1 P,)VElim = VElim. (4.20) 

Thus C4 is a convex set. The constraint can be written as 

(4.21) 
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where £ I Ir If(x, y)j2dxdy. 

4.7.5 The upper and lower bound constraint (P5) 

P5 projects onto a set C5 all functions whose amplitudes lie within a closed interval 

[a, b]. The constraint can be written as 

P5f 
f<a 

a~f~b 

f > b. 

To show convexity, assume h) h Cs) therefore 

ph + (1 p)h ~ pa + (1 - p)a 

ph + (1 p)h::; pb + (1 - p)b 

therefore C5 is a convex set. 

4.8 APPLICATION OF POCS 

The poes iteration is 

f k+1 
poes 

P 

Pf~oes, 

PmPm-I···PI· 

a 

b, 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

The G-P algorithm and its linear variations are special cases of the poes method. 

Thus for the basic G-P algorithm 

(4.26) 

where PI and P2 are the compact support and frequency domain constraints respec

tively, as given in sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2. 

Each of the following constraints was applied on both the bandlimited head and 

brain images (shown 3.4(b) and 3.5(b) respectively), obtained from truncating 

the spectrum of the high resolution head and brain images (shown in Figs. 3.4(a) 

and 3.5(a) respectively), as discussed in section 3.7. Each constraint was studied by 

applying it on the recovered image at each iteration of the G-P algorithm. Since the 

G-P algorithm inherently applies both the compact support and the frequency domain 

constraints (i.e. constraints PI and P2) and results applying the G-P algorithm have 

already been presented, results presented below are for constraints P3 to P5 only. 

• The compact support constraint (PI) sets all of the image fk outside the 
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support r to zero. The constraint can be written as 

{ 
fk (x,y)Er 

o (x,y) ¢ r . (4.27) 

• The frequency domain constraint (P2) corrects the spectrum within the bandlimit 

(Slx, Sly) to the measured G(kx, ky). The constraint can be written as 

Ikxl ::; Slx, Ikyl ::; Sly 

Ikxl > Slx, Ikyl > Sly . 
( 4.28) 

• The positivity constraint (P3) sets all pixels of fk with negative values to zero. 

The constraint can be written as 

{ 

fk fk:::- 0 

o otherwise. 
(4.29) 

The use of the positivity constraint is justified since the three quantities which 

are imaged in MRl, T1, and proton density, are all inherently nonnegative. 

However due to some external factors such as noise and to the fact that not 

all the Fourier domain is measured, negative values may result in the recovered 

image which are clearly in error. Fig. 4.5(a) shows the recovered image (at 

iteration 6) obtained by applying the positivity constraint on the bandlimited 

brain image and Fig. 4.5(b) shows the corresponding ISNR curve. There is a 

slight improvement in the ISNR curve compared to that obtained by applying 

the G-P algorithm without the positivity constraint, but there is limited visual 

improvement in the recovered image compared to the bandlimited, due to the fact 

that there are very few negative pixels (which are corrected by this constraint) 

within the support region as shown in Fig. 4.6. 

" The energy constraint (P4) restricts the image fk to satisfy 

(4.30) 

where [k is the energy of the recovered (superresolved) image, [ is the energy of 

the bandlimited image, 6P4 is the incremental energy associated with the recovery 

of the additional spatial frequencies and [lim is an energy limit. The constraint 

can be written as 

(4.31) 

Both the energy and positivity constraint were applied on the bandlimited head 
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Image. The energy constraint was applied such that the energy of the recovered 

image in each iteration was within a deviation 8P4 from the energy of the ban

dlimited head image, where 8P4 is expressed as a percentage. Fig. 4.7(a) shows 

the recovered image (at iteration 1000) for 8P4 = 1%. Again there was limited 

visual improvement compared to the bandlimited head image, however the ISNR 

plot shown in Fig. 4. 7(b) shows that the algorithm is more stable and no longer 

so sensitive to the number of iterations performed. 

OP
4
=1% 

15 

~ P
4
,OP

4
=2% 

ill 
H G-P 0.5 

-0.5 0 100 roJ :m 4Xl 9X.l 

Number of iterations 

(b) 

(a) 

Figure 4.7 constraint: (a) recovered head image with r5P4 = 1%; (b) ISNR curve. 
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• The lower and upper bound constraint (Ps) limits pixel values to physically mean

ingful upper and lower bounds. The constraint can be written as 

(4.32) 

where a and b are the lower and upper bounds respectively. purpose of using 

this constraint on realistic MR images is that physically umealistic pixel values, 

arising because of noise, errors in reconstruction or limitations of the measurement 

process, are corrected to more meaningful values. The drawback of this 

method is that exact lower and upper bounds are not known in most practical 

applications, therefore only approximations to these bounds can be used. The 

P5 operator was applied on the bandlimited head model. The exact lower and 

upper bounds of the high resolution head phantom are [0.1,1]' where the lower 

bound was considered to be the minimum of the high resolution image within 
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the support constraint only. The bounds that were used in the recovery process 

were a - bP5 and b + bP5 where [a, b] [0.1,1] and bP5 = -0.2,0,0.1. For both 

the cases when bP5 0,0.1, there is limited visual improvement in the recovered 

images as shown in Figs. 4.8{a) and (b), even though there is a considerable 

improvement in the ISNR curve when bP5 = O. The reason behind this is that 

there are not many pixels (within the support region) in the bandlimited image 

that are outside the bounds [0.1,1]. Fig. 4.9{a) shows the recovered image for 

the case bP5 -0.2 (underestimation of bounds), the recovered image appears 

worse with many pixels set to incorrect values. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.8 Recovered image using lower and upper bound constraints with (a) bP5 OJ (b) 
bP5 0.1. 

4.9 THE METHOD OF GENERALIZED PROJECTIONS (MGP) 

The MGP is an extension of the poes method to cases where the a priori constraints 

are nonconvex [Katsaggelos 1991]. An example of a nonconvex set is quantization of a 

signaL The projection operator for the MGP method can be defined as 

Ilg - xii = min IIY xii, 
all VEC 

(4.33) 

where g Pcx is the projection of x onto C. If C was a convex set, the solution would 

have been unique, but when C is nonconvex there might be a set of points satisfying 

Eqn. 4.33 and convergence is not guaranteed. Another problem that can arise with 

the MGP algorithm is that it might get trapped or end up in a tunnel due to the 
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Figure 4.9 Lower and upper bound constraint: (a) recovered head image, with JP5 = -0.2; 
(b) ISNR curve. 

nonconvexity of one of the constraints. A trap is a fixed point which fails to satisfy one 

or more of the constraints but satisfies 

(4.34) 

whereas a point ik is said to be in a tunnel if the change in ik from one iteration to 

the next in Eqn. 4.34 is negligible. It is important to note that the tunnel situation 

might also arise for the convex case, i.e., when all the sets are convex. The trap and 

tunnel situations are illustrated in Fig. 4.10(a) and (b) respectively. One simple way 

of getting out of a trap is to modify the initialization and repeat the procedure. 

Since only limited superresolution was obtained from the application of convex 

constraints, discussed in section 4.8, nonconvex constraints were studied in the attempt 

to improve resolution of the recovered images. The nonconvex constraints studied are 

discussed below. 

4.9.1 Single level quantization ('P6) 

This projection-based operator sets pixels within a certain deviation of a single level 

(the most frequently occurring) in the image to that level. The constraint can be 

written as 

level level - 8P6 :::; jk :::; level + 8P6 

jk otherwise, 
(4.35) 
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Figure 4.10 Examples of a trap and a tunnel for an algorithm of the form jk+1 P2Pdk : 

(a) algorithm will converge to a trap point T, whereas the true solution is in the intersection 
of C1 and C2 ; (b) the algorithm will iterate slowly along the tunnel towards the solution S. 

where 8P6 is the deviation from the level. This projection-based operator is different 

from the conventional quantization as shown in Fig. 4.11(a) where 'fJi = ::.:::.::.:=~== 
level1 < level2 < level3 and pixels with values between 'fJi and 'fJi+1 are set to leveli+1. 

In this case every pixel is set to belong to a nonconvex set resulting from a nonconvex 

projection operation. This nonconvex projection operator is also nonunique since pixels 

with values 'fJi could be set to either leve1i or leveli+1. This situation is different from 

the single level quantization illustrated in Fig. 4.11(b), where firstly we consider a 

single level only (the most frequently occurring) where say level2 = level and deviation 

from the level is restricted such that pixels with values less than level - 8P6 or greater 

than level + 8P6 are left unchanged. For our practical algorithms we found better 

results with the single level quantization, since pixels for example with values between 

'fJ1 and level 8P6 have a higher uncertainty of having their value=level than those 

with values between level - 8P6 and level + 8P6. 

level3 

112 112 
level2 26P6 

11[ 
level[ 

11[ 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.11 Illustration of: (a) conventional quantization; (b) single level quantization. 

The P6 operator was applied on the bandlimited head image, with level = 0.6 (the 

level occurring most frequently in the original head image), and 8P6 0.09 and 0.2, 

as shown in Fig. 4.12, where the recovered images were all obtained at the iteration 

with the maximum ISNR value. In this case the ISNR curves utilizing the P6 operator 
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appear worse compared to the ISNR curve obtained from the G-P algorithm, however 

visually the recovered image for the case 81>6 0.09 appears much sharper and the 

edges are much more defined, however there are some pixel values (indicated by the 

arrow) incorrectly set to level 0.6, and as 81>6 increases to 0.2, so does the number 

of pixels whose values are incorrectly set to 0.6 and the image is degraded. 

(a) (b) 

Number of iterations 

(c) 

Figure 4.12 Recovered head image using single level quantization with level=0.6 and (a) 
01>6 0.09, (b) oP6 = 0.2, (c) ISNR graph. 

Figs. 4.13(a) and (b) show the histogram of the high resolution head image and 

the histogram of the bandlimited image respectively. There is significant difference 

between the two histograms. The aim of the 1>6 operator is to make the histogram of 

the recovered image approach that of the high resolution image. Fig. 4.13(c) shows 

the histogram of the recovered image using 1>6, with level 0.6,81>6 = 0.09, where 
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all pixels with values between 0.51 and 0.69 were set to 0.6. The improvement in the 

recovered image is portrayed as the smaller difference between the histograms of the 

high resolution image and the recovered image compared to the difference between the 

histograms of the high resolution image and the bandlimited image. When 8P6 was 

increased to 0.2, the recovered image shown in Fig. 4.12(b) appears much worse, since 

many pixels between levels 0.4 and 0.8 were incorrectly set to 0.6 as shown in the 

corresponding histogram in Fig. 4.13(d). 
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Figure 4.13 Histograms: (a) high resolution head model; (b) bandlimited noisy head model; 
(c) recovered image using P6, level = 0.6,JP6 = 0.09; (d) recovered using P6, level 
0.6, JP6 0.2. 

The single level quantization can be extended to multiple levels. This is achieved 

by modifying the constraint defined in Eqn. 4.35 to 

{ 
leveli leveli - 8P6 S fk S leveli + 8P6 

fk otherwise, 
( 4.36) 

where lev eli represent the different level values and Eqn. 4.36 is applied for each 

level within each iteration of the G-P algorithm, and will be referred to as multiple 

level quantization. The multiple level quantization was applied on the head data with 

leveli 0.1,0.25,0.4,0.6 and 0.8, and with 8P6 = 0.09, resulting in a relatively sharp 
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recovered image, shown in Fig. 4.14. 

Figure 4.14 Recovered head image using multiple level quantization with leveli 
0.1,0.25,0.4,0.6 and 0.8; 8P6 0.09. 

An alternative method that imposes a number of different levels on the solution is 

presented in section 8.6. The single level quantization constraint is a harsh constraint 

and is applied on each pixel independently without taking into consideration any re

lationship that could exist between the pixels. The next constraint was designed to 

ameliorate the above drawback. 

4.9.2 Neighbourhood based quantization (P7) 

This projection-based operator sets any pixel within a certain deviation of a leveli to 

that leveli) if within a certain neighbourhood of the pixel considered (e.g. (3 x 3) as 

shown in Fig. 4.15(a)) the majority of pixels (Le. five pixels or more) are within a 

certain deviation of that lev eli. The constraint can be written as 

l' jk(x ) = {level i S(x, y) 1 
7 , Y jk(x, y) otherwise, 

(4.37) 

where S(x, y) 1 if the majority of the 3 x 3 neighbourhood pixel values, centered on 

(x,y), lie within the range leveli ± 61'7) and S(x, y) 0, otherwise [:Sones et al. 1998J. 

The 1'7 operator was also applied on the bandlimited head data, with 61'7 = 

0.09. The constraint was applied for 5 different levels simultaneously (where lev eli = 

0.1,0.25,0.4,0.6 and 0.8). Fig. 4.15(b) shows the recovered image (at iteration 96) 

using operator 1'7, and it appears much sharper and more defined compared to the 

bandlimited head image and the recovered image obtained from applying the multiple 
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important to note that for noisy data the solution might diverge. Regularization, 

explained in chapter 5, can be used to reduce the likelihood of this happening. 

4.10 COMBINATION OF PROJECTION OPERATORS 

In this section, combinations of different projection operators are studied. The idea 

behind this is to benefit from the advantage of each operator. For example some 

operators result in an ISNR curve with a higher peak, whereas others results in a 

levelled off ISNR curve, so by combining these operators the aim is to obtain a levelled 

off ISNR curve with a peak higher than most of the peaks obtained by applying each 

constraint alone. 

4.10.1 Combination A CPA) 

The first combination of projection operators studied is P A P5P4P3, where in each 

iteration of the G:-P algorithm, the positivity constraint is applied first followed by the 

energy constraint then followed by the upper and lower bound constraint. As before, 

the three operators are applied in addition to PI and P2 of the basic G-P algorithm. 

This P A combination was applied on the bandlimited head image with 8P4 = 1%, 

8P5 = 0.1. Since each of these constraints when applied independently did not improve 

the image visually, similarly there is no visual improvement in the recovered image 

obtained from combining these constraints as shown in Fig. 4.16(a) (at iteration 1000). 

Fig. 4.16(b) shows the ISNR curve obtained using PA . ISNR curve seems to 

have a peak a little higher than most of the ISNR curves obtained from applying the 

constraints independently and it is no longer as sensitive to the number of iterations 

performed. 

4.10.2 Combination B CPB ) 

The second combination of projection operators studied is PB = P6P5P4P3) where in 

each iteration of the G-P algorithm, the convex 15 A constraint is applied first followed by 

the nonconvex single level quantization constraint. The PB operator was applied on the 

bandlimited head image with 8P4 = 1%, 8P5 0.1, level=0.6 and 8P6 = 0.09. Fig. 4.17 

shows the recovered image (at iteration 1000) and the corresponding ISNR curve. In 

this case the ISNR obtained from applying the PB operator is a little higher and levelled 

off compared to the ISNR curve obtained from applying P6 independently, however the 

recovered image (at iteration 1000) obtained from applying the PB operator appears 

worse with more ringing artifact and less sharp edges compared to the recovered image 

(at iteration with maximum ISNR) obtained from applying P6 independently (shown 

in Fig. 4.12(a)). 
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1.' 

Number of iterations 

(b) 

(a) 

Figure 4.16 (a) Recovered head image using the combination projection operators 15 A, with 
8P4 = 1%, and 8P5 = 0.1; (b) ISNR curve. 
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Figure 4.17 (a) Recovered head image using the combination projection operators 15B with 
8P4 = 1%, 8P5 0.1, level=0.6 and 8P6 = 0.09; (c) ISNR curve. 
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4.10.3 Combination C (Pc) 

Another combination of projection operators studied is Pc = P7P5P4P3, where in this 

case the operator Pc projects onto both convex and non convex sets. Fig. 4.18(a) 

shows the recovered image (at iteration 1000) obtained from applying the Pc operator 

on the bandlimited head image and 4.18(b) shows the corresponding ISNR curve 

in comparison to the ISNR curves obtained from applying the G-P algorithm and the 

P7 operator. In this case the ISNR curve obtained from applying Pc has a higher peak 

from that obtained from applying P7 alone and is no longer sensitive to the number of 

iterations performed. 

p"lIp,=O.09 

Number of iterations 

(b) 

(a) 

Figure 4.18 (a) Recovered head image using the combination projection operators Pc with 
8P4 = 1%, 8P5 0.1 and 8P7 = 0.09; (b) ISNR curve. 

4.11 CONCLUSION 

Different constraints, corresponding to both convex and nonconvex sets, were studied 

and applied to both the head and brain bandlimited data. There was only a slight 

improvement in the recovered brain image when imposing the positivity constraint 

due to the absence of any negative values in the bandlimited image. However when 

applying the G-P algorithm, some negative values were introduced and the positivity 

constraint corrected them by setting them to zero at each iteration. The upper and 

lower bound constraint was found to improve the performance only when knowledge of 

exact bounds is available which is not usually the case in most practical applications. 

Constraints corresponding to nonconvex sets were also studied, and the neighbourhood 
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based quantization constraint seems to provide the best result due to the fact that it 

takes into consideration the relationship that might exist between neighbouring pixels. 

In spite of the popularity of POCS in the signal processing field, it suffers from three 

major drawbacks. The first is its serial algorithmic structure which means that only 

one set is activated at any point in time. Therefore it is impractical to implement on a 

system with parallel processors [Combettes 1994]. The second disadvantage of POCS 

is its slow convergence, which can be slightly accelerated by relaxing the projections 

at each iteration [Combettes 1994]. The third drawback of POCS arises if two or more 

constraints are incompatible. This might cause the intersection of the property sets 

to be an empty set, so that in this case the best solution that POCS can provide can 

belong to only one set [Combettes and Puh 1993]. 
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Chapter 5 

REGULARIZATION 

5.1 INTRODUCTION TO REGULARIZATION 

The concept of well-posed problems was first introduced by Hadamard early in the 

20th century when studying the types of boundary conditioIL.'l that are most natural for 

various types of differential equations. For many years it was believed that physical 

situationsresulted in only well-posed problems and that ill-posed problems were just of 

academic interest. However later it was found that many physical situations result in 

ill-posed problems [Baltes 1980]. Since most problems attempt to solve Au b, where 

u E U, b E B and A is a bounded linear operator, this equation is useful in explaining 

the meaning of a well-posed problem. The problem of solving for u given b is said to 

be well-posed if 

" for every element b E B there exists a solution u E U; 

III the solution is unique; and 

\II the problem is stable (i.e. the solution continuously depends on the data). 

If any of these conditions are not met, the problem is said to be ill-posed [Katsagge

los 1991]. The first condition can always be met by increasing the solution space, and 

if more than one solution is obtained, then additional information can be incorporated 

into the problem to obtain a unique solution. The third condition is the most impor

tant one, since it is practically impossible to find a solution for an unstable problem, 

where the solution does not continuously depend on the data [Kirsch 1996]. Differenti

ation of a function b(t) that is only known approximately is an example of an ill-posed 

problem which requires regularization to solve. To illustrate this, let Ul (t) be the first 

derivative of b1(t). Assume an approximation to b1(t), b2(t) b1(t) + Gsin(wt), is 

available. The maximum absolute difference between bl(t) and b2(t) is IGI, whereas 

the maximum absolute difference between Ul(t) and U2(t) jtb2(t) is IGwl, which can 

be made arbitrarily large by choosing large values of w. 

In the imaging process, images are usually degraded due to either imperfections 

of the imaging systems or to physical limitations of the imaging process (often these 
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differ between different imaging techniques). The degradation changes or removes some 

of the spatial frequency content of the object being imaged [Saito 1990]. In addition 

to being degraded, the measured data suffers from the presence of noise. Therefore, 

only approximations to the true images are recorded. For the continuous 2-D case, 

the superresolution problem (corresponding to Eqn. 3.4 for the discrete case) can be 

written as 

g(x,y) (5.1) 

where 9 is the image, ~ (lHl), where lHl is the transfer function of the image 

formation system and f is the imaged object. The superresolution problem can be 

proven to be ill-posed by making use of the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, which states 

that if ~(~, 17) is an integrable function then it can be shown that [Apostol 1958] 

(5.2) 

which implies that for a small value tl > 0, there exists a value Q such that 

(5.3) 

whenever a, (3 ;:::: Q. Therefore, 

lb lb ~(x, y,~, 17)[f(~, 17) + sin(a~) sin((317)]d~d17 

lb lb ~(x, y,~, 17)f(~, 17)d~d17 + t = g(x, y) + t, (5.4) 

for all values of a, (3 ;:::: Q, where 1 t 1< tl' Therefore, any small perturbation in 9 cannot 

be distinguished from a non-trivial additional component of a sinusoid with frequency 

a, (3 ;:::: Q in the original image [Andrews and Hunt 1977]. The method of regularization 

is then used to overcome the ill-posed nature of the superresolution problem. 

This chapter starts with a general overview of the regularization method and its 

uses. Different regularization methods are studied, such as the Tikhonov-Miller reg

ularization method in section 5.3, and the model-ba..,>ed regularization in section 5.4. 

Depending on the choice of the regularizing operator, either maximum smoothness 

or edge-preserving regularization may be achieved. Each of the above methods are 

discussed and the corresponding results are given. 
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5.2 THE REGULARIZATION METHOD 

In this work, most of the superresolving techniques are iterative due to the following 

advantages [Katsaggelos et al. 1991]: 

• iterative techniques do not need to determine the inverse of the transfer function 

of the imaging system which allows large images to be superresolved, 

• prior knowledge of properties of the solution can be easily incorporated within 

the method, 

.. the progress of the solution can be monitored. 

However one of the problems of the iterative methods discussed up to this point (Le. the 

G-P and poes algorithms) is that the performance (ISNR) increases to a maximum 

and then starts to decrea..'le as the number of iterations increases, due to the non

convergence of the algorithm in the presence of noise. The aim of using regularization 

is then to. level off the ISNR graph so that it is no longer sensitive to the number of 

iterations once the maximum is achieved. 

The superresolution problem for an MR image can be written as HI = G, where 

H is the operator which models the transfer function of the imaging system, G is the 

collected data (in the spatial frequency domain), and I is the imaged object. Suppose 

the exact solution of HI G is IT which belongs to set e, therefore He is the 

mapping of set e by the operator H. The exact solution to HI = G is obtained 

only when G belongs to the set 9 = He (i.e. G = GT = HIT)' Due to the data 

collection process, the exact GT is not available and only the approximate value G 
is available. This might cause G to be outside the set He, which is then known to 

be an ill-posed problem [Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977]. In this case, the regularization 

method is utilized to compute an estimate of I that is stable under small variations in 

the initial data. 

The condition for the stability of the regularization method can be expressed math

ematicallyas follows. 'R(G,).) is defined as the regularizing operator, with), being the 

regularization parameter, for the problem HI = G, when only an approximation G6 is 

available such that for every c > 0, both G6 E 9 and 

(5.5) 

imply that maxllIT fAil::; c where fA = 'R(G6l ).(o)). This condition requires the 

solution of the regularized problem to depend continuously upon the measured data 

and that it converges to iT as the error IIGT - G611 -t O. In other words a slight 

perturbation in the measured data will not lead to large perturbation in the solution 

(i.e. the solution of the problem is stable). 
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Therefore the regularized solution 1>.., computed using R(G6, A), can be used as 

the solution to Hf = G when only the approximation to G, Go, is known. According 

to Tikhonov [Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977], by utilizing regularization the problem is 

redueed to finding a suitable regularizing operator and determining the regularization 

parameter from supplementary information relating to the problem. 

5.3 TIKHONOV-MILLER REGULARIZATION 

In many applications, images are reeorded to provide useful information regarding a 

phenomenon of interest. However, in most eases the reeorded image is degraded due to 

either imperfections of the imaging system or the physieallimitations imposed by the 

applieation or both. The resultant image is further eorrupted by random noise. The 

imaging proeess, for the superresolution problem, ean be expressed as 

(5.6) 

where G is the Fourier transform of the degraded noisy image, H is the system transfer 

funetion of the image formation system, f is the imaged objeet, and No is the random 

noise. Both Tikhonov [Tikhonov and Arsenin 1977] and Hunt [Hunt 1973] proposed 

that a solution can be found by either minimizing IIH f - GI12 subjeet to II G fl12 :; 
E2 where G is a linear operator (which can either be for example the identity or 

differentiation operator) and E2 is the power of the objeet (Le. IIG f 112) or 

minimizing IIG fl12 subjeet to IIH f G112:; E2 where E2 is the norm of the noise. 

Miller [Miller 1970, Baker and Miller 1982] suggested that a solution ean be found by 

satisfying both the following eonstraints: II H f - G 112:; and II G f 112 :; E2. This can 

be achieved by quadratieally eombining the above two constraints into the following 

constraint 

M(f) = IIHf - GII2 + AIIGf (5.7) 

where A is known as the regularization parameter and is set equal to (f;;)2 [Katsagge

los 1989]. There are different methods reported for finding the regularization parameter, 

for example good estimates of the solution have been reported when an approximation 

E2 = IIGGII2 is used [Galatsanos and Katsaggelos 1992]. Another technique to cal

culating regularization parameter if only E2 or E2 is known is by finding the restored 

image using an initial estimate of A and then adjusting it at each iteration based on the 

restored image. process is repeated until either IIHf G112:; E2 or IIGfl1 2 
:; E2 

is satisfied depending on whieh is known, E2 or . Katsaggelos [Kang and Katsagge

los 1995] also proposed an iterative adaptive method which caleulates the regularization 

parameter based on the restored image at each iteration and attempts to restore the 

image without any knowledge of E2 or E2. For simplieity and sinee our main interest 
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is regarding the effects of the various constraints under study, visual inspection is used 

for the choice of the regularization parameter. 

As mentioned previously regularization is used to transform an ill-posed problem 

to a well-posed one, whose solution is an approximation to that of the ill-posed prob

lem. With regards to the superresolution problem, the Tikhonov-Miller regularization 

method aims at minimizing the following quadratic function 

M(f) IIHJ GII2 + )"S(f), (5.8) 

where).. is the regularization parameter, S(f) is the stabilizing operator (or regularizing 

function) and H is the transfer function of the imaging system, such that H = e:F, ) 

where I is the space domain constraint, e is the frequency domain constraint and :F 

is the forward Fourier transform. Minimizing the first term of the above equation, 

IIH J - G112, aims at preserving the properties of the original object and maintaining 

consistency with the available data G. The latter part of the equation, S(f), enforces 

smoothness oUhe solution. Therefore, the regularization parameter, ).., determines the 

trade off between the fidelity of the solution to the data G and the numerical stability. 

A large).. provides a stable solution with poor fidelity, whereas a small ).. provides 

insufficient regularization to overcome the ill-posedness [Katsaggelos et al. 1991]. The 

stabilizing operator, S, incorporates prior knowledge of the smoothness of J [Verveer 

and Jovin 1997]. When there is no prior knowledge of iT available, S(f) is set to IIJI12 

and thus the norm of the solution is minimized (representing a bound on the energy of 

the image); this is known as the Tikhonov-Miller regularization method. 

The regularization method can be incorporated within the steepest descent method 

as follows. The steepest descent iteration (with steplength equal to ~) is 

(5.9) 

where -\7 jM(fk), 

-2H*HJk +2H*G )"\7jS(fk) (5.10) 

where I:F-Ie. Substituting Eqn. 5.10 into Eqn. 5.9 we have 

(5.11) 

Using Tikhonov-Miller regularization, i.e. S(f) = IIJI12) this leads to 

(5.12) 

The Tikhonov-Miller regularization was applied to the bandlimited head model, 
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shown in Fig. 3.4(b). Fig. 5.1 shows the ISNR curves obtained from applying regu

larization for different values of the regularization parameter. The effect of the regu

larization is very obvious from the levelling off of the ISNR curves, making them less 

sensitive to the number of iterations performed. In other words, the solution is more 

stable. Note that .A = 0 corresponds to the G-P solution (no regularization), and that 

with .A 0.01, the maximum ISNR achieved is only slightly less that for the other 

cases. 

/..:0.0025 
-~ 

G-P 

700 800 fro lCOO 

Number of iterations 

Figure 5.1 ISNR curves using Tikhonov-Miller regulaJ'ization with A = 0,0.0025,0.01. 

5.4 MODEL-BASED REGULARIZATION 

This section presents a modified version of the Tikhonov-Miller regularization, where 

a model of the solution is incorporated within the algorithm. Improvements in the 

results obtained depend on the precision of the model being used. The idea of using 

a prior model is to introduce properties of the original image in the superresolving 

process. The more precise the model is (compared to the original image), the greater the 

improvement in the solution. This method aims at minimizing the following quadratic 

function [Barakat et al. 1997] 

(5.13) 

Following the procedure in the previous section, the steepest descent method may be 

written as 

(5.14) 

It is obvious that if the model used lacks precision, the errors in the solution may 

exceed those occurring without utilizing the model. 
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Tlw Jllodd-bascd n~p'ltlariza tioll IllCtltod was applic~d 011 t.Iw h;Uldlillljtc ~ d hra]ll illl

;lgc~. shown iu Fig. :~.G(h). Fig. i".i.2(h) sllmvs Uw ISNTI. cmvt-~s ohtaitl(~d frmu applyiug 

(,he modpl-based reglliarizat,iou for dim~re tlt vaillos of tlw n~gularization parauld.c~r. Th(~ 

halllllimited lloisy braill imagc ~ was llsecl as the lIlodc~1. TIle ailll of n~glliariziflg tlw Sll

pcrresolu tio ll probklll for the braiu image, i. c. levelliug olT of t.lw ISNR curves, was 

achieved. Fig. G.2(a) shows (,he recovcn~d imagc ~ (at itc~ration 70) obtainocl for A = 0.09. 

When compariug thc~ hi p'h n~soillt.ioll illlage, ShOWll in Fig. J.G(a), the b;tlIdliltlitcd illt

age and the n~("( vered intagc~ , 110 vislli-ll illlprovem e llt was ohsc'l"ve<l The reasou for this 

is that the lllodd llsed providc~d uo additioual info rmat io n to the problelTI sinC(~ thc~ 

illitia,1 data G alld the model llsnd wc~rc bot h of thc~ low resolution imagc~. 
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0::: 
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Numher of iterations 
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Figure 5.2 :'vIodd-hasC'd ]"cgulariz<LLiull: (<I) l"C.'cu\"l! ["('d il'aill illlagc with A = 0.00: (b) IS:--;R 
curve:; for A = 0, 0.0 l, O.Ug. 

A more pract iced s ituatiou utili ziug this lllPthor\ arises if a low resolutioH illlage of 

a slice is acquired ami t.lw illlagps of the t.wo ad.iac(~IIt. sliC(~s (;-lb<JV(~ II , alld below I2) 
were of it highc~r rcsolnt.ioll. This case requirc~s less ilIIagillg time thau that. of acqllirill~ 

high wsolut.i(lll images o f all t.he slic f~s. The Inodclllt.ilizc;c\ conld thell bc' t.he avc~ragc of 

th(~ t.wo high resolut.ioll iJllag( ~s. It is importallt to lIote! that t.hc: high resolut.ion sliCl:s 

Lhelllselvc~s are not llsed as the lIIodel to avoid tl-w iucorpnratioll of ullwanted. ddails 

(presc~lIt ill the high n'solut;io ll s liCl ~s ollly) ill tlw solution . If the dist.allcP bdwc)cll the 

slices is s lllall , thcll the s lices will have S()IJl( ~ dep endency Iwtwc<~11 t1WIll , awl .it and .h 
will provid(~ souw ext.m illfor mat.ion t.o fiJl(lillg the solnt.ion . Fig. G.J(a) <lnd (b) show 

thc~ two high resol1ltion slicc~s. II aBd .r2 resp<,ctivdy and Fig . .::iA(a) shuws the averag( ~ 

of the two slices. Fig. D.4(lJ) shows tlw n~cuv(~n~J IJraill inl;Lg< ~ (at iLc~raLioll IOO) v-;iLh 

tlw avcragc~ image IH~ing tlw Inode\. In thi,'i cnsc~ t.hc~ availability of a bdtt-~r llHHld has 

Ic~;t(1 to s()mc~ visllal improvenwIlL Cardul choiC!~ of A is inljJOrtant. IWI"(', siu('(~ a lal'gc ~ 

Valll(~ of /\ will n~sllit. ill L1w solution \Jeillg c1osc! t.o t.hc ~ lllocld utilized aud a very sluaU 

vallle of A will h;mlly provide allY [(~gularizaLion. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.3 \Iodel-bil sed !'('gubrization: (a) s1iep 1; (h) slicp 2. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.4 \{ ldl'!-bil:·wd n'g u],Il'iziltiou : (iI ) ;I\ ' ( ' rag( ~ slit'(,; (b) rc' ('o \' ' ['( ~ d iInil )!;(~ wit;h A = .04. 
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5.5 SMOOTHNESS CONSTRAINT 

In many practical applications, the object being imaged has regions of equal inten

sity (e.g. in MRI images, pixels belonging to the same tissue), however due to many 

factors discussed previously, the acquired image is degraded and suffers from Gibb's 

oscillations. A smoothness constraint forces neighbouring pixels in the solution to have 

similar intensity values. Since this constraint requires some neighbourhood process, 

the most common operator utilized is the differential operator, where for example if 

the difference between two adjacent pixels is large, the application of the smoothness 

constraint aims at reducing this difference in the solution [Sementilli et al. 1993]. How

ever, a problem arises at edges where the difference between the adjacent pixels is 

large, smoothing out of these edges reduces high spatial frequency content, which con

flicts with the aim of superresolution [Kang and Katsaggelos 1995]. This problem is 

addressed in section 5.6, where edge-preserving regularization is discussed. 

A different choice for S(f) in Eqn. 5.8 leads to a smoothness-based regularization. 

By basing S(f) on the differential operator, thus S(f) = IIV f11 2
, smoothness of the 

solution is maximized. The steepest descent method is then utilized to minimize the 

following function 

(5.15) 

By comparison with Eqns. 5.9-5.11, the Tikhonov-Miller regularization with smooth

ness constraint can be written as 

fk + H*G - H* H fk - ~A VjS(f) 2 . (5.16) 

As nonlinear forms of the smoothness constraint are to be considered in section 

5.6, we assume a more general form for the regularization function 

S(f) = Iv <r>(V f . V f)dv = Iv <r>(1 V f 12)dv, (5.17) 

where V is a closed region of space bound by a regular boundary B, and let w(ry) = <r>(ry2) 

which is known as the penalty function, where fl = IV f I. As mentioned previously 

the regularization function, S(f), penalizes the irregularities according to the a priori 

smoothness constraint encoded in it, where the encoding is achieved by utilizing a 

penalty function which is a penalty against irregularities in f. 

To compute the gradient of S(f), a perturbation of in the function f is considered, 

with the linearization of the regularization function given by (utilizing Taylor's theorem 
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and neglecting second order terms) 

L(J)8J = 8(J + 81) 8(J) 

.Iv <P(v(J + 81) . v(J + (1))dv - J~ <P(v J . V 1)dv 

r [<P(vJ· vJ + 2v8J· vf) - <P(vJ· vJ)]dv iv 
= 2 Iv <p1(V J . V 1)v8J . V Jdv. (5.18) 

Applying the identity v(ab) avb+bva, and Green's first theorem (with n being the 

outward normal to the boundary 8) [Stratton 1941l, we have 

L(J)8J 2{ r V(8J<PI(V J . V f)) . V Jdv - r 8Jv<Pl(v J . V f) . V Jdv} iv iv 
= 2{h 8J<PI(v J . V f) ~~ ds - Iv 8J<P'(v J . V f)v2 Jdv - Iv 8Jv<Pl(v J . V 1) . V Jdv}. 

Applying expansion of the divergence (\7 . (cvd) = vc· vd + cv2d), and then setting 

~ = 0, for (x, y) E S (Neumann boundary condition), we have 

L(J)8 J 2{ r 8J<P'(v J . V f) ~J ds - [ r 8Jv· (<P'(v J . V f)v f)dv is un iv 
Iv 8Jv<P'(vJ' VJ· vf)dvl- Iv 8Jv<P'(vJ· vf)· vJdv} 

-2 Iv 8Jv· (<P'(vJ· vf)vJ)dv. (5.19) 

Since the linearization of 8(J) is defined as the inner product of the gradient and the 

perturbation (i.e. L(J)oJ =< 8'(J),oJ », the gradient is 

(5.20) 

where the notation has changed from V 18 to S' (J) to avoid confusion with the spatial 

derivatives. 

For the Tikhonov-Miller method with smoothness constraint, the stabilizing opera

tor 8 IIv J112, therefore WeT]) = <p('l]2) = 'l]2, where'l] = Iv JI and so <P(lv J12) = Iv J1 2, 
and the gradient for the smoothness constraint is 

(5.21) 

Since for the smoothness constraint \Ii ('l]) = 'l]2, the smoothness constraint is also known 

as the standard quadratic regularization. At this point, it is important to define the 

interaction function I('l]) = lJ!;~TJ) which determines the interaction between neighbour

ing pixels, and IW'('l])I = 12'l]I('l]) I is the strength at which the regularization function 
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performs smoothing i.e the amount of influence imposed as the gradient increases. In 

order for edges to be preserved, the following condition must be satisfied [Li 1995]: 

(5.22) 

where C 2': O. Therefore if C 0, smoothing at discontinuities is absolutely not allowed, 

however if C > 0 limited smoothing is allowed at discontinuities. To satisfy Eqn. 5.22, 

I(fJ) --+ a as 1/ --+ 00. 

The functions w(fJ), w'(1/) and the corresponding interaction function I(fJ) are 

shown in Fig. 5.5 (a),(b) and (c) respectively. In this case the smoothing strength 

Iw'(1/)1 = 121/1 increases as 1/ increases, and 121/1 --+ 00 as fJ --+ 00 therefore boundless 

smoothing is allowed, and edges are oversmoothed. Note that the interaction function 

is unity everywhere, therefore Eqn. 5.22 is not satisfied resulting in oversmoothing. 

2M--- .. 

M 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.5 Smoothness constraint: (a) \)[(1]); (b) \)['(1]); (c) I(1]). 

'rhe smoothness constraint was applied on the bandlimited head image. Fig. 5.6(a) 

and (b) show the recovered head images (at iteration 1000) utilizing the smoothness 

operator with A 0.01 and A = 0.5 respectively. Note that for small values of A, the 

problem is regularized but with very little enforcement of the smoothness constraint. 

However when A is large, (i.e. A = 0.5), the effect of the constraint is very obvious from 

the smoothed out edges of the recovered image, however the image starts 'breaking 

up' (regions indicated by the arrows). The reason for the image breaking up is the 

nonconvergence of the algorithm i.e. the steplength, o;k discussed in section 3.5, must 

be controlled carefully (to achieve convergence) in order to avoid an unexpected increase 

in fk when o;k is too large for a large value of A [Himmelblau 1972J. For an arbitrary 

steplength value Eqn. 5.16 becomes 

(5.23) 

and for the smoothness constraint we have 

(5.24) 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.6 Recovered image obtained from applying the smoothness constraint: (a) with 
A = 0.01, a k = 0.5; (b) recovered head image with A = 0.5, a k = 0.5. 

To avoid this problem the steplength, a k , was set to 0.05 instead of 0.5 for A = 0.01 

(a decrease by a factor of 10) and a k = 0.005 for). 0.5 (a decrease by a factor of 

100). The recovered image (at iteration 1000) for A = 0.5 and a k 0.005 is shown in 

Fig. 5.7(a) which shows the edges smoothed out, Gibb's oscillation reduced and the 

problem of the breaking up of the image is avoided. In order to compare the ISNR 

curves obtained from applying the smoothness constraint to that of the G-P algorithm, 

the ISNR curves for the smoothness constraint for A 0.01, 0.05, 0.1,0.5 were plotted 

in steps of 10,10,100,100 respectively as shown in Fig. 5.7(b). The low ISNR curve 

for the case when A 0.5, is due to the loss of the sharp edges even though Gibb's 

oscillations have been reduced. It is important to note that once the steplength is 

reduced sufficiently such that eonvergence is achieved, further reduction would also 

result in convergence and at effectively the same rate (Le. same ISNR eurve). Faster 

convergence would be obtained with the applieation of the conjugate gradient method 

here (discussed in section 3.6). 

5.6 EDGE PRESERVING METHODS 

In image processing, regularization is used to smooth out the solution, to remove noise 

or to enhance features of the image. While it is important to recover the image over 

smooth patches, the transitions between these patches are also important. One of 

the main disadvantages of utilizing the Tikhonov-Miller regularization is that it pe

nalizes discontinuities in the image and is unable to recover sharp edges. It tends to 
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1.=0.01 
1.5 

~ 
CIl G-P "' 

0.5 

Number of iterations 

(b) 

(a) 

Figure 5.7 Smoothness constraint: (a) recovered image with'>' = 0.5, a k = 0.005; (b) ISNR 
curve. 

attenuate high frequencies, in opposition to the aims of superresolution. The most 

important property desired by the regularizing algorithms is the edge preserving abil

ity. The nonlinear function, \]1 may be used to protect these discontinuities from being 

suppressed by the smoothness constraint by choosing \]1' such that small differences be

tween neighbouring pixels over a region are suppressed and highly localized differences 

of large magnitudes may be retained. There are many different proposed forms for the 

nonlinear operator. The following subsections 5.6.1 to 5.6.3 discuss some of them. 

5.6.1 Total variation regularization 

Up to this point, the regularization methods studied in general have not preserved 

edges in the presence of noise in the data. An edge-preserving regularization method 

was proposed by [Rudin et al. 1992] which minimizes the total variation (TV) of the 

image [Connolly et al. 1999] 

(5.25) 

while preserving some fit to the original measured data. The total variation method 

preserves the location of the edges without penalizing smooth functions. It searches for 

an approximate solution matching the measured data that has minimal total variation, 

but with no particular bias towards either a discontinuous or smooth solution. Applying 

the total variation method to the superresolution problem, with S(J) = IlfIITV, Eqn. 
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5.8 can be written as 

M(J) IIHf GI12 + ,XllfIiTlI. (5.26) 

The total variation method seeks an approximation to the observed data with the 

least total variation, with no any preference for either continuous or discontinuous 

functions. To illustrate this Fig. 5.8 shows a set of functions which are required to 

satisfy the conditions f(O) a and f(l) = b. All functions h, 12,13 and f4 satisfy the 

above conditions and would be acceptable to minf TV(J) since TV(h) TV(12) 

TV(13) = TV(J4) = b - a [Strong and Chan 1996b, Chan and Mulet 1996]. 

Figure 5.8 All functions il, 12, fa and 14 have a total variation of b a. 

The penalty function for the total variation regularization is W(f/) <J?('I]2) = 1'1]1, 
as shown in Fig. 5.9(a), therefore W'('I]) = 1%, shown in Fig. 5.9(b), and the edge 

preserving condition on the smoothing function I w'l, lim7]-+oo 1 w' ( '1]) 1 1 (or in other 

words I('I]) -+ 0 as f/ -+ 00) is satisfied, with C = 1 indicating a bounded smoothing at 

discontinuities. 

--------T----- ........ ~~ 

------- --1 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.9 Total variation regularization: (a) \J!(1J); (b) \J!1(1J); (c) I(1J). 

v f I, and referring back to Eqn. 
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5.20, the gradient for the total variation method is 

(5.27) 

For some points it is possible that I v flO and thus S' (f) may be undefined. A 

common technique used to overcome this difficulty is to replace I v f I by vi v f 12 +f3, 
where f3 is a small positive number [Vogel and Oman 1996]. 

The total variation method was applied on the bandlimited head image. Fig. 

5.1O(a) shows the recovered head image (at iteration 1000) using the total variation 

method with .A 0.05 and a k = 0.05, which shows a significant edge enhancement 

compared to the bandlimited image (and to the recovered image using the smooth

ness constraint, Fig. 5.7(a)). In addition to the edge enhancement, the total variation 

method clears the Gibb's oscillation and reduces noise. The clearance of Gibb's os

cillation is due to the fact that all oscillations have a high total variation, therefore 

by applying the total variation method, which aims at reducing the total variation, 

oscillations are smoothed out. However if a very high level of total variation is applied 

(i.e . .A is very large), the removal of oscillations and noise is accompanied with a loss 

of detail. The amount of total variation (Le . .A) should be carefully chosen such that 

it is high enough to remove oscillations but low enough to preserve details [Strong and 

Chan 1996a, Strong 1997]. Fig. 5.10(b) shows the corresponding ISNR curve com

pared to the ISNR curve obtained from applying the G-P algorithm. The ISNR curve 

obtained from the total variation method is considerably levelled off (and of a much 

higher level) compared to the ISNR curve obtained from the G-P algorithm, which 

indicates an improvement in stability. 

Since the whole idea of using the total variation method is to recover edges, another 

way of studying the performance of this method is to compare the gradients of both 

the bandlimited head image and the recovered image using the total variation method 

as shown in Figs. 5.11 (a) and (b) respectively, where the images are scaled to improve 

display. It is clear from these images that the edges are much sharper using the total 

variation method. 

The total variation method is useful when applied on 'blocky' images since they 

have a small total variation [Dobson and Santosa 1996], however when applied on highly 

oscillatory images (Le. that have a large total variation), important details are removed. 

To illustrate this, the total variation method was also applied on the bandlimited brain 

image with .A = 0.5, resulting in the recovered image shown in Fig. 5.12. Note the 

the slight visual enhancement of the central part of the image (with has a relatively 

low total variation) but the undesirable blocky effect and the loss of details of features 

surrounding the central part (which have a high total variation). Better results would 

be expected on a less variable object such as a leg. Also later in section 7.5, it is shown 

that the total variation method is useful when applied to a 'region of interest' of the 
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Figure 5.10 Total variation method (a) recovered head image with), 0.05, Qk 0.05; (b) 
ISNR curve. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.11 Images of Iv II where: (a) f is the bandlimited head image; (b) f is the recovered 
image obtained from utilizing the total variation method with), = 0.05, Qk = 0.05. 
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brain illlago (i. e . wbe ll applicatioll of tlw collstraillt is l'<~st,rict.cJ to (L particular f(~atlll'<~ 

sucb a.s it t.umour). 

Figure 5.12 R.l'l ·ovl'n'd hraill iluagl' fro!! I applyillg total \',triatioTl nwthod with A = O .. J. 

5.6.2 Edge preserving regularization using the Huber function 

A v(~ry W('11 kllowll pCIla.lty fUllctiOll IS t1w IIllber p(~naHy flillctioli. It. was applied 

by SkV(~IISOlI awl Ddp to t.he prohkllls of smface [St(~V(~IlSOll d; al. 10~Jll alld Cllrv(~ 

[S tl'wnsoll and DPlp 1990] reCOIIstl"lld.ioll (tIld by Shullllall awl II( ~ rv(~ [Slntllliall awl 

I'krv(~ 1~)i)9] in rl').~lll arizillg discontillllOliS fiow fields, Imt was origina.lly motivat< ~d hy 

t.\w work UOlW oy Huo( ~r ill rollltst sta.t.istics [Huh( ~r 1981 ]. 

The Hllllcl' pell:dLy fllnct.ioll is quadrat.ic Hem Z( ~l'0 but is lillcar h( ~yOlld il. threshold 

vahw J\1 [Ddaney alld 13l'<~skr 1998]. This fllllction ads as a. srtlootbIl<~sS cunstraillt fo r 

swall val lies of tlw grauiellt and as it total variation n~glllal'i:tiltion for large gradicnt 

valrH~S. There fore , this JH~llalty allow:::; for illlag(~S tllat an~ a cOlllposite of both sharp 

edges and SIllOOt.ltly varying regions . Sinc( ~ it is a ('onv(~x function , tlH ~ pPllalty reslllts ill 

it Clllivex fllilctiolla l to be minimized givillg it ulliqllf~ global minillliz( ~ r t.o th( ~ prohl( ~ nl. 

The Hllh( ~r J)( ~ u:dty fUllctiOll call lw lll atlll ~ lllatically ddill('d as follows 

{ 
.) 

'Ir, 
W('II) = . 

}.I{~ + 2M(hl - AI), 
1'111 < M 

I'll > }.If. 
(5.28) 

allJ is illustrated ill Fig. 5.l:3(a). Th(~ first dcrivativ(~ uf Uw Hub(~r pt~ lla.lty f1lI1CtiOll is 

211 for hi :S j\1 alld 2 1 ~:I'l dSCW}HT( ~, Lhcre fon ~ t}ll ~ int.(~ract.ioll fUllcl.ion is 1 for I'll :s 1\1 

and i~:: dsewlt( ~ r< ~. Not( ~ that. for 1I11 :S }.If, lim,/_vx: Iw'(1])1 i~ a. collstant a.lld as s llch 

allows hOllnded hut. IIOI1-i',( ~ ro slll()(lt.hing a t discollt.illlliti('S [Li L99~]. Figs. 5.13 (lJ) and 

(c) s!row tlw SlllOothiug st.r<~ngth awl illl.cract.ioll function rcsJH ~ ct.ivl'ly. Nut.e t.hat for 

'I :S J\1. Ie'l) is tlll ~ ~alllC as that of tlJ( ~ :::;!Ilouthnc:::;:-; cOllst.raillt. (showll in Fig. 5.5(<:)) 
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CHAPTER 5 REGULARIZATION 

and for 71 > M, 7(71) is the same as the that of the total variation method (shown in 

Fig. 5.9(c)). 

M 

) 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.13 Huber function: (a) 1]i(71); (b) 1]i1(71)j (c) T(1]). 

The gradient for the regularization method utilizing the Huber function, using Eqn. 

5.20, can then be formulated as 

5 ' (1) { 
-2\721, 1\7 II :::; 11<1 

-2M\7· (Wh), 1\711> M. 
(5.29) 

The Huber penalty function was applied on the bandlimited head data, with A 

0.5 and threshold values M 0.001,1. Comparing the recovered images for the two 

different threshold values, we note that Fig. 5.14(a) (for M = 0.001) has much sharper 

edges than Fig. 5.14(b) total variation is applied strongly on the image and the 

smoothness constraint is weakly applied. However for both cases Gibb's oscillation is 

significantly reduced. 

5.6.3 Edge preserving regularization using the truncated quadratic 

function 

Up to this point all the regularization methods studied apply a convex penalty function, 

and do not have the problems found when using nonconvex penalty functions such 

as the solution being dependant on the initialization as only a local minima can be 

guaranteed [Li 1998]. In addition nonconvex penalty functions may not necessarily 

regularize the problem [Connolly et al. 1999], since if the penalty function is nonconvex, 

the problem of minimizing a nonconvex functional is itself ill-posed and the solution will 

no longer vary continuously with a change in input [Stevenson et al. 1994]. However, 

for images consisting of smooth regions with sharp boundaries, it has been found that 

nonconvex penalty functions may be better in some cases for recovering edges since 

edges are less severely penalized than when utilizing convex penalty functions [Delaney 

and Bresler 1998]. Note that there are many other different penalty functions (other 
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5.6 EDGE PRESERVIKG METHODS 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.14 Huber function: Recovered image using the Huber function with ,\ = 0.5, o:k 

0.0005 and: (a) M 0.001; (b) M 1. 

than those discussed here), convex and nonconvex, found in various literature [Geman 

and Reynolds 1992, Lorette et al. 1997]. 

Blake and Zisserman [Blake and Zisserman 1987] proposed a nonconvex penalty 

function, known as the truncated quadratic regularization method. This penalty func

tion can be mathematically defined as follows 

(5.30) 

and is illustrated in Fig. 5.15(a), where M is the threshold value. Note that the penalty 

function is quadratic near 0 and acts as a smoothness constraint but is flat beyond the 

threshold value to avoid penalizing large gradients and allow sharp edges in the solution 

[Bouman and Sauer 1993]. The interaction function, shown in 5.15(c), I("1) = 1 

if 1"11 :::; M and 0 elsewhere, and the smoothing strength Iw'("1)1 0 when 1"11 > M, 

shown in 5.15(b), which prohibits smoothing for gradient values greater than 

the threshold M. Note that for "1 :::; M, I("1) is the same as that of the smoothness 

constraint (shown in Fig. 5.5(c)). 

The gradient for the truncated quadratic regularization method, using Eqn. 5.20, 

can then be formulated as 

{ 
_2'121, 1'111:::; M 

8'(1) = 0, 1'1 II > M. (5.31 ) 
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. - > 1] 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.15 Truncated quadratic function: (a) \]!(1]); (b) \]!1(1]); (c) I(r,). 

Regularization utilizing the truncated quadratic function was applied on the ban

dlimited noisy head image and the recovered images for M 0.001 (at iteration 45) 

and M = 0.05 (at iteration 12) are shown in Figs. 5.16(a) and (b) respectively. For 

the case M = 0.05, the recovered image is smoothed out enough to significantly reduce 

Gibb's oscillations while still preserving the edges of the important features as opposed 

to the case whenM = 0.001 where no reduction in Gibb's oscillation is obvious (very 

similar to the image obtained form applying only the G-P algorithm (see Fig. 3.6(a)). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.16 Recovered head image using the truncated quadratic function with A = 0.1: (a) 
M = 0.001; (b) M 0.05. 

Fig. 5.17(a) and (b) show the areas (in white) where smoothing was applied for 

the threshold value M 0.001 and M = 0.05 respectively and Fig. 5.17(c) shows the 

corresponding ISNR curve obtained from applying the truncated quadratic function. 

Note the nonconvergence of the algorithm, i.e. problem is not regularized, requiring 
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5.7 CONCLUSION 

early termination of the iterations to obtain a regularized solution. The rate of diver

gence after about 500 iterations seems comparable with that obtained from the G-P 

method. Additional constraints (e.g. energy constraints) may help to stabilize the 

problem. Note that a reduction in steplength is not necessary and the occurrence of a 

local minima does not appear to be a difficulty in this example. 

(a) 

~ 
r.I) 
H 

(b) 

M=O.OOl 

., 

M=O.05 

0

5
0 100 roJ 3XJ 4CO fi() €OJ 700 800 00) 1(0) 

Number of iterations 

(c) 

Figure 5.17 Truncated quadratic function: (a) regions below the threshold .M = 0.001 shown 
in white; (b) regions below the threshold .M = 0.05 shown in white; (c)ISNR curve obtained 
from applying the truncated quadratic function with ..\ = 0.5. 

5.7 CONCLUSION 

As discussed in section 5.1, the inverse problem of recovering j, given Hj = G, is iU

posed, and since the measured data G contains measurement errors, the exact solution, 
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CHAPTER 5 REGULARIZATION 

if it exists, is useless. Therefore, regularization methods are required to transform 

an ill-posed problem into a well-posed problem. The most common regularization 

method is the Tikhonov regularization, where in general S(J) = IIQ111 2 , where Q is an 

operator. Common choices of Q are the identity operator, (known as the Tikhonov

Miller regularization) or Q v (known as the smoothness constraint). Though both 

these methods do regularize the problem, they lack an edge preserving capability. For 

piecewise (blocky) images (e.g. the head image), the total variation method seems 

most effective since it regularizes the problem while preserving the edges as well. A 

compromise between smoothness and edge preservation enforcement can be obtained 

by applying other regularizing methods such as the regularization using the truncated 

quadratic function or the Huber function. It is important to note that nonconvex 

functions may be effective when applied on images with smooth patches and sharp 

boundaries, however convergence is not guaranteed. 
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Chapter 6 

SUPERRESOLVING UNDERSAMPLED IMAGES 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

A commonly used definition for 'superresolution', is the recovery of spatial frequency 

information beyond the limited bandwidth imposed by the imaging system. However, 

a broader definition of superresolution can include the recovery of missing spectral 

content inside the bandlimit [Hunt 1995J. In the conventional MR imaging technique 

(as discussed in chapter 2), transverse magnetization Mxy is sampled in a rectilinear 

fashion. An image is then reconstructed by applying the fast Fourier transform to the 

sampled collected data. The samples in the k-space are determined by the temporal 

evolution of the k value, i.e. the k-space trajectory which is specified by the time 

integral of the gradient (as shown in Eqn. 2.8). Since this technique allows consider

able freedom in using different trajectories through the k-space, this opens up many 

possibilities for fast imaging techniques [Vlaardingerbroek and Boer 1996J. 

In MR imaging there is a continuous search for faster imaging methods to increase 

the throughput of the system, to freeze motion (to reduce motion artifacts) and for 

dynamic imaging. In addition to the fast imaging teclmiques (as discussed in section 

2.3), imaging time can be reduced by sampling fewer points in the k-space according to 

some specific patterns. This is known as undersampling (discussed below) which will 

result in aliasing of the reconstructed image. The question therefore arises: can spectral 

samples be more widely spaced than the Nyquist limit and still enable the satisfactory 

recovery of a finite support image? Is the interpolation required to recover the full 

spectrum in this case easier to achieve than the extrapolation which corresponds to 

conventional superresolution? 

Another application which encounters the undersampling problem is synthesis 

imaging. The aim of synthesis imaging is to obtain an image of the source from 

measurements of the visibility. The synthesis arrays sample the u - v plane (spa

tial frequencies) at discrete locations. The distribution of sampled points in the u - v 

plane is far from regular and typically contains a number of large gaps. Two tech

niques that are used in radioastronomy are CLEAN and maximum entropy methods 
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CHAPTER 6 SUPERRESOLVIKG UNDERSAMPLED IMAGES 

[Bracewell 1995, Thompson et at. 1986] which aim at setting the visibility at the unsam

pled points to values consistent with the most likely brightness distribution (Fourier 

transform of the visibility). 

In this chapter different undersampling patterns are investigated and the recovery 

of the resultant aliased images is attempted. This chapter starts with a brief overview 

of undersampling and aliasing followed by a description of a direct method to recover 

an undersampled spectrum of a finite support object. In section 6.6 a description of 

the different undersampling patterns studied is presented followed by results obtained 

from the recovery of the undersampled images utilizing the iterative G-P algorithm. 

6.2 UNDERSAMPLING AND ALIASING 

As mentioned in section 2.5.3, in MR imaging the collected data is acquired by sampling 

the raw data F(kx, ky) (the spectrum of an image f(x, y)) by a sampling function 

8(kx, ky). The common and simplest sampling function is the infinite series of Dirac 

delta functions arranged in a rectangular grid, which will be used here to explain 

aliasing, where 

(6.1) 

where b.k and b.ky are the sampling intervals and ,, 1 and are the sampling 
x u~ 

rates along the ka; and ky directioIh"l respectively. For brevity, the sampling function 

8(Pb.kx' qb.ky ) will be written as 8p,q. Since sampling occurs in the frequency domain, 

this corresponds to replication of the image f(x, y) at intervals and in the x 

and y directions respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.1, where the image f(x, y) 

ha.<; a compact support of widths X and Y in the x and y direction respectively. Fig. 

6.1 represents the case where the sampling rates are such that 

> X and (6.2) 

> Y, 

which is known as the oversampling case, and where the f(x, y) can be recovered 

completely. However if F(kx, ky) is sampled at rates such that 

1 

b.kx 
< X and (6.3) 

1 
Y, 

b.ky 
< 
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6.3 RECOVERY OF UNDERSAMPLED IMAGES 

y 

Figure 6.1 Replication of f(x, y) in the space domain corresponding to the sampling of 
F(k" , ky) in the frequency domain. 

this is known as undersampling and aliasing of f(x, y) will occur [Bracewell 1995], 

where pixels of the image outside (6.t, 6.1y) will fold over to appear inside ( 

[Jain 1989]. If aliasing is not severe (i.e. the replications do not completely overlap 

each other) the resultant image will have a central zone not subjected to overlap but 

the remaining image will be the sum of the original image and the overlapping portions 

of the replications as shown in Fig. 6.2. 

Since time is the limiting factor in MR imaging, imaging time can be reduced by 

lmdersampling the raw data, F(kx, ky), according to a specific pattern. It is the aim 

of the work reported in the next sections to attempt to recover the missing samples by 

either applying a direct method or the G-P algorithm. 

6.3 RECOVERY OF UNDERSAMPLED IMAGES 

Up to this point all the superresolution methods have been applied on low resolution 

images obtained from bandlimiting a high resolution image. Applying the G-P al

gorithm on a bandlimited spectrum aims to recover spectral components beyond the 

imposed bandlimit as shown in Fig. 6.3(a) for the 1-D case. In this case the missing 

componenents are recovered by utilizing the information within the bandlimit which is 

a sort of extrapolation and therefore values of the recovered missing samples further 

from the bandlimit are likely to be more erroneous than those of the missing samples 
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y 

----------+----r--~cT--+---,r~,_--r_--~-------+x 

Figure 6.2 An illustration of aliasing. 

closer to the bandlimit. However if the spectrum is undersampled as shown in Fig. 

6.3(b), the missing components are recovered by utilizing information surrounding the 

missing sample, which represents a sort of interpolation. 

• • • • 
(a) 

Figure 6.3 II: Missing samples, x: sampled frequencies, (a) bandlimited case; (b) undersam
pled case. 

In the next section a direct method is used to recover undersampled 1-D data and 

to study the effect of determinacy and the shape of the undersampling pattern on the 

amount of recovery achieved. 

6.4 DIRECT METHOD TO RECOVER UNDERSAMPLED 
IMAGES 

A direct method was presented by Walsh and Nielsen-Delaney [Walsh and Nielsen De

laney 1994] that supperresolves bandlimited images by taking advantage of the struc

ture of the DFT and the prior knowledge of the support region of the image. In this 
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section the method is extended to the undersampled case as follows. 

Assume a 1-D signal .1 of N samples .10, h, ... ,fN-l with a known support region 

of M samples where M < N (Le . .1M fM+1'" = fN-l = 0) and with a spectrum 

F. F is only known at K frequencies such that K < N. Denote the set of measured 

spectral components by P (with the unknown components set to zero) and the set of 

unknown spectral components by (with the known components set to zero), therefore 

one can write 

N-l 
1 I' i211" 
N FjwJr, where WN = eN, Vi 

j=O 

(6.4) 

and 

l =M,M +l,···,N 1, (6.5) 

Eqn. 6.5 represents a set ·of N - M equations in N - K unknowns and can be written 

as 

A;r;, Q, where 

Mjo wN 
Mjl wN 

MjN-J(-l wN 
(M+1)jo (M+1)jl (M+1)jN-J(-l 

A 
wN wN wN (6.6) 

(N-l)jo wN 
(N-l)jl wN 

(N-l)jN-J(-l wN 

F jn 
.z::::N-l P Mj 

- j=O jWN 

Fj1 
_ .z::::N-l p. (M+1)j 

b= 
j=O /wN 

;r;,= (6.7) 

p. 
IN-J(-l 

_ .z::::N-l p. (N-l)j 
j=O JWN 

where Fjk represent the unknown spectral components, and the j k are the N - K 

indices of the unknown spectral components. 

Three cases need to be considered here: 1) K M resulting in a fully determined 

system where ;r;, can be solved by simply inverting A, 2) K > M resulting in an over 

determined system which can be solved by using a least squares solution [Walsh and 

Nielsen Delaney 1994] such that ;r;, = (AT A)-l ATQ or the singular value decomposition 

method (see section 8.2), and 3) when K < M resulting in an underdetermined system, 

where the Moore-Penrose inverse can be used to obtain a minimum norm least squares 

solution [Sullivan and Liu 1984]. 
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6.5 RESULTS 

In this section, the direct method was applied on a 1-D signal in order to study the effect 

of the determinacy on the recovery process and to compare the amount of recovery 

between the bandlimited case and the undersampled case (i.e. to investigate if it is 

better to miss out a group of frequencies or miss out dispersed frequencies) 

The three different cases of determinacy were studied by applying the direct method 

to a 1-D signal of 8 samples with a known support of 5 or 6 samples and 2 or 4 unknown 

spectral components. The results are shown in Table 6.1, where the first column shows 

the known support region of the 1-D signal, the second column shows the size of the 

support region (M), the third column shows the pattern of the spectral measurements, 

and the fourth column shows the number of measured spectral components (K). De

pending on the the values of K and M for each case, the determinacy is shown in the 

fifth column. For each determinacy case, 2 different SNR cases were studied, 1) no 

noise (i.e. SNR=oo), 2) SNR=20dB as shown in the sixth column. The mean square 

error (MSE) between the original and recovered signal within the support region is 

used as an indicator of the amount of recovery achieved for the different cases. Note 

for the no noise over- and fully determined cases, the recovery is virtually perfect, and 

when the SNR=20dB, the increase in the MSE is associated with the addition of the 

noise. For the no noise underdetermined case (i.e. third row), the reconstruction is 

not as good as the previous two cases. The fourth row represents an under determined 

case but with the measured spectral components dispersed. The reconstruction in this 

case seems much better than in the under determined case when the measured spectral 

components are grouped together. 

Measurements (F) K Determinacy SNR MSE 

[FoOF2F3F4F5F60] 6 over 00 10-30 

20dB 0.0029 
FoOF2F3F4F5F60 6 fully 00 10-30 

20dB 0.0228 
[FoOOF3 F4F500] 4 under 00 0.0086 

20dB 0.0331 
5 [FoOF20F40F6Oj 4 under 00 0.0040 

20dB 0.0172 

Table 6.1 Results obtained from applying the direct method on a 1-D signal for different cases 
of determinacy and noise. 

The use of the direct method is limited to this section since it is difficult to apply it 

to problems with a substantial number of pixels. The iterative G-P algorithm is applied 

in the remainder of this chapter. Use of the direct method does however provide 

insight into the recovery process and may indicate the advantage of some sampling 

arrangements over others. 
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6.6 G-P ALGORITHM TO RECOVER UNDERSAMPLED MR 
IMAGES 

In this section, different undersampling patterns are investigated by multiplying them 

by the spectrum of the high resolution image. The G-P algorithm with the positivity 

constraint (discussed in section 4.7.3) is then applied to the under sampled images. The 

different patterns studied are numbered 1 to 8 and are presented in subsections 6.6.1 

to 6.6.8. 

6.6.1 Pattern 1: (S~,q) 

The first undersampling regular pattern (S~,q) considered is shown in Fig. 6.4. The 

Figure 6.4 Undersampling pattern S~,q, where a white pixel indicates a 1, and a black pixel 
indicates a O. 

sampled spectrum Fp,q results from multiplying the spectrum F(kx, ky) by S~,q with 

the D.C. value set to zero. The resultant image is then obtained by utilizing the inverse 

discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) to produce the image in,m' The relationship between 

the aliased image in,m and the imaged object jn,m can be found as follows. 

~[1 + (-l)p+q - (-l)P - (-l)q] 4 -

Fp,qS~,q. 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 
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Applying the inverse discrete Fourier transform on the sampled spectrum Fp,q we have 

in,m 

where WN = 

Since (_l)kp+lq = ei7r(kp+lq) 

N-l N-l 

~ " "i: np+mq N2 ~ ~ p,qWN 
p=o q=O 

(6.10) 

N-IN-l 

4~2 L Fp,qw~l-mq[l + (-l)p+q - (-l)P - (-l)q] 
p=o q=O 

/'{(kp+lq) w;, , where k and 1 are constants, and from the 

properties of the discrete Fourier transform, we have 

R (kp+!q) 
p,qWN ' (6.11) 

therefore 

in,m in-/'{ m]' 
2' ' 

(6.12) 

The undersampling pattern was applied on the high resolution noisy head data (where 

each of the spatial frequency components of the high resolution noise free head image, 

shown in Fig. 3.4(a), was corrupted by complex pseudorandom Gaussian noise so that 

the overall SNR was 30dB), shown in Fig. 6.5(a). The resulting aliased image is shown 

in Fig. 6.5(b). Note the absence of Gibb's oscillation since no abrupt truncation was 

performed (as also obvious from Eqn. 6.12). The G-P algorithm with the positivity 

constraint was then applied to the aliased image resulting in the image shown in Fig. 

6.5(c). In this case there is hardly any success in removing the aliasing within the 

support of the image, and the removal of the aliasing outside the support region is 

simply due to the application of the support constraint. 

6.6.2 Pattern 2: (S;,q) 

The second undersampling pattern (S~,q) considered is shown in Fig. 6.6. In this case 

every other frequency of the spectrum of the high resolution image is missed out when 

multiplied by S~,q, with the D.C. value being retained. The formulation for the aliased 

image In,m can be found as follows 

i~,m 
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2 ' 
Fp,qSp,q, therefore 

N-l N-l 

_1_ " "p wnp+mq [l + (-l)p+q] 2N2 ~ ~ p,q N 
p=o q=O . 

1 
2 [in,m + in-/'{ m-

2 ' 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 6.5 (a) High resolution noisy head image; (b) und rsampl d head image using S~"I ; 
(c) recovered image lt ilizing G-P with the posit iv it. cOllstraint.. 
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Figure 6.6 Undersampling pattern S;,q. 

The high resolution noisy head data was undersampled by multiplying its spectrum by 

S; m' and the resultant image is shown in Fig. 6.7(a). The G-P algorithm with the , . 

positivity constraint was then applied on the undersampled image, and the resultant 

image is shown in Fig. 6.7(b). Similar to the S~,q case most of the aliasing within the 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.7 (a) Undersampled head image using S;,q; (b) recovered image utilizing G-P with 
the positivity constraint. 

support region of the image was not removed. 

6.6.3 Pattern 3: (S;,q) 

Another under sampling pattern (S;,q) shown in Fig. 6.8 was studied. The aliased 
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(a) 

Figure 6.8 (a) Undersampling pattern S;,q. 

image resulting from the undersampling pattern (S~,q) can be formulated as follows. 

S~,q 
using the following trigonometric identity 

sin2 x 

S~,q 

(6.17) 

1 '2 [1 - cos 2x] therefore 

2 47T' 
'3[1 - cos 3(P - q)] 

2 1 [ i471' (p_q) -i471' (p_q)] ---e3 +e 3 • 

3 3 

Applying the inverse discrete Fourier transform to Fp,q = Fp,qS~,q yields 

in,m 
N-IN-l 

_1_ """ """ R wnp+mq [~ _ ~ [e i~7I' (p-q) + e -~471' (p-q)]] 
N2 L,; L,; p,q N 3 3 

p=O q=O 

(6.18) 

2 1 1 - f - - f N 2N - - f 2N N • 3 n,m 3 n-a,m-T 3 n-T,m-a 

Fig. 6.9(b) shows the under sampled image resulting from multiplying the spectrum 

of the high resolution noisy brain image, shown in Fig. 6.9(a), by S~,q with the D.C. 

value missed out. The aliasing is quite severe and covers most of the image. The G-P 

algorithm with the positivity constraint was applied on the under sampled image. The 

recovered image is shown in Fig. 6.9(c). In this case the G-P algorithm was capable of 

recovering most of the image and clearing most of the aliasing. 

6.6.4 Pattern 4: (Si,q) 

The fourth undersampling pattern studied is shown in Fig. 6.10. The aliased image 
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(a) (0 ) 

(c) 

Figure 6.9 (a) Hi)!;ll resolutioIl Iloisy ,braiIl iIlta)!;(' ; (b) ulldersarnpled braill image using S~''1; 
(c) rccnv(' J'cd image lItihziIlg G-P \\"ith thA positi\'ity rOllstraint. 

II .. I. 
I -I 

I .... 

...... . 
Figure 6.10 ClJ(IE ~r,;a Inplillg patt( ~ rn 5: ." , 
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G6 G-P .\LGOHlTIHd TO RECO\TH ·NDEHS.nIPLED 'vIR I!\<I.-\G ES 

n~sldt.ing from lllllitiplyillg t lt t: sp(~drUlll Fp.11 hy 8~ , 11 Ca.ll be! forllllliated as fo llows. 

Sd 
, l' ,q 

1 7r 'J.7r 
2 [1 + cos '2(p - q - 2) + sin '2(p - q)] ((j.HI) 

1 3 7r 1 2 [2' - cos '2 (p - q) - 2' cos 7r (p - q)] 

~ - ~ [ei-I( IJ-(l) + e- i~(P - '/) J - ~ [ei7f(1J - (I) + c - i 7f (p- q)]. 
4 4 H 

:\tultiplyi llg th(~ SpCCt.rlllll f~ul by 8/~ ,q itwl a pplyillg t.lw iHvers(~ discrete FOllri(!r trallS

fon 11 gi ves 

(G.20) 

T'lw ullllcrs<Llllplillg pattern Sl~ , q was appli( ~d t.o t.Iw lligh resolutioll noisy Grain data 

with thc D.C. valu(~ rc tailwd alld t.lll! result.illg a,lias(~d illlag( ~ is ShOWIl ill Fig. 6.11(a). 

Tlll ~ G-P algorithlll wit. h tlt( ~ posit.ivit.y const.raint was a.ppli(~d OIl t.IH~ a lia.sed illlagc 

n~sllltillg ill tlw n ~c:ov(~rcd illlilge SIIOWIl in Fig . 6.11 (b) , wlt8n ~ most of thl! aliasing 

wit.hill t.h(; support. n !gion of t lte .illlag(~ was rClllOV(~d. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.11 (a ) Clld('rsal11pl(~d l>l'ilill iIIl ag(' llsing S/~.q; (b) rt'(·oven·d illIagc llWi/,illg G-P with 
t.lw pos it.ivity cons traint . 

It is import.a.nt t.o mPlltiou at. this poillt t.hat. if th(~ ('Ollvc ntional n~ct.iliJlea.r k-spa.ce 

salllplillg llldhod . discllss( ~d ill s(~ctioll 2.2.2 , was us(~d to gencrat(~ t.1J(~ lIndnscunpling 

paUcrtls S~. II ' S;:'II and S/~.II ' 110 n~(hlct.ioll ill illlag illg tilll(~ woulo 1> 0, i1.chi(~v(~cl . This is be

CiUlSC t.o g( ~ Il(-'rate t.llose pat.t.erns all the phase e llrooing steps rtlllSt. h( ~ p( ~ rf()rllled . How

eve r if tlw ll11dersamplillg pat.t(~rtls W(,~ {'(~ rot.at.< ~d sllch t.ktt. t.llP missillg data w(~n~ a long 

t h(~ frequcllcy ( ~llco dillg d ir ( ~ct. iOlL thr~ll sjwcif'ic phase (~Il co dillg st.eps (c()rresponding t.o 

t.lw miss ing dat.a) an' 1I0t. n~q1lircd. thereby reducing illmgiIlg tilll '. It is illlportallt. to 

not.( ' t.lmt. Ulis w01lld 1I()t. afr(~ct. tlw reconst.rtldiull proc( ~s s SillCC it rotat ion ill the k-Spa.Cl~ 
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CHAPTER 6 SUPERRESOLVING UKDERSAMPLED IMAGES 

domain results in a similar rotation in the image domain, according to the following 

equation which utilizes the polar form of the two dimensional Fourier transform 

f(r, ¢) = 127r 100 

F(k, B + Bo)ei27rrkcos(O-¢) k dk dB, 

127r 100 

F(k, B')ei27rr'kcos(O-(¢+Oo» k dk dB', 

= f(r,¢+Bo), (6.21) 

where x r cos(¢),y = r sin(¢),kx k cos(B),ky = k sin(B),B' B + Bo, F is the 

collected k-space data and f is the corresponding image. 

6.6.5 Pattern 5: (S~,q) 

next undersampling pattern studied is shown in Fig. 6.12 where it is expressed 

mathematically as 

S~,q = 
1 3 1r 1 3 1r 
-( - - cos (-p) - - cos (1rp)) ( - - cos (-q) 
42 '2 2 2 2 

1 
"2 cos (1rq)). (6.22) 

The aliased image resulting from multiplying the spectrum Fp,q by S~,q can be formu-

Figure 6.12 Undersampling pattern S~,q. 

lated as follows. 

in,m 1 
16 [fn,m - 3fn,m- 3fn m-li - 3fn m-li 

'4 '2 

-3fn_ 3N m - 3fn_li m 3fn_li m 
4 ' 4' 2 ' 

+fn_3N m_ 3N + m-li + fn_li m_ 3N 
4' 4 '4 4' 4 

+ fn-!f,m-!f + f n-3-¥-,m-!f + fn-!f,m-lf 

+ fn-lf,m- 3f + !f + fn-!f,m-lf]' (6.23) 
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G.G G-P .\L(; OIUTH)'1 TO HY COVEB !.i:\"DEHS A\lPLED )'1H nlA(;I':S 

Tlw ll11dct"::mlllplillg pat.t(Tll (S'~.IJ)' shuwn in Fig. G.12. was llluitiplied oy the spec

tl"llm ()f t.he high rcsoilltioll n{)isy head data (missing Oil t, the D. C . vahw). T he al iasing 

in the resnlt.allt. ull(lersamplcd image showll in F ig. o.l:l( a ) S(~ClllS qllite s(~verp a nd fully 

overlaps til(' origillal illliPC. The G-P a lgorit.llln wit.h the positivity c()llstraill t was t he ll 

a ppliecl o n the ;tliased image resulti ng in t he recovered illlage showll ill Fig. 6.13 (b), 

which shows a n ullexp ected nearly 'om p let.e recovery of the image . 'I' ll(' undcrsam p ling 

paU(Tll Sj, .q was a lso tt l p lied Oil the high resolu t; ioll hrain illlag(" how(~v(~r t.he recovery 

uf t.hc Il ll c!e rsalllpkd illlag(~ was Ilut as successful as it was for th(~ 1J(~ad illlage . T he 

dilrpn~ll(:e is b(~c;uIse of t.1J(~ lllon~ (~xkm) iv(~ separation Iwt.wcen t.lle sllpport houndary 

awl t.h(~ image framc ill tlH~ ('as(~ of t.he Iwad inJa.g('. T his is fllrther discllssed in s! ~rt.ioll 

6,7. 

(a) (I» 

Figure 6. ]1 3 (a) UIl(krSalllpbi head im a).';e usill).'; (8;;,1); (u) ]"('("()vered iIlla).';(~ ut.ilizill).'; G-r with 
ti ll' positivity cOllstraint. 

Sin("(~ th(~ artifacts ill the rccovcn~d image showll ill G.l:l(o) an~ of slllaB widths awl 

lie wi Lhill a region of Ilnif()j"lll value . tlic ncighh umhou d based qualltillat',iun met.hod 

discllss(~d ill sllhs(~ctioIl 4.9.2 was applied 011 t.he re(,overed image alld t.lw n~sIlHant. 

illlag(~ is ShOWll in rig. G.14(a). III t. h is case tlwn~ was a cotllpkk dilllillati(H) of th(~ 

artifact. 

Allut.lwr way ofrenluvillg t.ll(~ art. ifa.ct ill t.Iw n~C()V(~rcd illla.g(~, ~lj()Wll in F ig. G. l :3(b) , 

is by applying the tot.al variatio u rpglilarization m et hod wit.h A = 0.05 alld r/': = 0.05 

ami t.he n~coVf~wd illlag(~ is shown in Fig. 0.1 11(1)), wh(~rp it c()mplete climinat.i(lIl of the 

aliasillg WitS ac:hiev(~d. The n~aS(JlI hehind Ilsillg tlw tot.al variat.iou lllCt.hod is t.hat; !.It<' 

hlack horizon! al a lld v(,rtical liJl(~s (artifacts) ill t.lw n~cuvpn~d illlage ()r Fig. G.l :3(1)) , 

n~pres(~nt a relatively largp jlllllP for a V(~ry short kllgt.h (i. e . a la rge total variat.iou). 
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CHAPTER 6 SUPERRESOLVING UNDERSAMPLED IMAGES 

Therefore the method of total variation (which aims at minimizing the total variation) 

is suitable for removing this artifact. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.14 (a) Recovered image obtained from applying neighbourhood based quantization; 
(b) recovered image applying total variation with .\ = 0.05 and a k 0.05. 

6.6.6 Pattern 6: (S;,q) 

The next undersampling pattern studied is shown in 6.15. The undersampled 

Figure 6.15 Undersampling pattern S~,q. 

image using this pattern can be formulated as follows. 

86 -
p,q - (6.24) 
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rvIlll t.i plyillg t.he SpC<:tl"l1l1l ~) , q hy 8~,q a nd applyillg t.he illVerS(~ Jiscrntc FOllricr tralls

fOrill gives 

/. - ~ [4 f' .,. !1]' .,. 4]' 'i !!}" , 
• 7I.1f! 18 . 11 - .~~ ,Tn + . n,1I, - .~~ + n-~ ,m + . n ,rn- lj-

-{ 2N ON - 2{ N N - 2f 2 'Y N - 'Jf N 2 ,\" . 1t -T ~ l n-T . n - 3 ,111 -:r 71 - T ,7n - T 1L- T ) 'f fl - :~-

- 8/11 . 111 ] 

This llnckrs<lmplillg pat.tcI"ll was applied 1.0 tiw high l"<'Solu tioll noisy Il<'a.d image ( with 

D.C. valtw Illisscd out) l"<'sliltillg in til<' llll(krsampl<~d illtag(~ shown in Fig. o. Hi(a). The 

G-P algurithIll with tIJ(' positivit.y cOllst.raillt was applied Oil UIC ilJ ias(~d illlage and tiw 

resn1tallt. iIllClg(~ is ShOWll ill Fig. 6.16(b). Again, (-~V(~ll tho ugh the aliClsillg sce llls severe 

alld cov(:rs the whole image, t lw C-P algoriUllll was capahl(~ of cornpletely removing 

th(~ aliasing. TIJ(' lllld(~rSalllpling pattern S;;.!J was also applied on the high resolution 

braill illlagt~ , hO\\lev(~r tlw I'CC()V(~ry of til<' lIIldersalllplc:d imag(~ wa s Hot as Sllc c(~ssful as 

t. he n~sllit. () bt.aiJl(~d for the head ilIlage . 

( a) (b) 

Figure 6.16 (a) Undl'IS<lIllpkd j\('ad image' using (8;:.(1) : (h) ['("co\,C'!<'o image' utilizing G-P with 
tll<' positi\'ity constraint. 

Until IlOW, t1H~ patt<~rns studied W<~rf~ obt.ailwd by a n~glIlar subsampling of the grid. A 

IIlOrc~ practicaL but. irn~gHIiU', lIIl d(~n-:alllplillg pa ttc:rll, showll ill Fig. 6. 17(a), was also 

studied. As lIWllt,i( Il<~d ill 2.3.2 .. spiral sea.lIs an~ lllore dIiclcllt and faster than n~ctiliIH~ar 

scans [Hennig ID~)9], t.llCrdon~ by utilizing spiralllIldcrsampliIlg patterns , irnagillg t.iIlW 
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can be red Ilc<~d evell ful't.Jwr. Th(' undersalllplillg pat t(~n!, SI~.(I' was applicu to the higb 

rcsol utioll bead image (rctaiui!lg tlH~ D. C. valtw) rcsul tillg ill the' aliils(~d imilgl~ showll 

in Fig. 6.17(b). Th(' G-P algorithm was t.hen ilppli(~d on t.he ulI(icrsampkd image, alld 

thc n~C()vcred imag(~ is showlI in Fin. 6.17(c), wlwre SOlllC of the aliasillg wit.hill tho 

support regioll was rCI\l()v(~d. 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 6.17 (a) li lld('r~ ;\lllplill~ patt(,flI S~.q; (b )lII1<il'l"Salllplcd Iwad i Il1a~('; (c) recovered ilIl<lf,!;(' 
Iltilizing th . G-P algorithIIl. 

6.6.8 Pattern 8: (8;; ,IJ) 

AlIot.ilPr possible spiral pattcm stuoied is shown in Fig. 6.1i:l(a). This pattern was 

applied t.o bot.h t.he high resulutioll Iloisy head and iJraill ua.ta, awl the resnit i'U\t cor

n~spolldillg ulld('rsallIpl(~d iluages an~ showll ill Fig. (} .U;(h) alld 6.19(1)) respect.ively. 
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Fip;. 0.18(c) and 0.19(<:) show t.Iw c()['n~sp()lldillp; recovered imag('s obtained froIll ap

plyinp; tlw G-P a.lgorithlll on t1H~ llllrkrSil.lllpkd images. Agaill, in both cas!'s, some of 

ih(~ aliasing wit.hin tlw ~llpport n~p;ion was removed. N()l(~ ill this case tlw II(Tlllitiall 

prop(~rty is not ~al,jsl1cd. 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 6.18 (a)Clld<:'l'samplillg pattei'll S;'.lj: (b)u!l(I('r~aIIl]Jl('d head iIlla)..';(~; (c) rc ('()verr~d ima)..';c 
\l tilizill)..'; t h(~ G- P algOli tlllil. 

Sille(' tlw H(~nllitictll prop(~rty is llu t sat.islipd in this Cil.'ie. it we \lId be V(TY a<iV<1ll

L1P;801lS to u tilize the <:on.illp;at(~ syrnmRtry prop(~rty rliscllss(~rl ill s(,ction 2.:3.4 tu fill in 

th(~ miss illp; data, which call be r~xpcct(~d to sip;nific(1ntly improve tlw recovery process. 
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(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 6.19 (a) 1 Ildel"Sanlp'lillg pattpl'TI S~.IJ; (h)\lndpl"sarnpled head irnag ': (c) rpcovered image 
\ltilizing tlw G-P algorithm. 
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6.7 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

6.7 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

This section attempts to explain some of the results obtained in section 6.6 for the 

different undersampling patterns used. Fig. 6.20 is a summary of the six regular 

undersampling patterns used, the undersampled or blurred head and brain images and 

their corresponding recovered images obtained from applying the G-P algorithm with 

the positivity constraint. The last columns list the ratios (for the head and brain 

images) of the number of missing spectral components to the number of pixels outside 

the support region (which are known to be zero) and is denoted by n. When n ::; 1, 

this means that the number of missing components is less than or equal to the number 

of pixels outside the support region resulting in a fully or overdetermined system (since 

the number of unknowns is less than or equal to the number of knowns). 

In this section, the dependence of the amount of recovery achieved on both nand 

the shape of the undersampling pattern is discussed. The more the information (i.e. 

blocks of retained spectral components) surrounding a missed out component resulting 

from the application of an undersampling pattern, the better the recovery. 

In order to illustrate this point, consider patterns Si,q and S'j;,q. In both cases 

there is no recovery of the aliased region in the head images. With regards to Si,q 

this is due to the fact that n = 1.4 indicating an under determined system. However, 

for S'j;,q, even though n 0.9 indicating an overdetermined system, the shape of the 

under sampling pattern seems to affect the recovery, since each missed out frequency is 

surrounded by equal numbers of retained and missed out frequencies. With regards to 

the head image, the above two conditions seem to comply with results obtained for the 

remaining undersampling patterns. 

For the brain image, both Si,q and S'j;,q result in an underdetermined system, 

which explains the absence of recovery of the aliased regions. Even though pattern S;,q 

also results in an under determined system, significant recovery of the aliased regions 

is due to the spedfic pattern used where most missed out frequencies are surrounded 

by two retained frequencies in most directions. Improved results are obtained when 

pattern st,q is used, since that results in an overdetermined system and most missed 

out frequencies are surrounded by three retained frequencies in most directions. Since 

both patterns S~,q and S;,q result in underdetermined systems, hardly any recovery of 

the aliased regions is achieved. In addition, the brain image seems extremely sensitive 

to the shape of the undersampling patterns S~,q and S~,q, where many missed out 

frequendes are surrounded by blocks of missed out frequencies. It is also important 

to mention that in all the above undersampling patterns, the ISNR curves for both 

sets of data were levelled off and most of them reached the maximum in less than 10 

iterations. 

Since there seems to be a certain pattern in the recovery process, it might be useful 

in this case to compare the values of the restored frequencies to their correct values. A 
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Figlll'e 6.20 List o f Ilnoprsamplin!,; pattcfllS, alias(!d ima!,;cs and thp ]'(!('ov(·n·d illl ag0s for h oth 
]l<'ad alld braill illlag(·::;. 
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6.8 CONCLUSION 

pattern in the restoration of frequencies might be noticed which may help explain why 

some regions in the aliased images are completely recovered and others are unaffected. 

6.8 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter instead of the conventional reduction in imaging time by bandlimiting 

an image, undersampled images were studied. Different under sampling patterns were 

investigated by applying them on both the high resolution head and brain data. For 

some undersampling patterns, significant recovery (and in some cases complete recov

ery) was achieved by using the simple G-P algorithm with the positivity constraint 

even though in many cases aliasing seemed quite severe. The use of additional a priori 
information when appropriate was also found to improve the reconstruction achieved. 

When bandlimiting an image, blocks of information are lost resulting in a loss of 

fine details in the image and superresolution aims to recover this loss. However when an 

image is undersampled, parts of the image simply overlap other parts, which is known 

as aliasing (aU the information is' there but simply superimposed). This seems to be 

an easier problem for the superresolution algorithms to solve. 
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Chapter 7 

SUPERRESOLVING A REGION OF INTEREST 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

In applications where time is a limiting factor, for example in cases where the patient is a 

child or is a claustrophobic [PHILIPS], Gibb's oscillations and loss of spatial resolution 

may degrade the image significantly. Dynamic imaging is such an application where 

a time series of images of a specific slice or volume are required over a short period 

of time. In most dynamic imaging applications, intensities of specific regions vary 

with time, while the main anatomical structures remain stationary. Examples are real 

time monitoring of the movement of organs and the intravenous injection of a contrast 

medium to study a specific organ. The difference between the different dynamic slices 

is usually small and localized to a specific region. Thus when monitoring the insertion 

of a biopsy needle, only the regions adjacent to the path of the needle will vary. In case 

of a tumour in the brain being followed over a course of treatment, only the tumour 

region is expected to vary significantly from one dynamic image to the next. If in 

each dynamic imaging session, high resolution images (Le. complete data sets) are 

acquired, there would be substantial redundancy. Several methods have been proposed 

to attempt to utilize the particular attributes of dynamic imaging in order to reduce 

the scanning time. These are reviewed and additional methods are suggested in this 

chapter. 

chapter starts with a study of some of the techniques used in reducing imaging 

time, in particular the reduced acquisition, keyhole, and reduced field of view methods, 

and results are presented for each of these. Section 7.5 studies a new technique that 

can be applied to dynamic imaging, and results are presented to be compared with the 

existing methods. 

7.2 REDUCED ACQUISITION METHOD 

Since imaging time is proportional to the amount of collected data, the most common 

method of reducing imaging time is reducing the amount of acquired data. This can 

be achieved by acquiring the central portion of the k-space only and then setting the 
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remaining spectral components to zero. This is known as zero filling and is represented 

in Fig. 7.1. In many applications a reduced acquisition of 80% of the full data set 

is applied. This results in a low resolution blurred image which suffers from Gibb's 

oscillation. Nevertheless, this technique is still useful in cases where fine details are not 

that important and reducing imaging time is a priority. 

ky ky 

0 ......... •••••••• •••••••• • • • • • • • • 
0 •••••••• •••••••• •••••••• •••••••• •••• •••• •••• 0 0 •••• 

0 •••• co r) •••• 

kx •••• 000 0 •••• k, 0 •••• 

•••• •••• 
•••• 0 •••• 

•••••••• •••••••• 
•••••••• •••••••• •••••••• •••••••• 
•••••••• •••••••• 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.1 (a) A complete k-space data set; (b) a reduced k-space data set, where 0 rer)re!;ents 
a collected datum and .. represents a missing datum which is set to zero. 

A high resolution noisy brain image with a 'tumour' was created by adding a tu

mour of arbitrary shape to the high resolution noise free image and then each spatial 

frequency component was corrupted by complex pseudorandom Gaussian noise so that 

the overall SNR was 30dB. 7.2(a) shows the inverse DFT of the corrupted spec

trum, which is referred to as the tumour image. The reduced acquisition method was 

applied on the spectrum of the high resolution tumour image, where only the lowest 

31 spatial frequencies vertically and the lowest 71 spatial frequencies horizontally were 

collected and the remaining missing components were set to zero. The inverse DFT was 

then applied on the modified spectrum resulting in the image shown in 7.2(b) and 

is referred to as the bandlimited or low resolution tumour image. The image obtained 

from this method is very blurred and suffers from Gibb's oscillation due to the abrupt 

truncation of the high frequency data. While the tumour is visible it has clearly not 

been imaged precisely. Note that, its size appears reduced in the low resolution image 

(Fig. 7.2(b)) 

7.3 KEYHOLE METHOD 

As mentioned above, the zero filling method results in ringing artifacts and blurring. A 

method known as the keyhole (or the k-substitution) method, presented independently 

by Van Vaals and Jones [van Vaals et at. 1993, Jones et at. 1993], takes advantage of 
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( a) (l> ) 

Figul'c 7.2 Illlagc' of brain with ' tllllI01lr ' : (a) hi;..;h rp:'iOllltin ll lI o isy ,inl ilg;p; (lJ) low n'soilltion 

i I 11 Cl-J2;<'. 

tlw fact t.hat lllOSt. of t.hc ill\agt~ illful'llJa tioll (i.l ~ . t1w coarse appearanc(~ of tJIC irna.gc) 

lies ill the low spatial fn~qlJ( ~ lIcy regioll w hercas t1w fillcr details (e.g. sharpul'ss of 

cdgl~S) li( ~ in the high spatial freqll(!I1cy ]"( ~gion. In t his method a rc f( !rcnce or base 

illlagc is scalltwd, wlwn~ a. clJtllplet.( ~ oat.a sd is coll( ~d.pd as showlI ill Fig . 7.:3(a), bdorc 

p(~rf()rllliug it dyttalllic st,ltdy. Dltrillg t1w dYllalllic s t.udy ouly thc ceutral n~gi()11 of 1,110 

k-spaC( ~ (Ute ' k('yltolc·) is acquired as showtt ill Fig . 7.::l(lJ) , which is theu suhstituted 

for t.he corn~spotlc1ittg ("c ttt.ral l"( ~gi()tt of t.h(~ spectrull\ of t.lw rd(~rf'lIr(~ imag(~ as shown itt 

Fig. 7.3(c). The tH'W spectrum is the refore it conrposit(, of low ftwJ.lt(~l\cy oat.a from th(~ 

dynamic (fast.) stlldy wit.lt Itigh frcqu(~lIcy da.ta. fWIll t.he OI"igillal (slow) llIcaSltlCttlCllL 

The tllodifif'd slJ( ~ ct,rllm is t. lwll illverse FOllri(~r transformed t.o produce t. he dynamic 

itllage . The terttl k('yh()l<~ St.( ~ tIlS frotll tlw id(~a that pecking througlt a k(~ylt()I( ~ of oat.a , 

t.lw (~lltil"( ~ h:-spau-~ Ci\.11 l)(~ view(~d [Atlas 199G]. Tlw k(~yh()lc~ tlld hod call Iw Iltili zed til 

applicatiolls ,...-hcre a sp( ~ cilic n ~gi()l1 is imaged rql('at.edly tilr study awl it reductioll III 

itllaging ti llll~ is ('ss(,lIt.ial. 

D(~tlOt.itlg t.h(' high [('SOIIlt.ioll rdp[(~IlCt~ k-spaC(~ oata by FR(k", h:y ), the high res

olution k-spacc oata of the dynaltlir itttagc by FJ)(k'I ' ky) and t.he romiJitwd data. set 

g( ~ llcra.t.cd frolll applyillg til(' kt'ylwJe method hy F(, (k,:: klJl, tlw keyiIol<~ mdhod catl 

he Tllat.hematicitlly ful"tllula1:cd itt tl\(~ following ltlatlll(~r [Hu 19!)1] : 

L' (I'. 1.) - 1';' (I,. 1. ) + [ L' (,. 1.) 1" (1, 1. )]ll( kJ: ky ) 
F( : " ,r,"'1j - R II •. "."'!J 1"J) ' .. 1' , "'.'1 - ,R " .. /: .11, .1/ vV .' vV . . 

k" h y 

(7. l) 

where rI( Y~k'~ , V~k" ) is thc 2-D box flllldiotl with ex tcllt H'k , ;\.lId (,'tik" in the k.r awl k,f 
J' 'y . 

dircctioll n~spccti vely. Note t.hat. t.hl' s(~c()lld tertII o\" Eqll. 7.1 is Silll ply tiI( ~ low spatial 

fn~q lH ~ltCy iltforttlatioll of th(~ d itf(,WllC( ~ hdw(~elt 1,1 te ref(~[(~ncc altt! 0 Yllamic i lllage (i.e . 

12,) 
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Figure 7.3 Keyhole method: (a) complete data set of reference image; (b) limited data set 
acquired during dynamic session; (c) combined data set where 0 represents a collected datum, 
.. represents a missing datum which is set to zero and x represents a datum collected during 
the dynamic imaging. 

the change). Applying the inverse Fourier transform, Eqn. 7.1 can be written as 

where** denotes 2-D convolution, sine(x) = sin11"~x), !R(X,y),!D(X,y) denote the high 

resolution reference and dynamic image respectively and !c(x, y) denotes the combined 

image. This shows that only the difference is degraded by the convolution with the 

sine function, resulting in the ringing or truncation artifact. 

This method was applied to the situation where a follow-up of a growing tumour, 

representing a region of interest (ROI), in the brain was simulated. 7.4{a) shows 

an MR image of a brain with a small tumour (for instance when it was first discovered), 

which will be referred to as the reference image, or small tumour image, (with an overall 

SNR of 30dB), and Fig. 7.4(b) shows the MR image of the same brain but with a larger 

tumour, referred to as the big tumour image, (again with an overall SNR of 30dB). 

During the follow-up session, instead of acquiring the full data set of the image shown in 

Fig. 7.4(b), only spatial frequencies in the central region ofthe corresponding k-space 

were collected (i.e. the lowest 31 spatial frequencies vertically and the lowest 71 spatial 

frequencies horizontally). The spectrum of the reference image was then modified by 

substituting the central region of its k-space by the limited data set collected during 

the follow-up session. The inverse Fourier transform was then applied on the modified 

spectrum, resulting in the image shown in Fig. 7.4(c). Note that without applying 

the keyhole method, the image resulting from collecting an incomplete data set at the 

follow-up session would be the same as the image shown in 7.2(b). Fig 7.4{d) 

shows a profile along the tumour (indicated by the red line in Fig. 7.4(c)) of each 

the high resolution big tumour image, the low resolution big tumour image and the 

recovered image using the keyhole method. Note that the edges of the original (smaller) 
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7.3 KEYHOLE METHOD 

tum ur are clearly vis ib le in F ig. 7.4( ). 

(c) 

(b) 

T umour 
*'----~ 

_ H igh rc...; o luLion I1lT1in i m~1 "C ( musc fl'\:c) 

l ..ow n.;. ... lliUl iOJl hrain inm,!:;..:. ( rHH~y ) 

I{L'~('vcrcd h" l l ll 11"t 1; l b l' 

( d) 

Figure 7.4 Kcyhult: iIll'rhod: (a ) rd' renee image ; (b) high n~so lllr.i ()l1 irna,g of follow-1lp 
sess ion: (c) re 'ov l'eJ ima"'e oht;tillcd from apply ing t he keyhole me hod; (el) profiks. 

A simp le illust rat i(Jll of the appJi 'at ion of the keyhole method Ull it I-D ('xitlllpk 

IS ShUWll ill Fig. 7.3. where (a) rqncs 'nts t.he dYllalllic (e.g. b ig t umour) im'3,ge, 

a Ild (h) represent s t he reference (small tumour) image. Fig. 7.5 (c:) is the r cu ult.allt 

ima.gc! obt.ained fro lll coIlvol villg the sillc functiun (Wk ", sinc(ltVk". x )) shown in (d) wi t h 

the differ nee imag ShOWll ill (c). T h resultant. ( ombined) image from the keyhol(~ 

lllethod is S! lUW ll in F ig . 7.5(f) , wh ich is silllply the SUIlI of (p) and (b) a ud which shows 

similari t r to t he resul t "hown in ; ic)' . 7.4(d) . 

T he recovered imagp obtained frOI1l utili'l.iug th ' keyhole methud has a sligh n nglllg 

artifact and i much sha,rpcr t.han that 01 t · iw'd from applying the Z(!ro {'illillg method. 

How vel' , it provides li tt le ex t ra in fo rm'LtioIl awl therefore is not sui tafl\e for use ill 

app lications wher fiIle details are essentia l [.Tones et at. 1993]. The keyh (JI( ~ method 

is a silllpk' tc 'l llli([ LW t.hat ('c>lIs id rably reduces imaging t ime p er dynam ic image, is 

simple to inc >rpOl'ate in t he ex ist in J" MRI equipment , provide, hree to fi vefold gaills 
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Figure 7.5 Simulation of the keyhole method in I-D: (a) ID; (b) IR; (c) In IR; (d) 
IWk~s'inc(Wk~x)l; (e) ID - IR convolved with (d); (f) Ie . 
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7.4 REDUCED FIELD OF VIEW METHOD 

in imaging time, and can be applied in cases where the fine details regarding changes 

are not so essential. 

7.4 REDUCED FIELD OF VIEW METHOD 

Another method known as the reduced field of view (rFOV) method, presented by Hu 

[Hu et al. 1994]' was suggested to be used for dynamic imaging. Changes localized to a 

small area of the entire field of view (explained in section 2.5.3) occur in many dynamic 

applications, such as the insertion of a catheter or a biopsy needle. In this case most 

of the changes occur in the region containing the catheter or needle. Full sets of data 

of the entire field of view acquired for each dynamic image will contain a substantial 

amount of redundant data. Since imaging a reduced field of view reduces the amount of 

data which needs to be acquired, temporal resolution can be increased. In this method 

a full data set of a reference image prior to any dynamic change (e.g. before inserting 

the catheter) is acquired as shown in Fig. 7.6(a). During the dynamic study, a set of 

data is acquired by sampling densely in the frequency encoding direction and sparsely 

in the phase encoding direction (since, as explained in section 2.3, the imaging time 

is proportional to the number of phase encodes). This sparse sampling in the phase 

encoding direction is achieved by dividing the fully resolved data into r groups, where 

r is known as the FOV reduction factor. For example if r = 4, then the four groups 

of interleaved phase encoded samples are (0,4, ... ,N-4), (1,5, ... ,N-3), (2,6, ... ,N-2) and 

(3,7, ... ,N-1) as shown in Fig. 7.6(b), where N is the number of phase encodes. Note 

that the amount of undersampling relates to the desired reduction in the FOV which 

is based on prior knowledge of the size of the area to be imaged. If the inverse Fourier 

transform was applied on the acquired undersampled image, an aliased image with a 

reduced FOV would be generated, which is not useful. Instead a difference image with a 

reduced FOV is then generated by inverse Fourier transforming the difference between 

the undersampled spectrum and the corresponding k-lines of the reference image. The 

ROI in the difference image may be shifted from its correct position and needs to be 

repositioned back to its correct location with respect to the entire field of view. This 

shift is based on the prior knowledge of the location of ROI with respect to the entire 

image. The dynamic image is then produced by inverse Fourier transforming the sum 

of the spectrum of the repositioned difference image and the spectrum of the reference 

image. This procedure is repeated for each dynamic image. An important point to note 

is that this type of interleaving phase encoded samples will result in r - 1 groups not 

centred in the k-space, resulting in a linear phase roll in the difference image. Applying 

a linear phase correction to the dynamic images can be achieved by adding the factor 

2;jj to the phase of the dynamic image, where i = 0, ... , !f - 1 (pixel number in the 

reduced FOV) and j = 0, ... , r - 1 (group number). 

In order to mathematically formulate the rFOV method, the high resolution refer-
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Figure 7.6 (a) A complete k-space data set; (b) rFOV acquired data sets for dynamic imaging. 
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7.4 REDUCED FIELD OF VIEW METHOD 

ence image prior to any dynamic change is denoted by fR. The high resolution dynamic 

image is denoted by fD and the dynamic difference or change between fR and fD is 

denoted by 6.f. Therefore one can write 

6.f = fD - fR. (7.3) 

Since the following formulation is with respect to 6.f, the 6.f will be reduced to f for 

notational simplicity. For the case r = 2, the two groups of interleaved samples are 

(0,2, ... ,N - 2), denoted by ge, and (1,3, ... ,N -1), denoted by go. For the ge case, 

an undersampled spectrum Fe can be generated by using the undersampling pattern 

se such that 

P;,q = S;,qFp,q = ~(1 + (-l)P)Fp,q, p, q = 0, ... ,N - 1. (7.4) 

Following the derivations in chapter 6, we have 

j~,m = ~(fn,~ + fn+If,m) n,m = 0, ... ,N-1 

N-IN-I 
1 '""'" ,""",' n p mq 

N2 ~ ~ Fp,qwN wN 
p=O q=O 
N-I N-I 

1 '""'" ,""",' n p mq 
N2 ~ ~ Fp,qwN wN 

p=O,2 q=O 

If-I N-I 
1 '""'" ,""",' 2np' mq 

N2 ~ ~ F2p',qWN wN 
p'=O q=O 

If-I N-I 
1 '""'" ,""",' n p' mq 

N2 ~ ~ F2P',qW If wN . 
p'=o q=O 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

Alternatively, the spectrum Fe can be produced by ge by simply arranging the even 

rows of Fe in a new image 1[- x N, illustrated in Fig. 7.7. The corresponding image Je 
can be written as 

If-I N-I 
1 1 '""'" '""'" - e n' p' mq 
!'!.. N ~ ~ Fp"qWIf WN 
2 p'=O q=O 

If-I N-I 

1 1 '""'" '""'" 'e n' p' mq 
N N ~ ~ F2P',qW If WN 
2 p'=O q=O 

, N 
n = 0, ... , 2-1. (7.7) 

Comparing Eqns. 7.6 and 7.7, one can write 

, N 
n = n = 0, ... , 2 - 1. (7.8) 
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Figure 7.7 Illustration of the acquiring of dynamic data in the rFOV method where 0 repre
sents a collected datum and. represents a missing datum. 

Due to the periodicity of both je and je with respect to n over ~ we have 

f-e -
n,rn - 2j~m Vn,m , 

fn,m + fn+!f,m' (7.9) 

Fig. 7.8 shows three different cases of the aliased image that could be produced when 

the extent of the ROI in the difference image fn,m is less than If. In each of the 

cases illustrated j~,m is inserted into the top half of the reconstruction. For the first 

case, when fn,m is zero over half its period (i.e. fn,m = 0, for n ~, ... ,N - 1), 

the reconstructed image j~,rn = fn,m as shown in Fig. 7.8(a). If fn,m = ° for n 

0, ... ,~ - 1, then j~,m = ,m as shown in Fig. 7.8(b) and needs to be shifted 

back to its correct location. Fig. 7.8{c) portrays the case when the ROI extends into 

both halves, in which case the aliasing causes the ROI to be split in j~,m (A and C). 

Knowledge of the ROPs location is therefore necessary to shift part of the image (C 

and D in Fig. 7.8(c)). Note that if the extent of the ROI is greater than l~, then in 

Fig. 7.8(c), region A and C in j~ m will alias over each other making it impossible to , 
recover the ROI. This can be extended to cases with r > 2, where the extent of ROI 

should be less than Nlr. 

Considering the other part of the spectrum, go, we have 

S;,qFp,q ~(1 - (-1)P)Ji1,q, p, q = 0, ... ,N - 1, (7.10) 

and the corresponding image can be written as 

j~,m = n, m = 0, ... ,N - 1 (7.11) 

(7.12) 

The spectrum joo, produced by go is simply the odd rows of E'o arranged in a new 
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Figure 7.8 Illustration of rFOV with r = 2: j~,m if (a) in,m = 0, for n If, ... ,N 1; (b) 
in,m = ° for n 0, ... , If - 1; (c) in,m I- ° for n = 0, ... , N - 1. 
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image ~ x N and the corresponding image fo can be written as 

N "2-- 1 N-1 

1 1 " " ~ 0 n'p' mq n
' N L...J L...J F2p'+1,qW Jt wN 

p'=o q=o 

N 
0, ... , 2-1. (7.13) 

Comparing Eqns. 7.12 and 7.13, we have 

f~,m \.In, 'Tn 

(7.14) 

Similar derivations can be made for different values of r. Eqns. 7.9 and 7.14 

indicate that any change will either remain in its position or be aliased into a different 

position depending on the original location of the difference. Therefore in order to 

reposition the difference, the original location of the difference needs to be known. 

Note the number of terms in Eqns. 7.9 and 7.14 (i.e. the aliased portions) increases 

with r. 

The reduced field of view method was applied on the MR brain with tumour 

image. The high resolution noisy small tumour image, shown in 7.4(a), was used 

as the reference image. The undersampled reduced field of view data was obtained by 

undersampling the high resolution noisy large tumour image, shown in Fig. 7.4(b), 

by missing out every other k-space line data along the phase encoding direction. The 

inverse Fourier transform of the acquired data is shown in Fig. 7.9(a), which illustrates 

the aliasing effect due to the undersampling in the phase encoding direction. The 

difference image was then generated by inverse Fourier transforming the difference 

between the acquired reduced field of view data and the spectrum of the reference 

image and is shown in Fig. 7.9(b). The dynamic image, shown in Fig. 7.9(c), is then 

produced by correctly repositioning the reduced field of view with respect to the entire 

field of view and then inverse Fourier transforming the sum of the spectra of both 

the re-positioned data and the reference image. Fig. 7.9(d) shows a profile along the 

tumour (indicated by the red line in Fig. 7.9(c)) of each of the high resolution brain 

with tumour image and the recovered image using the reduced field of view method. 

In contrast to the results obtained with the keyhole method, the reduced field 

of view method does not degrade the spatial resolution of the dynamic information, 

and therefore can be applied in situations where high resolution dynamic images are 

required. However one disadvantage of this method is that it requires prior information 

regarding both the extent (to chose r) and position of the ROI (to allow for correct 

repositioning of the ROI). In interventional procedures, the position of the reduced field 

of view can be estimated, however the quality of the images will depend on the errol' 

of the operator's estimate [Kydakos et al. 1997]. Another major disadvantage is the 

assumption that the changes in the dynamic image are physically restricted within an 
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(c) 

o 

(b) 

l ,< __ ~mour _>< I 

High resolution brain image (noise free) 
Recovered brain image 

(d) 

Figure 7.9 Reduced field of view method (a) undersampled image; (b) difference image; (c) 
resultant dynamic image; (d) profiles . 
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a priori known reduced field of view, which inside the field of 

view any >ouucUF.''''' that occur [Bu 1994J. 

Therefore the use this technique 

to some 

to the respiratory motion), and is bulk 

head motion. 

7.5 OF ROI 

A new method, known as 

overcomes some of the drawbacks 

(iROI), is nrt>"t>,."t",rI 

mentioned methods. 

which 

method 

or keyhole obtained with 

methods and not suffer from the drawback of artifacts within the ROI due 

to ROI as in case of rFOV method, it still 

require an approximate prior knowledge of the extent location of ROT. 

This method is in a where a fully resolved referred to as 

the is available, a follow-up of the ROI I is by 

9 of entire FOV. The algorithm is to 

of by utilizing the information the fully resolved 

I R· The process can formulated as 

+ fliR G 

=> Al G AIR 

A ~F(l 1), A ~ is the 

domain constraint for the of 

is the forward transform [Alwesh et al. 1999]. 

method, which is equivalent to the 

et al. 1995], can to solve the 

following the procedure of 

=Jk+ 

A study of this u,"",uvv on two 

0, 

3.5) 

(7.15 ) 

(7.16) 

1 is space 

= 1 [Connolly 

which leads to 

17) 

of low resolution uuu.;;'~" was 

made. For the first type, a fully resolved small tumour image, shown in 7.4(a), was 

as I R) and a follow-up of the was 

needed. A low resolution image was then constructed (shown in Fig 7.2), by truncating 

the large tumour in 7.4(b) where its 

spectrum was to the vertically and the 71 
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7.5 ITERATIVE RECOVERY OF ROI 

spatial frequencies horizontally (i.e. G). The iterative ROI method was then applied 

to the band limited image with l' set to the exact ROI (tumour) mask, referred to 

as mask 1, shown in Fig. 7.1O(a). Fig. 7.1O(b) shows the recovered image obtained 

by applying the iterative ROI method within the ROI, then inserting this within the 

original high resolution image. It shows an impressive recovery of the low resolution 

image. Fig. 7.1O(c) shows a profile across the tumour (indicated by the vertical red 

line in Fig. 7.1O(b), of the high resolution large tumour image, of the corresponding 

low resolution image, and of the recovered image, which clearly shows the improvement 

in the recovery of the edges of the tumour. 

(a) 

Tumour \ ! 
I 

-~ 

Mask 2 
K------- ---I-----------------------------------~ 

\ 

1

- High resolution brain image (noise free) 
- Low resolution brain image (noisy) 
- Recovered brain image 

(c) 

(b) 

Figure 1.10 iROI method: (a) mask 1; (b) recovered image; (c) profiles. 

In practice, the exact region of interest is never known but a reasonable approx

imation to it can be deduced from the high resolution reference image. The iterative 

ROI method was again applied on the bandlimited brain with the large tumour image, 

with l' set to the mask shown in Fig. 7.1l(a), referred to as mask 2. The recovered 

image in this case, shown in Fig. 7.1l(b), is quite blurred within the ROI. To recover 

the edges (especially of the tumour), the total variation method, discussed in section 
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5.6.1, with ,\ = 20 and a = 0.005 was applied on the recovered image. This particular 

constraint is useful here due to the relatively low total variation of the tumour. The 

resultant image, shown in Fig. 7.11(c), shows a significant improvement and the edges 

are quite sharp. Note the ringing artifact around the edges of the mask, which is due 

to the bandlimiting operation which corresponds to convolving (1 - 1)f with a sinc 

function when computing G. However, the ringing artifact does not seem to compro

mise information regarding the tumour. Comparing the results of the various methods, 

the iterative ROI method provides a sharper, more resolved image compared to the 

results obtained from both the reduced acquisition and keyhole methods. However the 

recovered image obtained from the reduced field of view method is better (it requires 

no total variation method and does not suffer from the ringing artifact of the edges) 

than that obtained from the iterative ROI, but has the major limitation that changes 

have to be within the rFOV, and if this condition is violated artifacts will result. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

High resolution brain image (noise free) 
Low resolution brain image (noisy) 
Recovered brain image 
Recovered brain image 
with TV 

( d) 

~ ,., 

Figure 7.11 iROI method: (a) mask 2; (b) recovered image; (c) recovered image from total 
variation method with A = 20 and a = 0.005; (d) profiles. 

The second type of low resolution images were constructed by undersampling the 
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spcctnllll of' the larg(' t.llfllOllr image hy 1Il111tiplyiug it wit.h ;w lI11dersalllplillg patkrll, 

8;;,(1 (S(~(~ chapter 0) , r slli t ing ill the a liased image . hown ill Fig. 7.12(;L). The n~coV<Tcd 

illlClgl~ ShU\Vll ill Fig . 7.12(b) was then computed by applying E<.Jn. 7.17 Oil HH! low 

resoillt.iull aliasl!d illlitgP with the fully resolved small tlll1l011r image as it rdl!n ~ llc!: alld 

;:;l set. to ma.sk 2. Thl! ali<'Lsillg is cotnplddy j'( ! Tll()vl~d from the HOI, and tll(! I'dgcs of 

thl ! LlllIlOll\' me Vl!l'y d earl.y ddillcd. SilIlilar results Wl~r!! nbtail1<!d for Lht: oifJ'I!J'!!llt 

lllldl~ rsalllplillg p a tterlls discllssed in chapte r 6. 

(it) (h) 

i\llutiH'r funll of' Ltw above llletlj()d. Wh(TI! t.Iw rekn!llC!! irna,gc utili ),Hl is it low 

resoilltioll illlage, wits stlldil~d. III tllis caSI', thl! high n!solutiull dYllalllic illlagl! ( i .e. 

with l.llrllOllr) is cOllsid( ! n~d t.o lw th( ! slim of th( ! high [(-'solutioll rdewllC!! illlagl! f R 

(with llO tlllllollr) ailli it diffcrCllC(! imagl! .r. Thl!rdOl'I ) tlw collt!ct.po hanoliulited data 

sd (G) of tJH! dYlIamic illl;lgC <:illl hI! wriU(!1l as 

AUR + /) C' _. 
1 ~. 

/II (; - i i/N., (7.1S) 

wIH!l'l ! A = ~:F~( Tlwrcfo['(! AIR is silllply th(! bandlilltit.ed lllCaSlll'I!d Spl!c:trllm of till! 

n !kj'(!11C! ~ illlitgl! (wit.h ltO tUlIlour) . Sinn! I is ttOll ZI~ro oltly within i, A./ = AT wlten~ 
.Ii = ~:Fi . Equ . 7.1S C;[l1 t.ltcrdo('( ~ bl! writ.t.I!1l ;IS 

AI (; - A/a = O. (7 .19) 

which Cllt hI! solveo for I hy Itsing Eqll.7.17, \·vit.1t (; ;IS odinl ~d in E<jtt. 7 .19. The 

ilbov(~ lIJ(!l-.llOd W<lS iLpplil~d U11 ttll) halH.lli11titcd largl' LllInOIlt' illt;tgl~. wil.lt I.}w rdcn!nc(~ 

illlilg(~ h( ' ittg; 1.lJ(' halldlilltit.ed 110 t.UtltUllr ilttag(!. III urder to l!ldl;ll1CI ~ tltc edges, t1l<! total 

vari;l.liOtt melhoo wa::; applil !d wit.h A = :~() . Thl~ recov(!red irnag(~ is s!tOWlt ill Fig. 7.13 , 

\\ihiclt shows consi<.krilbll~ n~cover'y of t.h(! IlllltoUr coll1pa.reo to ttw handlilt1itcd itltage 
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ShOWll ill Fig. 7.2(h). Notl~ rtlso the abSC'llC(, t f ringillg artifac:t.!:i ill this (,'l!:iC. 

Figure 7.13 RCCOVl~ (" cd image lIsing mask 2, a 1m\" resoilltion no tllmour image as a rdcn'n c(' 
iIIlage and total \'ariatioll nH'thod with A = 30. 

7.6 CONCLUSION 

III this chapt(~r scvnal methods which n~dl[("(~ illJaging titll( ~ have becll oi!:ic u:;~cd. The~(' 
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Chapter 8 

PARAMETER ESTIMATION METHODS AND THE 
NONCONVEX LEVEL PENALTY FUNCTION 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic resonance images, as discussed in chapter 2, are not measured directly but 

instead are obtained by utilizing tl~e Fourier imaging technique, where spatially resolved 

information regarding the imaged object is frequency and phase encoded in the acquired 

data. The image is then reconstructed by applying the 2-D inverse FFT (equivalent 

to applying the I-D inverse FFT on the rows followed by the 1-D inverse FFT on 

each column independently). In theory, if enough data is collected and the data is not 

corrupted by error, then the images can be reconstructed perfectly. However in practice, 

due to time and physical limitations, a limited amount of data is collected, resulting 

in a loss of resolution and truncation artifacts. Each column and row of the collected 

data can be considered as an infinite row or column multiplied by a rectangular window 

which corresponds to the convolution of the DFT of the infinite row or column by a 

sine function resulting in Gibb's oscillation [Haacke et al. 1989a]. A reduction in the 

sidelobes of the convolving function can be achieved by choosing a smoother window; 

this results in a reduction of the Gibb's oscillation but also an undesirable reduction 

in resolution. 

In recent years, parametric estimation methods (i.e. non-Fourier based) have been 

proposed, where a chosen model (depending on prior information) can represent a class 

of image functions with a finite number of unknowns (the parameters). The parameters 

(rather than the image pixel values) need to be estimated from the measured data. The 

main factors determining which model to choose are [Liang and Lauterbur 1999]: 

.. the ability of the model to represent the class of image functions, 

.. the number of parameters required to model the images; for example two models 

might yield similar results, however they might differ in the number of model 

parameters required, 

.. the stability of the model under small perturbations of the data, and 
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• the speed and feasibility of the computation of the parameters. 

In this chapter, modelling through the use of boxcar functions suggested by Haacke 

[Liang et al. 1989] is discussed. Before discussing the boxcar estimation method, both 

the singular value decomposition based least squares method and Prony's method need 

to be described since they will be utilized in the boxcar estimation method. 

Another method we introduce that utilizes prior information is the nonconvex 

level penalty function, where information regarding the image's levels are incorporated 

within the G-P algorithm. This constraint aims at restricting the pixel values to a set 

of predetermined levels. Details regarding this constraint and results are discussed in 

section 8.6. 

8.2 SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION (SVD) BASED 
LEAST SQUARES METHOD 

The SVD method is used to factorize an arbitrary n x m matrix A with rank r) into the 

product of orthonormal matrices n x n, U = [UI, U2, ... ,unL m x m, V = [VI, V2, ••• ,vm] 
and diagonal matrix n x m, "E such that 

r 

A = UI.;VT * = L aiuiv[* 

al 

a2 0 
0 

0 where "E = (8.1) 
a r 

0 0 

the at are known as the singular values of A (nonnegative square roots of the eigenvalues 

of AT* A and , the columns of U are the orthonormal eigenvectors of AAT*, the 

columns of V are the orthonormal eigenvectors of AT* A, and T* is the conjugate 

transpose operator. Many problems require the solution of a set of simultaneous linear 

equations expressed in the form 

Ax = b, (8.2) 

where A is a n x m matrix, b is a n x 1 vector and x is a m x 1 vector of unknowns. For 

example in imaging problems, the problem is to find the object x from the collected 

data b. From Eqn. 8.2, to solve for x the most direct method is x A-1b (for n m), 

where is the inverse of matrix A. However if n > m, the system is overdetermined 

and a least squares approach needs to be used. In this case the aim is to find a solution 
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X that minimizes both lib - Axl1 2 and Ilx11 2
• This is achieved by computing the Moore

Penrose generalized inverse A# where [Watkins 1991] 

A# V~#UT-

..l.. 
iTl 

..l.. 0 iTz 0 
where 0 (8.3) 

..l.. 
a 

0 0 

The solution obtained with the generalized inverse, x A#b, is equivalent to the 

direct least squares solution x (AT' A)-l AT-b, if A is of full rank (i.e. r m). To 

understand the advantage of using the SVD based least squares method, in practice 

the collected data is corrupted with noise be and the collected data can be written as 

b = b + be. This results in an error in the solution x, such that x = x + Xe' A bound 

for Xe due to the presence of be can be written as [Walsh and Nielsen Delaney 1994] 

(8.4) 

where cond(A) is the ratio of the largest singular value of A to the smallest singular 

value of A. Since the SVD method is linear, the error Xe can be written as 

# T-Xe = V~ [U be]. (8.5) 

It is obvious that if some singular values are very small, their contribution to the error 

Xe is large. Therefore, by setting the very small singular values to zero, the error due 

to noise can be reduced significantly [Wal'lh and Nielsen Delaney 1994]. 

8.3 PRONY'S METHOD 

Before discussing the boxcar estimation method, Prony's method needs to be described 

since it will be utilized in the next section. The classical method of Count de Prony 

models a sequence of 2P observations made at equal intervals by a linear combination 

of exponential functions. Prony's ingenious method converted the problem to a system 

of linear equations. If N complex data samples, x(1), ... , x(N), were available, then 

x(n) can be estimated with P exponential terms such that [So Lawrence Marple 1987] 

p 

x(n) L Ame(am+iwm)nT+iBm, (8.6) 
m=l 
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for n = 1, ... , N, T is the sampling interval, Am is the amplitude of the m th exponential, 

am is the damping factor, ()m is the initial phase and Wm is the angular frequency. Let 

hm = AmeiOm and Zm = e(am+iwm)T and substituting them into Eqn. 8.6 we have 

x(n) (8.7) 

Since there are 2P unknowns (hI, ... ,hp , ZI, ... , zp), the minimum value of N is 2P. 

An important key to solving for the parameters is to note that Eqn. 8.7 is the solution 

to a constant coefficient linear difference equation defined as follows: 

p p 

cI> (z) II (z - zm) = L p(m)zm, (8.8) 
m=1 m=O 

where p(O) = 1. Multiplying a shifted version of x(n) (from n to n + m) of Eqn. 8.7 

by p(m) and summing over all P + 1 products we have 

p p p 

L p(m)x(n + m) L hi L p( m)zr+m for 1 ~ n ~ N - P 
m=O i=1 m=O 

p p 

L hiZf L p(m)zi = 0 (8.9) 
i=1 m=O 

p 

Thus - x(n) L p(m)x(n + m). (8.10) 
m=1 

The equating of the right hand side of Eqn. 8.10 to zero results from the fact that 

cI>(Zi) = ~~=o p(m)zi is evaluated at each of its roots. Eqn. 8.10 can now be written 

as a set of linear prediction equations such that 

x(2) x(3) x(P + 1) p(l) x(l) 

x(3) x(4) x(P + 2) p(2) x(2) 
(8.11) 

x(N - P + 1) x(N-P+2) x(N) p(P) x(P) 

p(m) can then be found by using the SVD based least squares procedure presented in 

section 8.2. Once the p's are calculated, the roots Zm in Eqn. 8.8 can be found by using 

polynomial factoring methods, which in turn are used to find ai and Wi according to 
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where In denotes the natural logarithmic function, and Re,lm denote the real and 

imaginary parts. The roots Zm are also used in Eqn. 8.7 to solve for hm (using linear 

least square procedure), which in turn is used to calculate Am and em where 

(8.13) 

Thus all the parameters in the expansion of Eqn. 8.6 have been found. 

8.4 BOXCAR ESTIMATION METHOD 

The aim of most imaging problems is to find the image f(x) from the collected data 

G(k) according to the following integral equation 

G(k) . = i: f(x)e-i27rkxdx. (8.14) 

If G(k) is collected over an infinite frequency range, f(x) can then be reconstructed 

accurately. However, in practice only a finite number of data G(nLlk) where n = 

0, ... ,N -1, are measured which can be used to solve for an approximate value of f(x) 

according to 

N-l 

f(x) Llk L G (nLlk) ei27rnt:.kx. (8.15) 
n=O 

Due to the finite sampling, f(x) suffers from Gibb's oscillation and limited resolution. 

In 1989 Liang and Haacke [Liang et at. 1989] proposed a method using local polyno

mial approximation (LPA) of the image in order to overcome the drawbacks of finite 

sampling. Assuming f(x) is spatially bounded, the LPA method divides f(x) into M 

regions, with edges [Em, Em+l] , for m = 1, ... ,M. In each region f(x) is approximated 

by a polynomial with a certain order. The LPA of f (x) can be written as [Liang 

et at. 1988, Boada et at. 1998] 

where 

M Rm 

f(x) L (L GmT (x - f3mt)IIm(x) , 
m=l T=O 

( ) 
_ { 1 for Em . < X < Em+ 1, 

IIm X -
o otherwise, 

(8.16) 

(8.17) 

f3m = Em+;m±1 and Rm, GmT are the local polynomial order and coefficients respectively. 

Only the case of Rm = 0 will be discussed here, which reduces the LPA into a series of 
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boxcar functions with variable widths, amplitude and locations [Haacke et al. 1989a, 

Haacke et al. 1989b]. This model is useful in representing images that are piecewise 

uniform. By increasing the number of boxcar functions, smooth images can also be 

represented accurately. For the case Rm = 0, Eqn. 8.16 reduces to 

M 

f(x) = L CmIIm(x), (8.18) 
m=l 

where M is the number of boxcar functions used to model f (x). Using the fact that the 

Fourier transform of IIm(x) = dmsinc(1fdmk)e-i21f/3mk, where dm = - Em) Eqn. 

8.14 can be written as 

M 

G(k) L CmdmSinc('trdmk)e-i21fllmk. (8.19) 
m=l 

In order to reconstruct f (x), the parameters dm , f3m and Cm need to be found. Solving 

for these parameters from Eqn. 8.19 is a highly non-linear problem, which is time 

consuming to solve. If the method is changed to an all-pole model, then linear prediction 

theory can then be used to solve for the parameters. This is achieved by considering 

the first derivative of f(x) where 

df(x) 
dx 

m=l 

(8.20) 

where C~L is the amplitude of 5(x Em). Since differentiating f(x) in the space domain 

corresponds to multiplying the spectrum G(k) by i21fk, we have 

M' 

G(k) i21fkG(k) = L C:ne-i21f€m k, (8.21 ) 
m=l 

where 1:.4.' M + 1. For simplicity, let G(k) G(nllk) = G(n), therefore Eqn. 8.21 

can be written as 

G(n) 
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M' 
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m=l 

M' 

m=l 

C' e-i21f€m n /:,k 
Tn 
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where Zm = e-i21rEmf::,k. Comparing Eqn. 8.22 to Eqn. 8.7, Prony's method can now 

be applied with P = M' leading to the following linear prediction equations 

G(2) 

G(3) 

G(3) 

G(4) 

G(N - M' + 1) G(N - M' + 2) 

G(M' + 1) 

G(M' + 2) 

G(N) 

p(l) 

p(2) 

p(M') 

G(l) 

G(2) 

G(M') 

Note that the minimum value of N is 2M', since the total number of unknowns is at 

least 2M + 1. As explained in section 8.3, once the p's are found by using an SVD 

based least squares procedure (for noise reduction and numerical stability), the roots 

Zm are the found by applying a polynomial factoring method which in turn are used to 

find the E'S by applying 

- Im[ln(zm)]mod(27r) 

27rtlk 
(8.24) 

where x mod (y) is simply the remainder obtained from dividing x by y. The d's and 

(3's are then calculated directly according to 

(8.25) 

The boxcar amplitudes, Cm, can be determined from Eqn. 8.19 such that 

(8.26) 

8.23) 

where H = dmsinc(7rdmk)e-i21rf3mk, (} = [G(O)G(l) ... G(N -l)jT and C = [C1C2 ... CM]T. 

Once all the parameters are found, they can be substituted into Eqn. 8.18 to recon

struct f (x). 

The boxcar estimation method was studied by applying it on bandlimited version 

of a 1-D signal referred to as the high resolution signal. The bandlimited signal was 

obtained by the truncating the spectrum of the high resolution signal to the lowest 21 

frequencies and then applying the inverse Fourier transform. Both the high resolution 

and bandlimited signals are shown in Figs. 8.1(a) and (b) respectively. The boxcar 

estimation method was applied on the spectrum of the bandlimited signal, and the 

reconstructed signals with M = 1,5,12,70 are shown (in red) in Figs. 8.2(a),(b),(c) 

and (d) respectively. For M = 1 and 5, the number of boxcar functions are insufficient 

to model the bandlimited signal. For M = 12, the reconstructed signal has sharp 

edges and is a very good approximation of the main features of the bandlimited signal 

and free from Gibb's oscillations. However as M is increased to 70, the reconstructed 

signal approximates the bandlimited signal including Gibb's oscillation. Therefore by a 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8.1 (a) High resolution signal; (b) bandlimited signal. 

careful control of M, one is able to reconstruct a signal with sharp edges and accurately 

approximate the desired signal without the unwanted Gibb's oscillations. 

Since the boxcar estimation method is inherently a 1-D technique, it could therefore 

not be directly applied to the bandlimited noisy head image, shown in Fig. 3.4(b). 

Following Haacke et al. [Haacke et aZ. 1989a] it was applied in one direction only, as 

follows. First, the inverse Fourier transform was applied along only the rows of the 

spectrum of the bandlimited head image (obtained by truncating the high resolution 

image spectrum to the lowest 101 spatial frequencies vertically and the lowest 201 

frequencies horizontally). Then the estimation method was applied on each of the 

columns of the results independently. The reconstructed signals were then grouped back 

together to form the reconstructed image. Figs. 8.3(a) and (b) show the reconstructed 

images for M = 15 and M = 40 respectively. For M = 15, it is clear that the number of 

boxcar functions is insufficient to accurately approximate the original image, whereas 

for M = 40 seems that the reconstruction image sufficiently approximates the original 

image. Fig. 8.4 shows the ISNR curve obtained from applying the estimation method 

along the columns, which shows a maximum around M = 40. 

Next, we applied the boxcar estimation technique (independently, in sequence) to 

both the rows and columns of the noisy bandlimited head image, with M = 40 in 

both cases. The resulting image is shown in Fig. 8.5. Since the estimation method is 

applied on each column and row independently, without taking into consideration any 

relationship that exists between neighbouring pixels, the reconstructed image edges are 

not smooth or continuous, however there is significant reduction of Gibb's oscillation 

in the reconstructed image. Figs. 8.6(a), (b), and (c) show profiles along a specific 

column of the high resolution head image, the noisy bandlimited head image and the 

reconstructed image obtained from applying the boxcar estimation method with M = 

40 along both the rows and columns respectively. It is obvious the profile of the 
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Figure 8.2 Boxcar estimation method where bandlimited signal is shown in blue and recon-
structed signal shown in red for: (a)M = 1; (b) M = 5; (c)M = 12; (d)M = 70. 
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8.4 BOXCAR ESTIMATION METHOD 

Figure 8.5 Reconstructed image from applying the boxcar estimation method (along both the 
columns and rows) with M = 40. . 

reconstructed image has sharper edges than those of the bandlimited image and less 

Gibb's oscillation. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 8.6 Profiles along: (a) high resolution head image; (b) bandlimited head image; (c) 
reconstructed image from applying estimation method with M = 40 along both the columns 
and rows. 

Since the boxcar estimation method is a superresolving technique, the spectra of 

the reconstructed image beyond the imposed limited bandwidth should approximate 

that of the high resolution head image. Figs. 8.7(a), (b), and (c) show the magnitude 

profile along a particular column of the spectra of the high resolution image, the noisy 

bandlimited head image, and the reconstructed image obtained from applying the box

car estimation method with M = 40 along both the rows and columns respectively. 

It can be clearly seen that the estimation method has recovered some of the spatial 

frequency information beyond the spatial frequency cutoff. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 8.1 Profiles along a particular column of the spectra of: (a) high resolution head image; 
(b) bandlimited head image; (c) reconstructed image from applying estimation method with 
M = 40 along both the columns and rows. 

8.5 GENERALIZED SERIES MODEL 

A more general form of the parameter estimation method, known as the generalized 

series model, is presented here for completeness. Consider the image function f (x) is 

represented as 

f(x) (8.27) 

where Cn are series coefficients and <pn(x) are basis functions. Selection of the basis 

functions is the most important step in this technique since it determines how closely the 

model will approximate the image function. Liang and Lauterbur proposed weighted 

complex sinusoids [Liang and Lauterbur 1996] where 

and therefore f (x) 

C(x )ei27fn6.kx 

p 

C(x) L cnei27fn6..kx. 

n=l 

(8.28) 

By choosing C(x) to be a sum of boxcar functions, the generalized series models will 

comprise of two parts: the series of boxcar functions (useful for modelling sharp edges) 

and the Fourier series model (useful for modelling smooth functions), therefore enabling 

it to represent different features in the image function. It is also been proposed to 

use the generalized series model for dynamic imaging to reconstruct high resolution 

dynamic images from sparsely sampled data where a full acquired data set of a reference 

image is used in determining the basis functions [Liang and Lauterbur 1994]. 

There are many other proposed parameter estimation methods, such as the autore

gressive moving average model (ARMA) where a image function f(x) is modelled by a 
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rational function such that 

f(x) 

where Z 

,\,q b ei27rn t::"kx 
L.m=O n 

1 + ,\,p a ei27rnt::"kx 
L .. m=l n 

bo + bIZ + ... + bqzq 

1 + a1z + ... + apzP 

ei27rt::"kx , (8.29) 

and the parameters p, q, an and bn need to be solved. Note that when p = 0, the ARMA 

model is simply the Fourier series model, which is useful for representing smooth func

tions but is not as good when approximating spiky functions, whereas the ARMA model 

is useful for spiky functions. There are different techniques to solving the parameters 

of the ARMA model, such as the transient error method discussed by Smith et al. 

[Henkelman and J.Bronskill1987]. 

8.6 NONCONVEX LEVEL PENALTY FUNCTION 

A new constraint, known as the level penalty function and based on the prior knowledge 

of the possible M likely levels that can be attained by the pixels, is introduced in 

this section. The constraint aims to find an image (a solution) with a histogram 

that approximates the histogram of the high resolution image. This is achieved by 

designing the constraint to penalize pixels at unlikely levels [Connolly et al. 2000]. 

The penalty function chosen is simply the natural logarithm of a sum of Gaussian 

functions approximating the expected image's histogram and can be written as [Alwesh 

et al. 1998] 

S(f) - Lln(p(f)) 

- LIn (X1e-,Bl(f-'/'l)2 + X2e-,B2(f-'Y2)2 + ... + XMe-,BM(f-'YM)2)(8.30) 

where p(f) is the probability density function and the summation is over all pixels. The 

roles of the different variables X, (3" can be understood from Fig. 8.8 which shows a 

plot of p(f) (Xl> XM, (31 > (32, ,1 < ,2), where it is obvious that X controls the height 

of the Gaussian function, (3 controls the width and, controls the location (mean) of 

the Gaussian function. By changing these variables, different approximations to the 

desired histogram can be obtained based on some prior knowledge of the levels present 

in the original image. 

Differentiating S(f) with respect to f then substituting the derivative into Eqn. 
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IIIHIHHIII II 

(--) 

Figure 8.8 Illustration of the effect of the X, f3 and 'Y variables on the shape of p(j). 

5.23 we have 

S'(f) = 
2Xlf3l(f - II)e-,Bl(f-,d + ... + 2XMf3M(f - IM)e-,BM(f-,M)2 

Xl e-,Bl(f-,1)2 + ... + XM e-,BM (f-'M )2 

(8.31) 

It should be noted that with a single level (i.e. p(f) in Eqn. 8.30 is then a single 

Gaussian function), Eqn. 8.31 reduces to a Tikhonov regularization with a single level 

as a model function (discussed in section 5.4). Two different sets of sums of Gaussian 

functions (PI(f),P2(f)) were studied for the head data. Figs. 8.9 (a) and (b) show the 

histogram of the high resolution and the bandlimited head image within the support 

region respectively. Note that there are seven distinct levels ([0,0.1,0.25,0.4,0.6,0.8,1]) 

in the high resolution head image. 

Fig. 8.10 shows the function PI(f) for Ii values [0.1,0.25,0.4,0.6,0.8,1] (upper 

figure) and the corresponding gradient function (lower figure). Note that S' at pixels 

with the chosen Ii values is zero, indicating that no penalty is applied to pixels with 

these values and the farther the pixels' values deviate from the chosen Ii values, the 

stronger is the applied penalty. The nonconvex level.penalty function was applied on 

the bandlimited head image with PI (f) as the approximation to the expected image's 

histogram and A = 0.0001. 
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8.6 NONCONVEX LEVEL PENALTY FUNCTION 
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Figure 8.9 Histograms of: (a) high resolution head image; (b) bandlimited noisy head image. 
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Figure 8.10 Illustration of the function PI (f) and the corresponding S'(f). 
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Figs. 8.11(a) and (b) show the recovered image (at iteration 1000) and the corre

sponding histogram. The recovered image has some sharper edges, less Gibb's oscil

lation than that of the bandlimited head image, and the corresponding histogram is 

closer to the histogram of the high resolution image than the histogram of the bandlim

ited image. The corresponding ISNR curve, shown in Fig. 8.14, has a higher peak than 

that of the G-P algorithm and is regularized. The exact same results were obtained 

when Xl = X2 X6, thereby reducing the amount of prior information needed 

i.e. it is not necessary to know the exact histogram of the solution to implement this 

method. Further improvements to the solution might be expected to be obtained with 

an additional assumption of local smoothness. This could be implemented by combin

ing the penalty with an additional penalty function such as the truncated quadratic 

penalty, discussed in section 5.6.3. Note such an extension is similar to improving the 

multiple level quantization with the neighbourhood based quantization, discussed in 

section 4.9.2. 

4000 

3000 

(b) 

(a) 

Figure 8.11 Nonconvex level penalty function usingpl(J) and A 0.0001: (a) recovered head 
(b) histogram. 

The second penalty function P2(f), shown in Fig. 8.12, was deliberately designed 

to strongly penalize pixels at level 0.6. This was done to study the case when a correct 

level (that exists in the high resolution image) is wrongly assumed not to exist. Fig. 

8.13(a) shows the recovered image (at iteration 1000) when the penalty function P2(f) 

was used. In this case, pixels with values around 0.6 (located in the two big circles), 

were set to values close to either 0.4 or 0.8. This is confirmed in the corresponding 

histogram shown in Fig. 8.13(b) which indicates the absence of pixels at level 0.6 and 

the deteriorated ISNR curve shown in Fig. 8.14. Therefore care must be taken when 
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designing the approximation to the desired histogram, since the absence of correct 

levels will adversely affect the recovered image. 
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Figure 8.12 Illustration of the function P2(f) and the corresponding 5'(f). 

The nonconvex level penalty function was also applied on the bandlimited noisy 

brain image. Fig. 8.15(a) shows the histogram of the high resolution brain image 

(within the support region) and the P3(f) function (the estimate of the desired his

togram in red). Fig. 8.15(b) shows the recovered image with A = 5. Note the un

desirable blocky appearance and lack of recovery of additional detail, comparing Fig. 

8.15(b) with Fig. 3.5(a), however it is visually preferable compared to the bandlim

ited brain image, shown in Fig. 3.5(b). The disappointing results probably reflect the 

relatively poor match of the piecewise uniform model to the original. 

It is important to note that applying the nonconvex level penalty function might 

result in a local minima, but this problem was not faced when applied to the head 

and brain data since the algorithm was started with a good approximation to the true 

solution. 

8. 7 CONCLUSION 

An alternative to the conventional method of reconstructing MR images is the modelling 

of data based on some prior knowledge of the nature of the imaged object (i.e. spiky, 

or sharp edges or smooth). One of the problems of data modelling methods is the need 
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Figure 8.13 Nonconvex level penalty function using P2(f) and A = 0.0001: (a) recovered head 
image; (b) histogram. 
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Figure 8.14 ISNR curves obtained from applying the nonconvex level penalty functions PI (f) 
and P2(f). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8.15 (a) Histogram of high resolution brain image in blue, P:l (I) in red; (b) recovered 
image using nonconvex level penalty fUIlction. 

to determine different parameters such as the polynomial order, the number of boxcar 

functions and basis functions which affect how closely the model approximates the 

function. The boxcar estimation method is adequate for representing image functions 

which are piecewise uniform. If the number of boxcar functions M is carefully chosen, 

the image can be almost exactly approximated without Gibb's oscillations. If M is 

chosen t.oo large, the reconstructed image tends to suffer from Gibb's oscillation or else 

the system of linear prediction equations becomes unstable. In the latter case, the SVD 

method with small valued eigenvalues set to zero needs to be applied. Another major 

drawback is that the boxcar estimation method is inherently a l-D technique, t.herefore 

when applied on a 2-D image (by applying it independently on each row and column) , 

the edges of the image are not continuous or smooth. 

Another method that utilizes prior information in the reconstruction process , is the 

nonconvex level penalty function. This method is based on some knowledge of the shape 

of the desired histogram. It penalizes pixels with specific level values to obtain an image 

with a histogram that approximates that of the high resolution image. Application of 

this method on piecewise uniform images results in images with sharp edges and less 

Gibb's oscillations. However, results on a more realistic image are disappointing. 
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Chapter 9 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE 
RESEARCH 

This thesis addressed the problem of superresolution specifically in magnetic resonance 

(MR) imaging. Different existing and new methods were studied by applying them 

both on a phantom and realistic MR data. The well-known Gerchberg-Papoulis (G-P) 

algorithm, when applied on both types of available data, resulted in minimal visual 

recovery. Therefore, additional constraints were incorporated into the G-P algorithm 

such as positivity and total energy, as proposed previously, and the new single level and 

neighbourhood based constraints. Both visual study of the recovered image and the 

improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio (ISNR) were used as criteria to measure the 

success of the applied algorithm. In most cases the ISNR curve was found to diverge 

due to the ill-posed nature of the problem indicating the need for regularization. In 

particular, the total variation method provided edges preserving regularization with 

sharp images obtained when it was applied to piecewise constant images. The exten

sion of the superresolution problem to undersampled images provided important results 

where significant and sometimes even complete recovery was achieved using some un

dersampling patterns. This thesis also addressed the problem of superresolving a region 

of interest (ROI), which is important in dynamic imaging applications and follow up 

studies. Existing methods, such as the reduced field of view method, were compared to 

the new iterative region of interest (iROI) method which provided significant recovery 

of the ROI and which required less prior information regarding the object when using 

another version of the algorithm. Another method that utilizes prior information, the 

nonconvex level penalty function, was presented and which resulted in sharper images 

when applied to piecewise homogeneous images. The following paragraphs provide 

more detailed comments related to specific chapters of the thesis. 

The G-P algorithm has been extended in the work presented here to incorporate 

more prior information in superresolving MR images. As originally proposed, the G-P 

algorithm incorporated only a support constraint in the spatial domain. The basic 

G-P algorithm was applied on both the phantom and MR brain data, and the results, 

presented in section 3.7, show minimal visual improvement for both types of data, 
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indicating the need for additional constraints to be applied. In this work, when the 

G-P algorithm or modifications of the G-P algorithm were applied, the basic steepest 

descent form was utilized, since the major focus of this study was on the success 

of recovery rather than efficiency. In future work, the conjugate gradient method 

should be utilized which reduces computation time considerably. Care should be taken 

however when applying the conjugate gradient method to problems that are ill-posed 

since though the method approaches the solution (i.e. the iteration with maximum 

ISNR) faster than the steepest descent algorithm, it also diverges faster away from this 

solution. 

In addition to the prior information used in the basic G-P algorithm, other known 

properties of the object were incorporated into the problem by utilizing the projection 

onto convex sets (POCS) method, discussed in chapter 4. In this method, each known 

property is associated to a convex set and is used as a constraint to find a solution that 

satisfies all constraints (i.e. lies in the intersection of all the convex sets). The different 

constraints studied were the positivity, energy, and upper and lower bound constraints, 

all of which resulted in some improvement in the ISNR curves compared to that of the 

G-P algorithm. However, none provided more than limited visual improvement. 

A more general form of the POCS method was then studied, known as the method 

of generalized projections (MGP), where nonconvex constraints may be incorporated 

into the problem, such as the single level quantization P6. This projection-based op

erator was shown to result in a sharper image, in regions containing the chosen level, 

however care was found to be necessary when choosing oP6, since large values of OP6 
will result in pixels being set to the wrong level. Application of the single level quan

tization requires prior approximate knowledge of the levels present in the object. As 

mentioned in section 4.9.1, the single level quantization is a harsh constraint that does 

not take into account any relationship that might exist between neighbouring pixels. 

This drawback was then remedied by using the neighbourhood based quantization (P7) 

which sets a pixel value to a prescribed level if the majority of pixels surrounding the 

pixel under study have values within a specific deviation from the prescribed level. 

This operator is based on the assumption that neighbouring pixels belong to the same 

homogeneous tissue and when applied to the piecewise continuous head phantom pro

vided significant visual improvement. Combinations of the above constraints were also 

studied with the aim of obtaining a levelled off ISNR curve with a higher maximum 

than those obtained when applying the constraints independently. In this thesis only 

three combination sets were investigated. A more thorough study of the effect of chang

ing the orders of applying several constraints and the effect of relaxing the constraints 

should be part of future research. 

One of the problems of the G-P algorithm is that it is sensitive to noise due to 

the ill-posed nature of the problem (i.e. the solution does not continuously depend on 

the data). In this case regularization methods (discussed in chapter 5) are required 
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to stabilize the problem. There are several different regularization methods such as 

the Tikhonov-Miller regularization method (when no prior information regarding the 

smoothness of the object is available) which stabilizes a problem by incorporating a 

penalty function which represents a bound on the energy of the image. The Tikhonov

Miller regularization was applied on both the phantom and the brain data, and in 

both cases the recovered images obtained at later iterations were very similar to the 

corresponding recovered images obtained from applying the G-P algorithm (at the 

iteration with the maximum ISNR value), indicating a stable system with a levelled off 

ISNR. 

Another form of the Tikhonov-Miller regularization is the model-based regular

ization, studied in section 5.4, where a model of the solution is incorporated into the 

algorithm. This method is quite useful when applied to cases where high and low res

olution data are alternatively acquired of adjacent slices. In order to superresolve the 

low resolution slice, the model used is simply the average of the high resolution slices 

sandwiching the low resolution slice. The closer the slices are to each other, the closer 

the model used is to the true solution and the further the slices are from each other 

the more incorrect information is introduced into the solution. Therefore care must be 

taken in selecting the regularization parameter, since a small regularization parameter 

value will hardly result in any regularization and a large regularization parameter value 

will force the solution to be the same as the incorporated model. This regularization 

method was applied to the brain data, where the model used contained both some 

similarities and some differences to the true solution, and it provided a considerable 

recovery of the bandlimited brain slice. 

Up to this point, information regarding the smoothness of the image was assumed 

to be unavailable. In cases where the object is known to be smooth, constraints can 

be used which force neighbouring pixels to have similar intensity values and provide a 

regularized solution. The effect of imposing a smoothness constraint was quite obvious 

from the recovered image (presented in section 5.5) where the edges were smoothed out 

and Gibb's oscillations reduced. 

The total variation method is an edge preserving regularization method that aims 

to find a solution with the least total variation and is thus suitable for blocky images 

which have a low total variation. It provided significant edge enhancement when applied 

to bandlimited head data and cleaned up most of the Gibb's oscillation (which has a 

relatively high total variation). However, when applied on the bandlimited brain data, 

it resulted in an undesirable blocky image. Future research should involve testing of 

the total variation penalty on real images that are actually blocky (i.e. reasonably close 

to piecewise constant ) in nature. 

A compromise between smoothness and edge preservation can be achieved by using 

the Huber function which applies the smoothness constraint for gradient values less than 
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a chosen gradient value (M) and total variation for gradient values greater than M. 

By varying M and the regularization parameter, different amounts of smoothness and 

edge preservation can be achieved. For most of the regularization methods studied, the 

steplength had to be reduced to avoid the production of artifacts in the image due to 

the nonconvergence of the algorithm. 

In this thesis, superresolution was not limited to the bandlimited case but was 

extended to the undersampling of the spatial frequencies. Different undersampling 

patterns were studied in chapter 6 by applying them on both the head and brain data. 

The G-P algorithm with the positivity constraint was then applied to the undersampled 

spatial frequency data. In some cases there was significant (and even complete) recov

ery of aliased regions even when the aliasing seemed severe. The amount of recovery 

seemed to depend on two factors 1) determinacy and 2) the shape of the undersampling 

pattern. When the undersampling pattern was such that a missed out spectral com

ponent was surrounded by retained components and the problem was overdetermined, 

significant and sometimes even complete recovery was achieved. For cases where the 

problem was underdetermined and the undersampling pattern used had missing compo

nents surrounded by other missing components, minimal (or no) recovery was achieved. 

However we note that for other undersampling patterns with missing components sur

rounded by retained components considerable recovery was achieved even if it was an 

underdetermined system. 

Since the above method is not an ad hoc method and the formulation of the aliased 

image in terms of the original image was possible, future work should be directed 

towards formulating the recovery image in terms of the original image. Therefore if only 

a region of the image is of interest, a specific undersampling pattern could be chosen 

based on the prior knowledge of which regions of the image it will clean from aliasing. 

In addition, by formulating the aliased image in terms of the original image (as was 

done in section 6.6), knowledge of the regions that will be aliased is obtained. In this 

case, the unaliased regions can be directly used (without applying any superresolution 

algorithms) and prior knowledge on the solution (such as the constraints considered in 

this thesis) can be used to improve recovery within the aliased regions only. 

For some applications such as dynamic imaging or follow up of a tumour, changes 

are limited to a region of interest (ROI) and acquiring high resolution data in every 

session will contain substantial redundancy. There are several methods available which 

can be used for such applications to reduce the imaging time. The keyhole method, 

discussed in section 7.3, is a very simple method which sets the unmeasured high spatial 

frequency data of an acquired low resolution dynamic image (e.g. big tumour image) 

to the corresponding high spatial frequency data of a high resolution reference image 

(e.g. small tumour image). Results obtained from applying this method to the MR 

brain data show a sharper image but with very little extra information compared to 

the conventional bandlimited image. 
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For cases where the changes in a dynamic session are limited to a small area of the 

entire field of view, the reduced field of view method can be used in such applications 

since it reduces imaging time and provides high resolution dynamic images. It requires 

some approximate prior knowledge of the extent and position of the ROI to determine 

the reduction factor and help in repositioning the ROI. The major disadvantage of this 

method is that any change occurring outside the reduced field of view will be aliased 

into the reduced field of view, therefore it cannot be used for some applications such 

as cardiac and abdominal imaging. 

To overcome the above drawback a new method with two versions, known as the 

iterative recovery of ROI (iROI) was presented in section 7.5. For the first version of 

this method, a high resolution reference image is incorporated into the G-P algorithm 

to superresolve a ROI of a low resolution dynamic image. Similar to the rFOV method, 

this method requires some approximate knowledge of the size and location of the ROI. 

Impressive recovery of the ROI was achieved when applying the iROI method with 

the exact mask of the ROlon the bandlimited dynamic brain data and significant 

recovery was obtained when an approximate mask and the total variation method were 

used. When using approximate masks and the total variation method, even though 

the recovered tumour edges were sharp, the recovered image within the mask suffered 

from a ringing artifact which did not seem to compromise information regarding the 

tumour. Future work should involve reducing or even eliminating this artifact. An easy 

to implement and fast way of reducing the ringing is by using a weighting function for 

the amount of regularization )., such that )., is high at the centre of the mask and 

slowly decreases as it approaches the edges of the mask. This requires designing a 

weighting function that might have a fiat part in the center (where edge-preservation 

is very important) and that slowly rolls off to zero as it approaches the edges. Another 

technique to reduce the ringing is by designing a penalty function which acts as the 

total variation regularization method in the center and as the smoothness constraint at 

the edges. The decision of applying either the total variation or smoothness constraint 

would then depend on the spatial location of the pixel under consideration. This 

method is more complicated since it would involve taking into consideration several 

parameters. 

The iROI method was also applied on undersampled dynamic brain data using a 

high resolution reference data which resulted in an image with sharp edges and free 

from any aliasing. The second version of the iROI method with the total variation 

method did not provide results quite as good as the first version but has the major 

advantage that the reference image used here is a low resolution image thus requiring 

less prior knowledge. 

In addition to the iterative methods, parametric estimation methods were also used 

to superresolve images by utilizing a model based on prior knowledge of the image. 

The boxcar estimation method, discussed in chapter 8, models a piecewise uniform 
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image by a series of boxcar functions, whose widths, amplitudes and locations need 

to be computed. The boxcar estimation method was applied independently on the 

rows and columns of the bandlimited head image resulting in a recovered image with 

sharp and reduced Gibb's oscillation. Care needs to be taken when choosing the 

number of boxcar functions, since a number of boxcar functions will approximate 

the image including the Gibb's oscillations. It is important to note that the edges of 

the recovered image were not smooth or continuous, since no consideration was taken 

regarding any relationship that might exist between neighbouring pixels. To overcome 

this problem, future research should be directed towards designing an inherently 2-D 

boxcar estimation method which is applied on the whole of the 2-D image. 

Another method presented that utilizes prior information in the superresolution 

process is the nonconvex level penalty function. It aims to find a solution with a his

togram approximating the histogram of the true solution based on the prior knowledge 

of the levels present in the true solution. The nonconvex level penalty function resulted 

in a sharper image with less Gibb's oscillation and a levelled off ISNR curve (i.e. the 

problem is stable) when the correct levels were assumed. Again the brain image is 

too variable to be a good test here, a simple realistic image (e.g. leg) would be more 

suitable. 

In conclusion, the G-P algorithm and its extensions (i.e. including the additional 

constraints) seemed to provide better results when applied on the bandlimited head 

image in comparison to that of the more realistic MR data, indicating the need for more 

prior information for the recovery of the brain image. The additional constraints may 

be either convex or nonconvex, such as the neighbourhood based method which utilizes 

prior knowledge regarding the levels present in the true solution in the recovery process. 

Another method which requires prior knowledge of the levels present is the nonconvex 

penalty function. Both the neighbourhood based and nonconvex level penalty function 

provide best results when applied to a piecewise homogeneous image. 

It was also found that the superresolution problem is easier to solve when applied 

to undersampled images where limited prior information is required in the recovery 

process. In some cases complete removal of the aliasing was achieved by selecting a 

suitable undersampling pattern. Superresolution of a region of interest also seems easier 

than that of a whole image, which is useful in applications such as dynamic imaging and 

follow-up studies. In most cases, regularization methods are also important to overcome 

the ill-posedness nature of the problem. The total variation method, when applied to 

piecewise constant images, provided edge-preservation as well as regularization. The 

boxcar estimation in I-D also provided sharp edges, however when it was applied on 

2-D images the edges were not continuous since the estimation method was applied 

independently on each row and column of the image. 
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